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ABSTRACT

A STUDY OF CHILDREN’S KNOWLEDGE OF CERTAIN WORD FORMATION RULES

AND THE RELATIONSHIP OF THIS KNOWLEDGE TO VARIOUS FORMS OF

READING ACHIEVEMENT

This study investigated selected aspects of children’s knowledge of complex derived

words of English. The term “complex derived words”, refers to those word pairs which

involve systematic sound changes of the base word in its suffixed derived form, as in relate-

relation, in which the [t] sound of relate has become an [š] sound in the suffixed word.

The two purposes of the research study were:

1. to investigate changes in knowledge that children between the ages of eight and

seventeen have acquired with respect to certain complex word derivational processes.

2. to investigate the relation of the changes in children’s word derivational knowledge to

their achievement in various aspects of reading.

N. Chomsky and M. Halle in Sound Pattern of English (Harper Row 1968) hypothesized

that inner knowledge of sound pattern changes must be part of the adult speaker’s general

system of grammatical knowledge. They showed that the pattern of sound changes between

sets of base and derived words is systematic. It is predictable from information about both

syntactic and phonological factors. Their rules require that the speaker have internalized a

representation of the lexical formatives of complex derived words that is abstract in relation to

the phonetic sounds.

Five sound patterns were selected to be used in this study:

1. Palatalization of final dental stops before the suffix –ion as in the words relate-

relation or distort-distortion.

2. Vowel shift of [ε y] to [æ] before the suffix –ity as in words like sane-sanity or

grave-gravity.

3. Vowel shift of [iy] to [ε] before the suffix –ical as in gamete-gametical or meter-

metrical.

4. Stress shift with the suffix –ity as in moral-morality or plural-plurality.

5. Stress shift with the suffix –ical as in method-methodical or history-historical.

The study used the above ten words as models for creating nonce pairs of words for testing

children’s inner knowledge of the five sound patterns. The nature of these five sound patterns

is such that they allow for testing of inner knowledge both of relations that are and are not

abstractly encoded in English orthography. The writing system’s code is basically morphemic.

Rather than representing the surface sounds of complex derived words, the writing system
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tends to preserve the visual identity of each morpheme. Children learning to read are taught

the multiple sounds possible for specific letters. The writing system uses one letter “t” to

represent the [t] and the [š] sound of relate-relation – an abstraction from the phonetic sound in

the derived word. The writing system uses the one vowel letter “a” to represent the [ε y]~ [æ]

change of vowel sounds in sane-sanity: it uses the one vowel letter “e” to represent the [iy]~ [ε]

alternation in meter-metrical. Thus vowel sounds, too, are abstractly encoded in the writing

system. However, stress is never marked for printed language. Therefore reading and writing

instruction do not teach stress changes.

The literature review of the research done on children’s and adult’s knowledge of word

formation processes provided conflicting evidence. The conclusions that a researcher drew

from his data were dependent upon the nature of the tasks required of the subjects. Asking a

child to create a new derived word from a nonce base word did not show evidence of inner

knowledge of English patterns of sound changes. In order to study children’s knowledge of

complex word formation processes, there was need to first create a task such that one could

deduce from the child’s behavior the structure of his inner knowledge of word suffixing

processes.

A new method for testing inner lexical knowledge was created, the word recall test.

Children were taught ten nonce words, and their ability to recall them was tested one day, one

week, and six weeks after the original teaching. The ten nonce words taught to the children

consisted of two words for each of the five sound patterns. One of the nonce suffixed words

was correct according to English rules of phonology. The second nonce word had sounds that

were similar to the base word; the sound change rules had not been applied. The ages of the

children who participated in this study were from eight to seventeen. There were 72 children,

eighteen from each of grades 3, 6, 9, and 12.

Below are listed the experimental tests used for investigating children’s knowledge of

the five sound patterns listed above and the relation of such knowledge to their reading. There

were three oral language tests – one of production ability, one of intuitions about which of two

words sounds better, and the third was the word recall test. There were also two experimental

tests of the ability to read aloud real complex derived words. The scores on the experimental

tests were compared to children’s scores on two standardized reading tests (one of paragraph

reading and one of oral word list reading) and to a measure of I.Q. as given by the Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Test. The youngest children’s silent reading was measured by the Stanford

Achievement Test – Primary I and II – Paragraph Meaning. The three upper grades’ silent
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reading as measured by STEP (Sequential Test of Education Progress). All children were

given the Wide Range Achievement test of oral word listing reading.

The experimental tests were:

1. Production test. This showed children’s ability to produce a new derived word

when given a nonce base word and the required suffix.

2. Conscious Judgment test. This tested children’s ability to decide which of two

possible derived words sounded better: one word was derived according to English

rules of phonology and the second word had sounds similar to those of the base

word.

3. Word Recall test. This tested children’s ability to learn and to recall over a six

week period the ten nonce derived words described above.

4. The 29 Word list. This tested children’s ability to read aloud graded lists of real

derived words representing the five sound patterns of the study.

5. The Uncle John Story. This tested children’s ability to read the ten real derived

words used as models for the creation of the ten nonce words. Since the words

were in a story, this allowed the comparison between reading the suffixed words in

a list to reading derived words in a meaningful context.

With respect to the three oral language tests of inner knowledge of the five sound patterns, the

data replicated previous research results wherever direct comparisons between tests were

possible. Further it was found that the word recall test provided the most accurate insight into

children’s abstractions about complex derived words. The study has used a cross selection of

children of different ages since it was impossible to follow the development of a few children

for a ten year period. Yet it was still possible to order the five sound patterns for difficulty.

The Guttman Scale analysis of the word recall data from the 72 children from grades three

through twelve showed the following hierarchical ordering for the acquisition of knowledge of

the five sound patterns:

1. Palatalization of dental before –ion.

2. Vowel shift before –ity

3. Stress shift before –ity (and with it stress shift before –ical). The two stress shift

items could not be ordered for relative difficulty.

4. Vowel shift before –ical.

The data of the study showed for all the 72 subjects combined, inner knowledge of the

five word formation processes correlated with subjects’ silent reading comprehension, and oral

word recognition ability as measured both by the WRAT and by the experimenter designed 29
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Word List. The correlations of the word recall test to all the reading measures (except oral

reading errors and reading time for the Uncle John Story) was significant for the third graders.

Further, the two sound patterns which distinguished the word recall scores for the three levels

of reading groups of third graders were vowel shift –ity and stress shift –ity; only third grade

good readers showed inner knowledge of these sound patterns. For the subjects in the two

upper grades, word recall seemed to relate more to oral word recognition than to silent reading

comprehension.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Introduction

This study deals with the question of the knowledge that children between the ages of

eight and seventeen have internalized about the structure of complex derived words of their

language. The term “complex derived words” refers to those word pairs which involve

systematic sound changes of the base word in its suffixed derived form. For example in the

word pair distort-distortion, the final [t] –sound of the word distort is pronounced [š] before the

suffix –ion. This change in the sound of the final dental of the base word before the suffix –ion

is predictable; it is part of the English rules of grammar. Whenever –ion is suffixed onto a verb

which ends in a dental consonant, the final sound in the derived word is always changed to a

palatal sound.

Why is it of interest to know how children analyze the structure of complex derived

words of their language? One reason is that the generalizations that children have formed

about the structure of these words can relate to their reading processes. Studies of language

ability and of reading achievement show correlations. For example, Loban (1963), in his

report on a longitudinal study of 338 children from kindergarten through sixth grade, showed

that reading and vocabulary and language abilities closely correlated. The child comes to the

learn-to-read task knowing an oral language code for relating speech sounds and meaning. The

task of learning to read requires that the child form means for relating print to meaning. Any

data that sheds insight into children’s knowledge of English phonology should also give insight

into psychological processes for decoding language in print.

With respect to the written code’s representation of complex derived words, one finds

that the written code is basically morphemic. By that is meant that the English orthography

tends to represent one morpheme with one visual representation. For example in the words

distort-distortion, despite the fact that the final [t] –sound of the base word has been changed to

an [š] –sound in the suffixed word, the base word looks the same in the printed representation

of the derived word.

The implications of the reading literature are that one must recognize at least two stages

to the acquisition of mature reading skills. Lorge (1949) states that beginning reading through

the third grade level represents more the “sheer mechanics” of the reading process; it is only

with material of fourth grade level of reading difficulty that the reading process begins to

involve “conceptual mastery of ideas” (p 13). Readability measures describing the difficulty of

a passage shows that the number of affixes, syllables, and measures of the familiarity of the
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words are the most potent factors affecting the difficulty of a written text. (Dale and Chall

1948). Therefore if one can show that children do form an inner appreciation of the

morphemic structure underlying the spoken form of their derived words, then one has shown

that they have available certain word analysis skills to help decode a new word in print. Since

the “best single element for the prediction of any aspect of expressional difficulty (in reading)

is vocabulary load” (Lorge 1949 p 13), investigating the nature of the knowledge that children

of age 8 or older have formed about word deriving rules of their language can be important

both psycho-linguistically and for better understanding the nature of higher levels of reading

processes.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was twofold. The first aim was to investigate whether there

are changes in the generalizations that children between the ages of eight and seventeen have

formed with respect to certain English complex word derivational processes. Specifically this

study set out to learn whether there is first a stage in which the child’s words are unanalyzed

wholes and then a later stage, when the child discovers that the derived words of his spoken

language can be segmented into underlying meaningful segments. The second goal of the

study was to investigate possible correlations between changes in children’s word derivational

processes and their achievement in various aspects of reading. Therefore the tests of this study

were designed to reveal first whether children ever discover that the spoken work distort bears

the same systematic sound relationship to distortion that the word relate has to relation, and

secondly whether the acquisition of such knowledge correlated with the level of attained

reading skills.

Design of the Study

The linguistic theory that motivated the design of this study has been N. Chomsky and

M. Halle’s (1968) theory of English Phonology. In Sound Pattern of English they have shown

that one can write English phonological rules which describe the pattern of the sound changes

for English base and complex derived words. They found that the sound changes between a

base word and a specific suffixed form are systematic; the sound changes are predictable from

ordered sets of rules that describe the system of sound changes. The phonological rules of

Sound Pattern of English have as their input both syntactic information and information about

the phonological structure of the morphemes of the words. The rules would require that the

adult speaker have internalized a representation of the morphemes and words of this speech

that is abstract in relation to the phonetic forms of the words. This research study has been
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designed to address the question of children’s acquisition of knowledge of certain of these

hypothesized abstractions.

As Brown and Berko (1967) noted, every natural language has a system. One can

describe the system on the level of the speech sounds, i.e. the actual sound structure of the

syllables that the speaker utters and that the listener hears. One can also discuss the

generalizations that the speaker-listener has formed with respect to the distinctive units

underlying the speech form of the utterance. As he learns his language, a child learns to

categorize the basic units that are functioning distinctively in his speech. No child is born

knowing the categorizations that Sound Pattern of English hypothesize the adult speaker uses

for generating the phonetic forms of the complex words of his language. To provide evidence

that speakers have internalized a code for the system of sound changes between base words and

suffixed words, one needs to show that, at some point, the child’s linguistic behavior gives

systematic evidence of the effect of such knowledge.

Word association studies have shown that around the age of six and seven, major

changes are taking place in the semantic organization of the child’s lexicon. (Brown and

Berko 1967, Entwistle 1967). These changes continue to become refined through adolescence

(Anglin 1970, in a study of word sorting preferences). The research literature on the inner

knowledge that either children or adults have about complex word formation processes is not

consistent. The results that a researcher has drawn from his data are dependent upon the nature

of the task that was required of the subjects. Chapter III provides a full review of the literature

on children’s knowledge of English sound pattern relations. At this point, it is necessary only

to mention that if the research study required that the subjects create by saying aloud new

words derived from nonce base words then the data failed to show that even college students

consistently applied the required pattern of sound changes (Robinson 1967, Steinberg 1972).

However there are other studies that presented different tasks to their subjects, and

these have shown certain knowledge of the rules of English phonology. Moskowitz (1973)

used a classical associative learning task to investigate whether children had knowledge of

vowel shift. The task involved training children to say different vowel changing patterns when

the suffix –ity was added to nonce monosyllables which had a tense vowel. Her results showed

that children did have knowledge of English Vowel shift for they easily learned to say only the

English tense-lax vowel shift patterns. Ladefoged and Fromkin (1968) found that a group of

adults could correctly mark the pronunciation of nonce suffixed words that had been printed in

sentences. Thus psycholinguistic tests that did not require that the subject create and say novel
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suffixed words have shown certain knowledge of systematic relationships between base and

suffixed word pairs.

If Ladefoged and Fromkin were correct in their conclusion that adults know English

complex word formation processes, then there is need to investigate the acquisition of this

knowledge by children. Psycholinguistic research has shown that certain aspects of children’s

lexical knowledge is still evolving after the age when they have entered school [C. Chomsky

(1969, 1971, 1972), Read (1971, 1973), Zhurova (1963)]. Therefore it is important to

investigate the nature of these changes, whether children do form generalizations about the

structure underlying the spoken form of complex derived words, and whether such knowledge

affects their attainment of higher levels of reading skills. This study has hypothesized that

there is a relation between the acquisition of mature lexical knowledge for words of speech and

reading achievement. It is believed that the understanding of the nature of this relation can

have important theoretical implications both for language acquisition processes and for the

mastery of higher levels of reading. As one who has been involved in the teaching of reading,

the author knows that the task of the reading teacher is helped by her being able to understand

the nature of the relationship between the English orthographic code and the inner

generalizations that the child has for organizing his oral language experience.

The Tests of the Study

It was decided to investigate changes in the knowledge that children between the ages

of eight and seventeen have with respect to the five following English sound patterns:

1. Palatalization of final dental stops before the suffix –ion as in the words relate-relation or

distort-distortion.

2. Vowel shift of [ε y] to [æ] before the suffix –ity as in words like sane-sanity or grave-

gravity.

3. Vowel shift of [iy] to [ε] before the suffix –ical as in gamete-gametical or meter-metrical.

4. Stress shift with the suffix –ity as in moral-morality or plural-plurality.

5. Stress shift with the suffix –ical as in method-methodical or history-historical.

The pattern of sound changes resulting from the affixing of the three suffixes –ion, -ity, -

ical to specific base words allows the testing of children’s knowledge of sound changes that are

and are not represented abstractly in the writing code. The writing system has an abstract

representation of the sound-change of [t] to [š] as in the word pair relate-relation. It uses the

same letter “t” to represent these two very different sounds. English tense-lax vowel pairs of

sounds are also abstractly encoded in the writing system. One vowel letter represents each of

the English tense-lax front vowel shift relationships. One vowel-letter pairs tense-lax vowels
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whose phonetic sounds are qualitatively very different. Or example one vowel letter “a”

represents the sounds [ε y] and [æ] (as in sane-sanity) and the vowel letter “e” represents the

sounds [iy] and [ε] (as in meter-metrical). While the orthography represents abstractly and not

phonetically the palatalized sound in word pairs suffixed with –ion, and while it has an abstract

encoding of the actual vowel sounds in vowel shift word pairs, the orthography does not

represent the sound changes of word pairs due to stress shift since there is never any visual

representation of the stress placement for words-in-print. Therefore the 5 sound patterns allow

the testing of children’s knowledge of sound pattern relationships that are encoded in the

written text and of sound patterns that are not given any visual representation in the writing

system.

Two sets of tests were created to test the knowledge that children had for the above

listed five sound patterns. There were three tests created for investigating children’s’ linguistic

competency with respect to the five sound patterns and two experimental tests of ability to read

suffixed words. In each of the three oral language tests, the subjects saw pictures that

represented the meaning of a nonce base word; they were given cards on which the suffix to be

affixed to the base nonce word was printed; they heard the examiner define each nonce word,

but they never saw the nonce words in print. Two experimental reading tests were created for

measuring children’s ability to read aloud real derived words in lists of words and in a

meaningful story.

The three oral tests were:

1. Production Test This test investigated children’s ability to spontaneously produce a derived

word when given a nonce base word in meaningful contexts and a card on which the required

suffix was printed. This task resembled those used in the studies of Robinson and Steinberg.

2. Conscious Judgments This task investigated children’s ability to select the appropriate derived

word when given a choice between a suffixed word that sounded very similar to its base word

and a suffixed nonce word whose sounds had been derived according to English sound pattern.

This was a test of children’s intuitions about which of the two words sounded better.

3. Word Recall Test This task investigated the children’s ability to learn and to recall ten nonce

derived words with recall behavior being tested one day, one week, and six weeks after the

teaching session. The ability to learn and remember nonce words over a period of six weeks

was expected to be affected both by the sound pattern of the derived word in relation to that of

the base word and also by the child’s own inner knowledge of the phonological rules involved

in deriving the correct sound pattern for that suffixed word. For each of the five sound patterns
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each child learned two derived words: one word was formed according to English sound

patterns and one word had sounds very similar to those of the base nonce word.

Each subject’s reading achievement was measured by:

1. Standardized silent paragraph comprehension test. The Stanford Achievement Test was used

for 3rd graders and STEP for the children in the upper grades.

2. Wide Range Achievement Test of oral word list reading ability.

3. I.Q. was measured by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test which gives a measure of

intelligence based on recognition vocabulary.

Two experimental tests were created in order to measure each subject’s oral reading ability

with real complex derived words. The two experimental reading tests were given to each

subject after the completion of the testing of his oral language competency. The purpose was

to learn about the child’s ability to read derived words aloud both in a context (the Uncle John

Story) and when the words were in a list (the 29 Word List).

1. The Uncle John Story was a 148 word story containing ten real words whose sound-meaning

patterns had served as models for the nonce words used in the three oral language tests. This

passage was of seventh-eighth grade level of reading difficulty [based on Dale-Chall formula

(1948)].

2. The 29 Word List was formed from complex derived words representing the five sound

patterns studied in the oral language tests. These words were varied in the level of their

difficulty as shown by Dale list (Dale and Chall, (1948), Dale-Eichholtz (1960), and Harris-

Jacobson (1972) word lists.

72 subjects, eighteen from each of grades 3, 6, 9, 12 were selected on the basis of their

scores on standardized tests of silent reading comprehension. Within each grade, one-third of

the children selected were reading below average, one-third were average readers, and the final

third were above average readers. See 4.2.2 for a complete description of the subjects.

The oral language tests were designed to investigate the development in children of

word formation processes. The reading tests were selected in order to investigate possible

correlations between oral language competency and reading performance on different elements

related to the achieving of skilled reading. Complex psychological processes underlie silent

reading comprehension test scores. Standardized reading comprehension scores rank the

subjects on the basis of their ability to interpret printed paragraphs; the scores reflect the result

of inner processing, not which aspects of the task caused the results. It was hoped that the

three oral reading tests could give insight into which factors related to reading comprehension

scores best reflected the relationship between inner word formation knowledge and reading.
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WRAT, standardized test of word recognition ability, gives a measure of reading performance

that is based upon the subject’s ability to pronounce isolated lists of words. The two

experimenter designed tests allowed the comparison between a subject’s oral language

competency and his ability to read aloud real complex derived words of the five sound patterns

in a meaningful context and in isolated word lists. Thus the ability to interpret paragraphs, the

ability to pronounce words, the ability to use context to aid word recognition, and knowledge

of word meaning (PPVT) all elements that underlie reading, were to be compared to oral

language competency with the five sound patterns.

Summary

In summary, this study used the above listed tests to investigate the following

questions:

1. Do Production, Conscious Judgment, and Word Recall tasks differ in what they reveal

about children’s inner knowledge of word formation processes?

2. Do children learn to segment and systematically operate with certain word formation

processes? The five sound patterns investigated were:

a. palatalization of dental before –ion

b. vowel shift before –ity

c. vowel shift before –ical

d. stress shift before –ity

e. stress shift before –ical

3. Is there any systematic ordering to the child’s acquisition of knowledge of these five

patterns of sound changes?

4. Do generalizations about the morphemic structure underlying the surface sound of

complex derived words relate to the level of attained reading skills as measured by:

a. standardized silent paragraph reading comprehension tests

b. standardized tests of ability to read aloud graded lists of words

c. ability to read aloud a story incorporating the ten real derived words on whose

patterns the ten nonce words used in the Production, Conscious Judgment, and

Word Recall test were created (the Uncle John Story) and the 29 Word List,

composed from lists of words graded for difficulty and representing each of the

five types of suffixed word?

5. Do the four measures of reading achievement correlate with each other?

6. Does knowledge of complex word formation processes relate to I.Q.?

7. Do each of the four measures of reading skills correlate with I.Q.?
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General Outline of the Thesis

Chapter II describes the linguistic theory of complex word formation rules. The

emphasis is on why inner knowledge of complex word derivational processes should relate to

reading. The first part of the chapter contains a discussion of the categories of English word

inflections, showing the function of word derivational suffixes in the language code. The next

section contains an analysis of Aronoff’s (1974) theory of word formation rules. Aronoff

found that a speaker’s word formation rules can only be described in terms of subsets of bases

to which the suffixes can be added. He theorized that knowledge of word formation rules

includes knowledge of the bases which can undergo the process, knowledge of the sound

changes between base and suffixed forms, and knowledge of the composite meaning of the

derived word, which is a function of the semantic meaning of its base. Thus a speaker’s inner

knowledge of word formation rules allows him both to create new words and to analyze the

meaning of newly encountered words in print. The final section contains a discussion of the

fact that the writing system is basically morphemic, representing the morphemic structure

underlying the surface sounds of complex derived words.

In Chapter III is presented a review of psycholinguistic literature on developmental

changes in children’s lexical knowledge including Britain’s evidence (1970) that there is a

positive relation of knowledge of grammatical inflections and beginning reading. The research

evidence provided no evidence that children under the age of seven were able to use word

derivational suffixes generatively. (Berko 1961). The research on inner organization of

children’s semantic structures showed that after the age of five, changes were occurring.

(Brown and Berko 1967, Entwistle 1967, Anglin 1970). Bogoyavlenskiy (1973) showed that

the developmental sequence for acquisition of knowledge of word suffixing processes was first

real words, second an understanding of suffix meaning, third application of a word formation

rule to novel forms, and finally metalinguistic awareness.

Chapter IV contains a discussion of the design of the study, a description of the

experimental tests, a description of the population, a description of the procedure for

administering the tests, and a description of how the data was analyzed.

Chapter V contains the results of the tests and a discussion of the significance of the

data.

Chapter VI contains a final overview of the results including implications to be drawn

for future research and for possible teaching aids.
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CHAPTER II

A THEORY OF WORD DERIVATIONAL

PROCESSES AND ITS RELATION TO READING

Like cognitive theories, linguistic theory addresses itself to the question of what inner

recoding processes a subject uses for relating stimulus and response. A linguistic theory of a

language makes explicit hypotheses about the speaker-hearer’s system for relating the acoustic

sounds of speech to the underlying meaning of an utterance. A grammar of a language is

making hypotheses about the linguistic competence of its speakers. Any speaker’s grammar is

his means for relating phonetic representations to semantic representations. Phonetic

descriptions deal with the outer form of words; semantic descriptions deal with inner meaning.

As N. Chomsky (1974) noted, these two sets of descriptions are like the two faces of Janus,

and it is the rules of a grammar that allow one to relate the outer sound forms to their inner

meaning.

N. Chomsky and M. Halle (1968) have shown that the pattern of sound changes for

specific sets of base and derived words is part of the adult speaker’s general system of English

phonology rules. Their theory of English phonology reveals that there are complex sets of

rules describing the transformation of the base word into its derived spoken form. Their rules

have as input both syntactic and phonological information about the words. They require that

the speaker has internalized a phonological representation of the lexical formatives for certain

words that is more abstract than the phonetic form of the words that he speaks.

Before presenting the analysis of psycholinguistic research that investigated knowledge

of the underlying units of complex suffixed words (see Chapter III), it is necessary to describe

in this Chapter English inflectional rules. English has two main categories of word inflections.

First, there is the set grammatical inflections such as plural markers on nouns, or tense or

aspect markers on verbs. Secondly, there is the system of affixes for creating new words. This

includes prefixes, which form new words of the same category as the base word, and suffixes

which change the syntactic category of the base word.

Grammatical inflections are generated by the syntax of the language. A small list of

allomorphs describes any one subset of English grammatical inflections. The choice of the

allomorph is determined by the final sound of the base word. For example, the rules for

inflecting regular nouns for plural specify that [-Iz] is to be added to words ending in a sibilant;

thus one says one witch-two witches; if the word ends in a voiceless consonant then add [-s] as

in one cat-two cats. For all other nouns add [-z] as in one dog-two dog[z] and one bee-two
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bee[z]. Grammatical inflections are obligatory affixes; if one is to speak a correct English

sentence, he must use the correct inflectional ending.

English word derivational affixes involve the creation of new words from base words.

Prefixes form words that differ in meaning from that of the base word but prefixes do not cause

a change of syntactic category. Word derivational suffixes form new words from existing

words; they always change the syntactic category of the base word and the syntactic change is

predictable. Thus word derivational suffixes affect not only meaning but also the syntactic

category of the words. There are two major types of English word derivational suffixes. First

there are those suffixes like –ness which are neutral suffixes in that they do not change the

sound of the base word in the derived words. For example, in good-goodness, the sounds of

the base word are not changed in the suffixed word. The second type of word forming suffixes

are the complex word derivational suffixes. These suffixes do cause systematic sound changes

in the base and suffixed word pairs. Of the three suffixes used in this study, -ion, -ity, and –

ical:

-ion changes a verb into an abstract noun,

-ity changes an adjective into an abstract noun,

-ical changes a noun into a derived adjective.

A Theory of Word Formation Rules

Aronoff (1974) (1976) has shown that word formation rules are generative; i.e. they

describe the processes for deriving a suffixed word from its base word. Word formation rules

specify what new words a mature speaker of the language knows how to form from base

words.

“A (word formation rule) specifies a set of words, on which it can operate. This set, or

any member of this set, we will term the base of that rule. Every WFR specifies a

unique phonological operation, which is performed on the base. Every WFR also

specifies a syntactic label and subcategorization for the resulting word, and a semantic

reading for it, which is a function of the reading of the base.”

Thus word formation rules describe how new words are formed from existing words by

regular word formation processes. They also specify that the meaning of the new word is a

composite meaning derived from the meaning of its base word. Aronoff emphasized that a

speaker can use his knowledge of word formation processes both for creating new words and

for analyzing newly encountered existing derived words. Aronoff also emphasized that

because a speaker has the ability to appreciate the word formation rules of his language, this

does not mean that every time a derived word is used the speaker reforms the word. Rather
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word formation rules were seen by him as a “once-only” rules by which new words are

generated and then stored in the dictionary.

Aronoff theorized that speakers of a language have a lexicon in which stem words are

stored. Included in such a lexicon is information about the word’s syntactic labeling, its

subcategorization restrictions, its special semantic and phonological properties. Each stem also

has a slot for each meaning that is derivable by regular word formation rules. Aronoff then

restricted each stem to one derived word to fill each of these “canonical” meaning slots. Two

words of the same syntactic category derived from the same stem with two different word

derivational suffixes only coexist in the language when there are two meaning slots. Thus one

finds humanity and humanness are two nouns derived from the adjective human by the

suffixing of two different de-adjectival nominal suffixes. They are both found in the language

because two different meanings exist.

Aronoff studied the nature of word formation rules of English in terms of the

phonological, morphological, and semantic constraints underlying possible real derived words.

Any suffix’s productivity is dependant upon the morphological structure of the base word. He

compared usage of deadjectival nominal suffixes –ity and –ness. Given that both suffixes are

used in the language for forming derived nouns from adjective stem words, he observed that

speakers of English have intuitions about when to use each suffix for forming a new noun.

Aronoff’s thesis described the information that they will have available for arriving at such

decisions.

He showed that English base words need to be divided into native and Latinate words

and he hypothesized that there are probably also Greek, Romance and other subclassifications

(p.51, 1976). For example, word formation rules for –ity are restricted to Latinate bases. The

suffixes used in this study are applicable only to nonnative base words.

When one examines the relative productivity of –ity and –ness, then one finds that the

choice of the suffix is determined by the structure of the base adjective. X-ive adjectives (like

explosive) are five times as likely to be suffixed with –ness than with –ity. However, X-ile

adjectives (like servile) are almost invariably suffixed with –ity. Therefore one can only

discuss the relative productivity of the two suffixes in the language and this productivity is

determinable from the morphological subclassification of the adjective itself. “One must

always take into account the morphology of the base” in determining what are possible derived

words for that base word (Aronoff p 74).

By studying adjectives that end in –ous, Aronoff showed that the transparency of the

semantic meaning of a derived word was a factor that related to the productivity of a suffix
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with a certain morphological sub-class of base words. X-ous adjectives (such as courageous)

when suffixed with –ness have not only no change in sound patterning but they also have a

semantic coherence. The sound relations and the meaning relations between the base word

and the derived words suffixed with –ness are predictable from the morphological structures.

Aronoff found that X-ous-ness words can be paraphrased by the three following meanings:

“The fact of someone’s (or something’s) being X”

“the extent to which someone (something) is X”

“the quality or state of being X”

Aronoff found the X-ous adjectives that were suffixed with –ity did not show the same

semantic coherence as did the adjectives suffixed with –ness. Furthermore the sound structure

of X-ous adjectives suffixed with –ity is not predictable since sometimes the –ous suffix is kept

(as in fabulous-fabulosity) and sometimes the –ous is deleted as in mendacious-mendacity).

With respect to the meaning of the X-ous adjectives suffixed with –ity, Aronoff showed that

many of the derived nouns had taken on a special concrete meaning that could not be directly

derived from the morphological structure of the word. For example, the meaning of

monstrosity can not be paraphrased by the three paraphrases applicable to –ness words.

Aronoff concluded that “coherent semantics thus seems to be a characteristic attribute of a

productive suffix” (p 79). Semantically, syntactically, and phonologically, -ness derived nouns

form a “coherent and transparent set”. In contrast, when one encounters an X-ous adjective,

one finds that the semantic and phonological form of the word suffixed with –ity can not be

predicted. Therefore the –ity derived noun will have to be explicitly listed in the lexicon, for

one lists in the lexicon all exceptions to the rules of grammar. Aronoff concluded that such

special lexical marking and the lack of productivity of the subclass are connected phenomena

(p 82).

Aronoff’s thesis was important for it has shown that a speaker’s word formation rules

can only be described in terms of the subsets of stems to which they are applicable. This fact

enabled him to clarify the concept of productivity with respect to word formation processes.

Finally he has provided a means for describing the transparency (or opacity) of the meaning of

a derived word in relation to the morphological structures involved.

Word Suffix Meaning

A word once created has a meaning of its own. As Gleitman and Gleitman (1970)

showed, a bluebird is a particular type of bird. People also know that its color is blue. A

word’s etymology may provide clues to the word’s meaning, but the word also has its own

referential value. As Aronoff noted, the meaning of some derived words has taken on very
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specific concrete meanings that can not be derived from the morphological structure of the

derived word. For example, a transmission is a derived word with its own concrete reference.

Since a derived word is always of a different syntactic category from that of the base

word, this syntactic change in and of itself implies certain changes of meaning. Jespersen

(1933 a) observed that substantives “denote several qualities, while adjectives single out one

quality which can be applied to many other objects” (p 11). Nouns and verbs are harder to

define. “The name of anything presented as a thing is a noun, and the name of anything

presented as an action or as a process is a verb” (Jespersen 1933 a, quoting Gardiner p 9).

Thorndike (1938) believed that knowledge of a suffix’s meaning will aid a person in

understanding the meaning of the rest of the word. Thorndike (1938) and Jespersen (1933 b)

gave certain broad definitions that can frequently explain the meaning of the suffixed word

from the meaning of the base word and the change of syntactic category. –ion, -ity, and –ical

are the suffixes used in this study. Thorndike found that defining a word suffixed with –ion as

“the act of X-ing”, or “the fact or phenomenon of X-ing” would fit about half of the-ion

suffixed words on his list of the 50,000 most frequent words. For the suffix –ity, Thorndike

found that a definition such as “the quality, state or condition of being X” satisfied the meaning

of 70% of the adjectives suffixed with –ity that were on his 50,000 word list. For nouns

suffixed with –ic and –ical (Thorndike did not attempt to distinguish between these two

suffixes) “having X”, “containing X”, and “Characterized by X”, defined 40% of the words

formed with these two suffixes on the 50,000 word list.

In contrast to Thorndike, Jespersen showed there are semantic differences between the

suffixes –ic and –ical; -ical suffixed words tend to be the more “ordinary” ones. Jespersen

stated that Ian Maxwell believed that –ical always indicated only the quality, but that –ic could

indicate the quality or the category of a thing. He gave as his example the way a tragical

speech differs in meaning from that of a tragic theme. Jespersen also compared the meaning

differences between historical and historic. Historical means dealing with history but historic

means noted or celebrated in history (1933 b p 387). Economic and economical also both exist

in the language. Economic means relating to political economy, but economical means thrifty.

Because there can be certain meaning differences between –ic and –ical, speakers could feel

they are different suffixes. Therefore in this study only –ical was used for creating derived

adjectives.

Thorndike, Jespersen, and Aronoff showed that despite the fact that certain suffixed

words have taken on their own arbitrary meaning, nevertheless when a subject has knowledge

of word suffixing processes, he has available not only rules for predicting the sound
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relationships between base and suffixed words, but he also has the ability to generate a possible

set of meanings for the new word in terms of the meaning of its morphological units.

Knowledge of word formation processes is such that one can understand and learn a

newly coined word like cran-orange juice. Speakers of the language easily understand the

meaning of this new word. While cran is a morpheme which signals meaning only in

cranberry, it still has become available for creating a new word to name a new drink. Roman

Jakobson, in his lectures on linguistic structure (1970’s), would emphasize that the adult

speaker can understand a word like “chickenburger”. Despite the fact that one may never

before have encountered this word, people would agree that a chickenburger is a special type

of sandwich and one knows its shape and what it is made of etc. Thus part of the adult’s

speech processing mechanism includes this ability to recognize morphemic structure of newly

created words and to

create a meaning for novel forms. Since the written word preserves the morphological

structure of the derived word, the ability to appreciate the formatives of derived words should

greatly faciliate reading comprehension.

The Relation of the Oral Language Code and the Orthographic Code

The writing system represents the deep structure of the morphemes of complex derived

words and not their surface sounds. N. Chomsky and M. Halle (1968) found that the English

writing system is “a near optimal system for the lexical representation of English words. . .

phonetic variation is not indicated where it is predictable by general rules (of phonology) (p

49).

The spelling of derived words involving vowel shift sounds changes shows that the

English orthographic code encodes vowel sounds in a very abstract manner; it pairs tense and

lax vowels very differently from their sound structure. One letter represents pairs of sounds

that are acoustically very different. For example, the letter “a” represents the sounds [ε y] and

[æ]; the letter “e” represents the sounds [iy] and [ε]. Each of these letters represents an English

tense and lax vowel but the sounds of each pair of vowels differ not only because of the off

glide [y sound] of the tense vowel, but also because the vowel sounds differ qualitatively. [æ]

is a sound articulated with the tongue body low and in the front part of the mouth. [ε] is a

sound articulated with tongue body in the mid front part of the mouth. [i] is a sound that is

articulated with tongue body high and in the front part of the mouth. Clearly the orthography

encodes vowel sounds in a way that is very abstract in relation to the acoustic sounds and to the

articulatory gestures forming these sounds. As was noted in Chapter I, the orthography also
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encodes the [t] and [š] alternation of distort-distortion with one letter “t”, again an abstraction

from the spoken sounds.

It is important to know if, and if so when, do children discover the systematic relations

between words such as sane-sanity, distort-distortion etc. The orthographic system is such that

the spelling of the base word tends to be retained in the spelling of the derived word. The

written code tends to have one visual pattern for semantically identical units. The writing

system represents the deep structure of the formatives of complex derived words and not their

surface sounds. In the pair sane-sanity, there is one vowel letter to represent the vowel sounds

[ε y] and [æ]; in meter-metrical, one vowel letter represents the sound [iy] and [ε]; relate-

relation, the letter “t” represents the sound [t] and [š]; in method-methodical the stress is on the

first syllable in the base word but on the second syllable in the suffixed word. In each word

pair, the visual representation preserves morphemic identity. In order to read aloud each word

pair, the reader needs more knowledge than that of letter-sound correspondences. He needs to

understand how the orthographic code represents the sounds of the words of his speech. The

important fact is that the orthographic code for suffixed words incorporates a representation

which is based not on the surface sounds but on the underlying morphemic structure. This is

the underlying structure that N. Chomsky and Halle have hypothesized the mature speaker uses

in speaking. It is this hypothesis that this thesis is testing.

Therefore if it can be shown that children do make generalizations about the

morphemic segments underlying the acoustic form of complex derived words, such inner

knowledge should be expected to relate to their reading processes since it is this underlying

structure and not the spoken sounds that is encoded in the printed text.
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CHAPTER III

A REVIEW OF PSYCHOLINGUISTIC LITERATURE ON

WORD SEGMENTATION KNOWLEDGE

Chapter III reviews psycholinguistic studies of word segmentation knowledge and of

changes in the semantic organization of the lexicon of children over the age of three. The ages

of the subjects in the research reviewed in this chapter ranged from four to adulthood. Chapter

III includes research that evaluates the relation of reading achievement to changes in specific

aspects of the school age child’s grammatical generalizations. Previous studies on word

formation knowledge were difficult to relate to each other since some studied only adults, some

studied children of a narrow range of ages, and some selected a sample population representing

a wide range of ages. Furthermore, the studies used different testing techniques to test inner

knowledge of different word formation processes. For these reasons it was not easy to

organize the results of the studies. Wherever possible, Chapter III presents the results from the

word segmentation research organized on the basis of developmental trends in the data.

3.1. Evidence that Changes in Grammatical Knowledge Continue After Age Five

3.1.1 Hierarchical organization of language code.

Linguists describe the oral language code in terms of a hierarchy of units that function

distinctively in speech: distinctive features, phonemes, morphemes, words, phrases, and

sentences. The code for the spoken language has a complex hierarchical structure for encoding

these units to form speech utterances. Phonemes are described in terms of minimal speech-

sound distinctive feature contrasts; they are building blocks for the morphemes of the

language. Morphemes are minimal signs of meaning. The syntactic rules of the language

describe the organizational processes by which the speaker transforms his deep structure

meaning into a surface structure message transmittable in a speech act. The syntax specifies

the structural relationship of the surface strings of morphemes and their organization into

words, into phrases and into sentences. Word derivational rules describe the grammatical

processes for deriving words. Phonological rules convert the surface string of morphemes into

their phonetic shape.

3.1.2 Changes in phonological abstractions around the age of five to seven

There is evidence that the grammatical knowledge of the child of five and six is still

evolving. In a review of “The Growth of Meaning” (1970) by Anglin, Clark (1973) stated that

word association studies have shown that around the age of seven children “begin to go

through a period of considerable reorganization of some linguistic knowledge” (p 250).
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Children themselves tell us of certain changes in their grammatical knowledge through the

word games that they play. It is around age seven that one finds children playing rhyming

games and encoding their utterances in uppy duppy language and in pig latin.

Pig latin, for example, encodes the message via a very specific ordered set of linguistic

operations. The child must be able to segment from his content words the first consonant(s) of

the word, affix to this (these) the vowel sound [ε y], and then transpose this newly created

syllable to the grammatical end of the word before he says the word. Thus, the verb walks

becomes alksw[ε y].

It is of interest to note that the lack of ability to perform such sound segmenting

operations as are required by the pig latin code is one that is found in children who have

difficulty in mastering the first stage of learning to read. From research on Russian children’s

speech acts, Zhurova (1963) stated that some children at age seven are still having difficulty

learning to isolate the individual sounds of a word and that this difficulty is a factor affecting

their ability to learn to read.

Karger (1973) found that the level of the child’s phonological knowledge related to his

reading achievement. Her study showed that the ability to auditorally discriminate between

certain phonemically distinctive sounds such as [θ] and [f] correlated with first graders’

reading achievement.

There is evidence that around the age of six and seven phonological changes are still

taking place in children’s inner knowledge about the sounds of the words of his language and

that the level of a child’s abstractions affects the nature of his reading processing. Read (1973)

examined the question of the maturity of certain aspects of the first grader’s phonological

system. He found that differences do exist between the generalizations that a six year old has

and those of older children and adults. The differences that Read showed were concerned with

the relative salience of certain features in the sounds of vowels and in the sounds of certain

consonant clusters. Unfortunately his study did not investigate whether the differences related

to reading achievement.

3.1.3 Changes in syntax

Other research has shown that not only the maturity of a child’s phonological

abstractions correlated with reading ability but also the level of specific aspects of this

syntactic knowledge correlated with reading ability. For children between the ages of five and

ten, C. Chomsky (1969, 1971, 1972) showed developmental stages with respect to their ability

to understand certain complex verb complement structures. Her data showed that even though

at the age of five, the child knows the meaning of the verbs promise and tell, nevertheless some
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children are eight before they are able to distinguish the meaning of the verbal complement

constructions used with promise from those used with the verb tell: i.e. when they know that

when “John promised Mary to shovel the walk”, that it is John who is to do the shoveling,

while in “John told Mary to shovel the walk”, it is Mary who is to shovel the walk. C.

Chomsky’s data showed that the ability to understand such verb complement constructions

correlated with the level of the child’s reading performance.

3.2 Psycholinguistic Tests of Word Segmentation Knowledge

3.2.1 Knowledge of grammatical inflections, compound word forming processes, and of

neutral suffixes:

3.2.1.1 Berko’s study

Several studies have tested subjects of different ages for different aspects of word

derivational knowledge of English morphological inflections. Berko reasoned that a child has

acquired rules for inflecting his words for plural, possessive, tense, and aspect if one can show

that he will generate the correct grammatical markers when given nonce words in meaningful

contexts. Her results show that by the age of seven children do know the regular rules for

inflecting nouns and verbs. The only variation between preschoolers’ and first graders’

performance on Berko’s test of knowledge of inflections was on the less frequent grammatical

inflectional forms. For example, younger children had more difficulty adding [Iz] to pluralize

a nonce word gutch than they had in pluralizing wug with [-z].

Berko also used nonce words to question children’s ability to use neutral word

derivational suffixes, i.e. suffixes that do not require any change in the sound of the base word

in its derived form. While adults freely used suffixes like –er to form an agentive noun from a

nonce verb (as on teacher and baker), only 11% of her children did this. With respect to

adjectival inflections, even when Berko gave the children both the simple and the comparative

forms, only 35% of the children produced the superlative. The only word creating pattern that

the children used was that of forming compound nouns, and these compound nouns always had

the correct English stress pattern. Berko’s data shows that by age seven, children have

acquired the rules governing phrasal and sentential grammatical inflections, but that most

children do not yet understand English word derivation processes.

Brittain (1970) used Berko’s test of children’s inner generalizations about grammatical

inflections. Brittain compared first and second grade children’s grammatical generalization

scores to the level of their attained reading skills. She found that there was a significant

correlation between children’s reading ability and their ability to correctly inflect nonce nouns
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and verbs. Thus oral language abstractions about the inflectional system of English related

positively with the attainment of beginning reading skills.

3.2.1.1 Bogoyavlenskiy’s study of word suffix knowledge

Bogoyavlenskiy (1973) investigated the word suffix knowledge that Russian children

have acquired at ages five and six. This study is interesting to compare with Berko’s since

both investigators tested children of the same age for inflectional knowledge. Data from

children learning different languages can provide clues to maturational factors as well as

language specific factors that are affecting language acquisition sequencing. Bogoyavlenskiy’s

study is especially valuable because he studied both children’s productive performance with

certain Russian suffixes and also their appreciation of the semantic value of these suffixes.

Bogoyavlenskiy’s Russian children, like their English counterpart in Berko’s study, failed to

use the agentive suffix generatively. He also showed that these children had difficulty

understanding how the agentive suffix changed a “new” word’s meaning. However when

Bogoyavlenskiy studied the children’s knowledge of the Russian diminutive suffix –ënok and

of the augmentative –ishche, he found that the children could create new words with these

suffixes.

Bogoyavlenskiy’s children were unable to explain what the semantic difference was

between base and suffixed words even for those suffixes that they were able to use for creating

new words. Bogoyavlenskiy’s children were not able to formally analyze the meaning of

suffixed words in terms of the morphological parts. To show the children’s appreciation of the

semantic value of the diminutive and augmentative suffixes, Bogoyavlenskiy created a fairy

story about a “lar”. He told the children that a lar was an animal. Then he had in his story a

larënok and a larishche, but he did not give the children any definition for the suffixed words.

After hearing the story, the children showed that they had understood the meaning of the

suffixed words by their response to questions such as, “What is the difference between the lar

and the larënok?” To this, a typical response might be “the larënok is little”. The evidence is

that the metalinguistic ability to formally focus on and analyze the morphemic structure of a

suffixed word involves different abilities from an inner appreciation of the signification of the

morphemic segments. Bogoyavlenskiy’s evidence is that there is a developmental sequence to

the acquisition of knowledge of a word suffixing process: first the use of real words, second is

understanding of suffix meaning, third is the application of word formation rules to novel

forms, and the last stage is the metalinguistic ability to discuss this inner knowledge.
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Bogovavlenskiy’s research showed five and six year old children were able to create

words only with those suffixes that have meaning for them. When Bogoyavlenskiy compared

his data with the neologisms that Gvozdev had recorded in the language his son had generated

by the age of seven, Bogoyavlenskiy realized that the child’s acquisition sequence for suffixes

depended upon the meaning of the suffix. While Gvozdev’s son’s child-language diary

showed creation of nouns with a wide variety of endearing, diminutive, and augmentative

suffixes, there were no neologisms using Russian abstract noun-forming suffixes.

Bogoyavlenskiy concluded that since the acquisition sequence for suffixes depends to a degree

upon the meaning of the suffix, abstract suffixes will be used generatively only after the child

has reached a necessary level of intellectual development.

3.2.1.2 Language production tests and the factor of task dependency

It is clear that performance tests designed to reveal the relation between surface

elements and a subject’s inner mental processes may fail to reveal a subject’s inner system, not

only because the subject has not acquired the knowledge but for many other reasons. One

reason faulty conclusions are drawn from experimental studies testing inner language capacity

is that the subject may have alternative strategies available for solving the experimental tasks.

Anisfeld and Tucker (1973) studied kindergarten children’s competency with English rules for

forming plural nouns. Their study had both receptive tasks and productive tasks. The results

that Anisfeld and Tucker got from these two sets of test were not in harmony. They found that

kindergarten children solved their receptive test of knowledge of English plural rules by

choosing as plural the word that had more syllables. With such a strategy, the data implied that

the syllabic inflection [Iz] (as in glasses or witches) is the easiest plural inflection for the child.

Yet when Anisfeld and Tucker replicated Berko’s productivity test, the same children had

greatest difficulty with those nonce words that required the [Iz] inflection. This showed that

[Iz] is the least well known plural inflection for kindergarten age children.

Berko’s two tests of children’s knowledge of rules for forming compound nouns

showed that the nature of the task affected the evidence obtained; certain tasks require

metalinguistic maturity. Berko showed that children by the age of seven could create new

compound nouns with nonce words. But only adults were able to formally analyze the

meaning of real compound words of their lexicon in terms of their etymological structures; the

children failed to do this. Rather the children treated compound nouns (such as blackboard or

birthday) only as unanalyzable wholes, giving the meaning of the words as a unitary whole.

Thus the nature of each task influenced the generalizations to be drawn about the subject’s

inner mental processes. In this case, Berko’s metalinguistic task of asking the child of five to
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seven to consciously segment compound words into their constituent words was a task which

he was not yet able to perform. Yet her own evidence from the children’s nonce word

creations showed that he had internalized rules for forming compound words of English.

Berko had found that children of ages five to seven were able to use stress pattern

correctly for generating novel compound nouns, yet Atkinson-King (1973) showed that

children were between the ages of eight and eleven before they were able to consistently attend

to stress as the only means for distinguishing the meaning of minimal word pairs like éxport (a

noun) and expórt (a verb). Atkinson-King’s data indicated that children were at least seven

years old before they were able to attend to the difference in stress pattern for disambiguating

such pairs of words. Therefore, one must conclude that speech productivity for stress

placement rules is acquired before the metalinguistic ability to consciously focus only on the

stress placement of a word for understanding its meaning.

3.2.2 Four Tests of Word Segmentation Ability with Complex Suffixes

Does the literature provide evidence that speakers of English ever discover that

complex derived words of their language bear systematic relationships to their base words?

Four studies have investigated different aspects of English derived word sound relations.

3.2.2.1 Robinson’s studies

Robinson (1967) tested the knowledge that children between the ages of eight and

adulthood have about certain sound pattern relations between base and complex suffixed

words. Robinson’s study used real and nonce words. She investigated English speaker’s

ability to use stress placement rules productively when derived words are formed with the

suffixes -ity and −tion. She expected that her subjects would use the suffixes -ity and -tion for

creating words, but she never told the subjects which suffixes they were to use. She expected

subjects to deduce this from the training session.

Robinson printed her tasks on cards. Half of her subjects read cards on which the base

word was provided. Their task was to say the derived form; the card would say “I will classify

it. His _______ is good”. The other half of the subjects read cards of the pattern: “His

classification is good. I will _____ it”.

Robinson’s purpose was to investigate knowledge of stress conditioning suffixes.

However her base and derived word pairs required that the subject not only decide about stress

placement, but also that he perform other linguistic operations. To derive insanity from insane

requires vowel shift, but rarity from rare does not. To derive unanimity from unanimous

requires the removal of one suffix before the addition of another; eccentricity from eccentric

and description from describe both require a change in the pronunciation of the final base
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consonant. However, in each of these latter examples, a different distinctive feature change is

expected. Describe/description also require a vowel shift. To derive classification from

classify requires changes in the final suffix on the base before the addition of -ation; resolution

from resolve requires changing the final base consonant to a vowel before -tion etc. Since each

of Robinson’s subsets of words, chosen to represent a stress or a non-stress shift condition

could also require other types of sound changes, a subject’s failure to use correct stress

placement was not the only cause of a failure on her task.

Robinson did show, for both real and for nonce words, that there were significant

differences in the performance on either type of test protocol over the four age groups that she

tested. Children showed regular improvement with age in these tests. Robinson also found

correlations between children’s scores on the Stanford Reading Achievement Word Meaning

Test and their performance on her tests with real and nonce words. Thus, Robinson’s results

showed that children do improve with age in their ability to process complex word suffixes

orally and that this ability correlates with their reading skills. However, she stressed that the

increase in knowledge for real word pairs did not guarantee a similar increase in a subject’s

accuracy with nonce words of the same pattern. For example, while 95-97% of her adults

succeeded with words like resolve-resolution, 38% success was found for the nonce

counterpart. In her task, the highly select adult population of college graduates of the English

department at Cornell University showed application of the rules to only half of the nonce base

words. Robinson concluded that this study showed that “complex word derivational processes

are not well known before adulthood” (p 24) and then only to a highly educated population.

Robinson’s research design used a test similar in structure to Berko’s to test for

knowledge of word derivational processes. Such testing assumes that complex word

derivational knowledge must be available to subjects in the same productive way as is

knowledge of grammatical inflections. Chomsky and Halle never attributed this type of

productivity to the adult’s inner knowledge of complex word derivational processes. Berko’s

data has shown that the speaker’s ability to create new forms with grammatical inflections like

–ing or the plural markers is fully extendable in an oral language production task, but inner

knowledge of complex word derivational processes may not have the same degree of

performance extendibility. Aronoff has shown that the creation of complex derived words is

constrained by semantic factors as well as by the morphological subclassification of the base

word. Thus the rules are much more complex than are rules for grammatical inflections. Also

inner knowledge of word formation rules is acquired at a later age than is knowledge of

grammatical inflections, and this can be a factor affecting production performance. For such
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reasons a speaker’s oral language performance with nonce complex derived words may not be

a direct parallel to his performance with grammatical inflections. Therefore in this study the

Word Recall Test was created to question deeper linguistic knowledge of complex word

formation processes.

3.2.2.2 Steinberg’s study

Steinberg (1973) failed to show the psychological reality of vowel shift in his

experiment with 25 undergraduate college students. While Robinson tested the ability to create

and say complex suffixed words involving stress shift changes, Steinberg tested knowledge

only of vowel shift changes. Steinberg asked his subjects to produce a novel derived word

when given base words in meaningful contexts. Steinberg restricted his subjects’ choice of

suffixes to –ity (a suffix that forms a noun from an adjective), -ic and –ical (suffixes that form

adjectives from base nouns), and –ify (a suffix that forms verbs from nouns). Steinberg thus

eliminated one of Robinson’s sources of errors, a subject’s choosing an acceptable suffix

according to English word derivation rules, but not the suffix the examiner wished to be used.

Steinberg’s sentence structure was such that it forced the subject to create a derived word of a

specific syntactic category. The choice of suffixes given to the subject was such that only one

of the two could create a derived word of the correct syntactic category. An example of his

testing is as follows: “A trout is a fish . . . It swam in a . . . fashion”. Steinberg found that over

90% of the derived words that his subjects created failed to show any laxing of the tense vowel

in the base nonce word. Steinberg concluded that vowel shift pairing is “virtually

unproductive.”

While the experiments designed by Robinson and Steinberg failed to prove

systematicity of complex word derivational processes, both Ladefoged and Fromkin (1968)

and Moskowitz (1973) were able to show inner knowledge of word suffixing operations.

3.2.2.3 Ladefoged and Fromkin study

Ladefoged and Fromkin gave 24 subjects attending a lecture on linguistics a list of

printed sentences which contained nonce suffixed words. Their task was to transcribe the

pronunciation of these words. Due to the structure of each sentence, there was no ambiguity as

to the syntactic category of each word. The subjects clearly agreed as to where stress was to be

placed on these nonce words, or what vowels were to be pronounced tense or lax, or when

palatalization of dentals must occur.

Ladefoged and Fromkin stated that there was “amazing” agreement on decisions of

stress placement, vowel quality, and consonant articulation. They stressed that “the rules do

not necessarily explain how actual utterances are produced, but only what ideal sentences can
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be produced” (page 130). Ladefoged and Fromkin’s test clearly show that adult subjects who

are knowledgeable in linguistics do have correct intuitions about stress placement, vowel shift,

and palatalization of dentals when they read sentences in print.

3.2.2.4 Moskowitz study.

Moskowitz’s (1973) experiment involved children between the ages of five and twelve.

She tested the ability of children to learn to make different types of vowel sound changes

whenever -ity is added to base monosyllables with a tense base vowel. By teaching the child

three different sound patterns, her task showed which patterns of vowel quality changes were

easy for the child to learn to produce on nonce syllables suffixed with -ity. The child’s task

was to add -ity onto monosyllabic bases as the examiner read these bases to him. He was

corrected when he failed to conform to the model; the examiner kept giving the child the

correct sound change whenever he erred. All testing was done orally. Criterion for mastery of

the suffixed word pattern was consistency in producing the required changes of the sound of

the tense vowel in the nonsuffixed nonce word ten times in a row.

Moskowitz used in her study three types of sound pattern changes. She divided her

nine to twelve your old subjects into three groups so that each group was taught one pattern.

The first paradigm involved simply laxing the tense vowel of the base (as in iy ~ i and εy ~ ε).

The child was only to remove the glide from the tense vowel; he was not to change the quality

of the vowel. His task was to learn to form word-pairs analogous to [miyš] – [mišity] or

[klεyjˇ] – [klεjˇity]. The second group of subjects were to use the correspondences of English

vowel shift, i.e. [mayš] – mišity] and [kliyjˇ] - [klεjˇity] were the patterns.

Moskowitz found that the first pattern, the one in which the vowels of the base and

derived forms were similar in phonetic quality (as in iy ~ i and εy ~ ε), was a pattern that was

impossible even for her older children to learn to criterion. Moskowitz found that the third

pattern, the double vowel shift (as in iy ~ a and ey ~ i), was a bit easier; a few of her nine to

twelve year old children did learn this pattern to criterion. However, she found that all of the

children between the ages of nine and twelve easily learned the second paradigm, the English

vowel shift. For them this was an easy sound shift to use in forming new nonce syllables. Two

out of the three of the seven year old children she tested also learned the vowel shift pattern,

but she did not have any five year old who was able to learn any of the patterns.

Moskowitz concluded that children between the ages of nine and twelve do have inner

knowledge of English vowel shift – “the data are overwhelming” (p 248). Therefore, Steinberg

was wrong to conclude that because adults do not show productive knowledge of vowel shift in
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creating new nonce derived words, that vowel shift knowledge is not part of their linguistic

code.

3.2.2.5. Reading, Spelling, and Oral Language Code

Moskowitz hypothesized that children learn vowel shift when they learn to read. She

believed that the process of teaching children to read and to spell causes the child to extend this

abstractions about word formatives. She based this conclusion on Read’s (1971) evidence

from the invented spelling of three and four year olds. Read’s preschool age children’s early

writing showed no vowel shift spellings. The children spelled their vowels phonetically.

Vowel shift alternations only appeared in their writing when they were taught to spell.

Moskowitz concluded that children learn the English vowel shift pattern by the process of

deductive abstraction from the evidence given in the written representation of speech.“The

source of these children’s knowledge of vowel shift, then, is the spelling system of English” (P

249). Moskowitz speculated that vowel shift was not learned from oral language experience.

As Smith (1975) noted, Moskowitz has claimed that the oral language grammar of children is

reorganized by the process of learning to read and write. This is an interesting hypothesis and

one that this study was designed to address since the children in this study were tested both for

knowledge of patterns of sound changes which are abstractly encoded in the English

orthography (i.e. vowel shift and dental palatalization), and for inner knowledge of sound

changes that are not marked in the written text (i.e. stress placement patterns).

Thus, when researchers have searched for evidence that speakers of English know the

systematic relationships between Latinate base words and their derived words, the results have

depended upon the nature of the experimental task. Robinson’s and Steinberg’s evidence was

that the knowledge of the sound pattern relating base and suffixed words is not consistently

used in tasks that require the subject to create and say new nonce derived words. The evidence

of Moskowitz was that some children as young as seven had inner knowledge of English vowel

shift tense-lax vowel pairings. Ladefoged and Fromkin found that some adults could use their

inner knowledge of complex word formation processes for marking pronunciations of nonce

words printed in sentences.

3.3. Developmental Changes in Semantic Organization of the Lexicon

Vygotsky (1962) stressed that a child’s inner meaning for a word is tightly linked to the

developmental level of his cognitive structures.“The child’s and the adult’s words coincide in

their referents but not in their meaning” (p 73). It is only in adolescence that the child acquires

mature adult concepts and adult word-meanings. The acquisition of mature adult competencies

presupposes the development of complex psychological processes including“deliberate
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attention, logical memory, abstraction, the ability to compare and to differentiate” (Vygotsky p

83). Bruner (1967) quotes McNeill (1966) who also stressed that the child’s semantic

development is a very slow one.

Brown, Berko (1967), Entwistle (1967), and Anglin (1970) have shown that

developmental changes in a child’s inner organization of the relations that bind the words of

his vocabulary continue through adolescence. The child’s organizing structures encoding word

meaning continue to develop through adolescence. The organizational shift is from the five

year old’s associations based on words that are spoken together in a phrase or in a clause (such

as sendand letter) to the adult’s responses based on words that share the same syntactic

category (as do sendand receive). Entwistle’s free word association tasks were given to

subjects ranging in age from four to eleven. She found that the older groups of children gave

systematically different responses to those responses of the youngest subjects. With increase

in age, the children showed a sharp decrease in word association responses that were based on

phrasal and clausal syntagmatic relations, i.e. words which were used in the same phrase as the

target word (as holein response to the word deep). The older children’s word association

responses showed an increase in paradigmatic responses such as shallowto the stimulus word

deep.

The results of the Brown and Berko study agree with that of Entwistle’s study. They

too found that for children of ages of six to nine that there was a change in their lexical

organization to one based on shared syntactic category. The older the child the less likely he

was to produce word associations based on words that occur together in a phrase.

These results imply that between the ages of five and ten, there is a change in the inner

organization of the child’s lexicon and the shift is away from associations based on shared

sentential relations toward responses with words which share the same syntactic category as

the stimulus word. Anglin (1970) compared the word sorting decisions of subjects in grades 3

and 4, 7 and 8, 11 and 12, and college graduates with their free recall performance and their

word association behavior. His word sorting tasks required that the subject sort twenty words

into groups on the basis of meaning. Anglin found that the word sorting tasks were the most

sensitive test for showing changes in inner lexical organization. He found that the

organizational code of inner word meaning structures continued to shift through adolescence,

i.e. a confirmation of Entwistle’s and Brown-Berko’s data for younger children. Anglin’s data

showed regular performance differences with age. The younger children’s sorting was only

partially based on the part of speech, but the adults always sorted the twenty words into sets of

words sharing the same syntactic category. Then, within each part of speech, their sortings
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were affected by sets of shared semantic features. The older the subject, the more tightly did

they cluster into sets the six nouns, the four prepositions, the five verbs and the five adjectives

used in Anglin’s sorting tasks. All these studies have shown that after the age of five, there are

changes in the child’s inner semantic organization of word meaning and the change reflects a

shift away from a semantic organization based on surface speech syntagmatic relationships.

3.4. Changes in Semantic Organization and Acquisition of Word Formation Knowledge

With respect to word suffixing knowledge, Berko’s evidence was that before the age of

seven, the child has not acquired systematic knowledge of any English word suffixing

processes. Bogoyavlenskiy’s data showed that Russian children of ages six and seven had

acquired knowledge only of certain word inflecting suffixes. These suffixes all had concrete

referential values, and, the suffixes that Bogoyavlenskiy’s children knew were ones that never

changed the syntactic category of the noun to which they were affixed; a lar and a larёnok are

both nouns that share the same privilege of syntactic occurrence.

It may be that children can acquire knowledge of the systematic relationship between

subsets of English complex word suffixing processes only after their lexicon shows evidence of

being organized on the basis of words sharing the same syntactic category and semantic sets of

features. Since the syntactic category of the complex derived word is always different from

that of the base word, a child’s discovery of these systematic relations can not result only from

an analysis based on words that share the same privilege of occurrence. Nor will he discover

the relationship of such pairs of words by their being used in the same phrases, since a base

word and its suffixed word normally are not used together in a sentence. The evidence is that a

qualitatively different inner syntactic and semantic structural organization of the lexicon

precedes the acquisition of knowledge of complex word formation processes. Vygotsky may

be correct that mature inner generalizations about word meaning require a certain level of

cognitive development; knowledge of complex word suffixing processes may also fall into this

category.

3.5. Word boundary in complex derived words

An important aspect of Chomsky and Halle’s phonological rules describing the sound

changes in complex derived words involves the special nature of the boundary between the a

base word and the complex word derivational suffix. It has special properties; it does not

function phonologically like a word boundary; Chomsky and Halle call it a formative boundary

and use the symbol + to represent a suffix that involves this change in the nature of a base

word’s boundary. They use the symbol # to represent a word boundary. A formative boundary
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differs from a word boundary in that certain phonological rules are only applicable when this

formative boundary is present.

The question that needs to be asked is how or when a child might get the evidence from

his language input that would facilitate the discovery of this special type of within-word

boundary. It may be that one clue comes from the learning of the comparative and superlative

suffixes for adjectives (+er and +est). Berko (1961) showed that children under seven are

starting to show generative abilities with these adjectival inflections. She found that she could

get 35% of the children between ages 5 and 7 to generate the superlative for nonce adjectival

bases when she gave them the adjective and its comparative. The point noted here is that

adjectival inflections are grammatical inflections that change the sound of a base word because

they change the nature of the word boundary. Adjectival inflections differ from complex word

derivational suffixes because adjectival inflections do notchange the syntactic category of the

word.

The base adjective, its comparative, and its superlative can all exist in one spoken

sentence; they all can share similar privileges of syntactic occurrence. It may be that the child

discovers the nature of internal formative boundaries when he learns to use adjectival inflection

productively. His clue lies in the pronunciation of a set of adjectives like“long, longer,

longest”. The regular rule of English word pronunciation states that

(1) a nasal is pronounced [ŋ] before a [-g] sound and

(2) that a [g]-sound when it is preceded by [ŋ] and followed by word boundary (#) is

not pronounced.

Therefore, the adjective longhas no final [g] sound; it ends in [ŋ]. However, the words

longerand longestare pronounced [loŋger] and [loŋgest]. The [g] sound is notdropped in the

final syllable of the suffixed adfective. Like in the word finger, a word with no internal word

boundary, longerand longesthave not dropped the [g] sound. This shows that the inner

boundaries between longand the suffix +eror +estis not a word boundary. Furthermore, one

can contrast the pronunciation of longerand longestwith that of singer(one who sings) and

ringer. The #er agentive suffix does not change the nature of word boundary; therefore words

ending in ng and suffixed with #er do not have a [g] sound in their pronunciation; the nature of

word boundary has not been changed by the suffixing of the adgentive suffix #er. This, despite

the fact that the two–er suffixes sound the same, they differ in meaning, in the syntactic type

of words to which they can be affixed, in the syntactic category of the resultant word, and in

the phonological rules which are to be applied in deriving the phonetic sound of words suffixed

with each affix.
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The learning of this special kind of formative boundary is essential for making

generalizations about the segments and the sound processes relating the base word and its

complex suffixed words. It may be that when a child learns to segment the comparative and

superlative adjectival forms into their constituent morphemes, he also learns that the boundary

between the adjective and +er or +est has special properties.

Summary and Conclusion

In summary, this review of the literature written prior to this study (1976) has shown

that the questions of when a child learns to operate with complex word derivational processes

in a systematic manner and what might be the nature of the acquisition process are

unanswered. There also remains to be answered the question of the possible relation between

knowledge of word formation processes and higher levels of reading.

Berko’s testing showed that children under the age of seven did not use word suffixing

processes generatively. Robinson and Steinberg showed that one cannot prove inner

knowledge of complex word formation process by using a Berko type test which requires that

the subject create a new complex derived word from a nonce base word. Robinson’s study did

show that for subjects aged eight to adulthood there was a regular improvement in the ability to

operate with complex suffixes. Steinberg’s study showed that adults had knowledge of which

suffix is to be used for creating a derived word of a specific syntactic category.

While the types of tests used by Robinson and Steinberg failed to show that a subject

had systematic knowledge of the English pattern of phonological changes between the base

word’s sounds and those of the derived word, Moskowitz did show that children of ages nine to

twelve have internalized knowledge of English vowel shift, from her evidence that vowel shift

sound changes were easy to learn to use when orally suffixing nonse monosyllables with the

suffix -ity. By testing the ability to mark the pronunciation of nonce words in written

sentences, Ladefoged and Fromkin showed that a highly select adult audience did have

knowledge of English sound pattern of changes. Thus, there is certain evidence that some

speakers of the language do have certain knowledge of English word formation processes.
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CHAPTER IV

THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY

The two purposes of this study were (1) to investigate the generalizations that children

of ages eight, eleven, fourteen, and seventeen have formed with respect to sets of base and

derived words representing five English word derivation sound patterns, and (2) to question

possible correlations between such lexical generalizations and the level of the children’s

reading achievement. Two groups of tests were administered to each subject:

1. one group tested the subject’s oral language abilities for the sound patterns of the study

and

2. the second group of tests were selected to test several aspects of the reading process for

each subject..

This chapter describes the design of the tests, the selection of the sample population and the

procedure used for the administering of the tests.

4.1 Description of the Tests of Oral Language Word Knowledge and of Reading Ability.

4.1.1 Three Tests of Complex Word Suffixing Knowledge.

4.1.1.1. Description and scoring procedure for the three tests of word suffixing knowledge.

The first aim of the study was to learn about a subject’s inner code for processing

certain complex words of his language. Three types of tests were used to investigate

knowledge of word suffixing processes:

1. Production Test. This task required the subject to create a derived word using nonce

base words and specified suffixes (10 items– 2 for each sound pattern)

2. Conscious Judgment Test. This task tested a subject’s intuition as to which of two

types of derived words sounded better for a specific base word. (10 items– 2 for each

sound pattern)

3. Word Recall Test. In this test, the subject’s task was to recall over a period of six

weeks nonce derived words as taught. (10 words– 2 for each sound pattern)

These three tests of oral language word suffixing ability allow the comparison of children’s

derived word recall performance to other studies that have tested phonological knowledge of

English word derivation processes.

In the Production Test, each subject was given ten nonce base words, two token words

for each of the five sound patterns of the study. The subject’s task was to say the derived word

given the specific suffix. The task resembled that of Steinberg’s study of vowel shift

knowledge (see Chapter III 3.2.2.2.) The Production Test shows the child’s ability to orally
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produce each of the five sound patterns when he was given nonce base words. In the

Production tasks, the child was shown a picture representing a story explaining the meaning of

the nonce base. He was also shown a card on which was printed the correct suffix. His task

was to complete the final sentence of the story by creating a derived word. (See Appendix p.ii

for Production Test. See Table 1 for list of ten nonce words). The following is an example of

the story ritual used in the Production Test. It was accompanied by the picture on p iv in the

Appendix and by a card with ity printed on it.

“The first new word is dera�ve. A dera�ve person is on who is good at leading others.

Mrs. Jones is a dera�ve lady. She is taking good care of her Girl Scout Troup. We can

add“i” “t” “y” to dera�ve and make a new word meaning leadership ability, what Mrs.

Jones has a lot of. Mrs. Jones is a good leader. Mrs. Jones is a dera�ve lady; she has a

lot of . . . . (subject is expected to fill in the blank by saying the derived word)”

Responses were scored as correct only if the sound changes as specified in the English rules of

phonology were made. Thus derεyvity or derεvity are incorrect responses; only derævity is the

correct response (analogous to grave-gravity).

In the Conscious Judgment Test, the subject’s task was to decide which of two derived

forms sounded better. As in the Production Test, each nonce word was given with a picture a

meaningful story illustrating the base word’s meaning, and a card containing the suffix. The

examiner read to the subject two sentences each of which contained a suffixed word derived in

different ways from the nonce base word. The subject was to chose which derived word

sounded better. One of the derived words was of the T-formation,the phonetically similar

sounding word. This one word had sounds that were phonetically similar to those of the base

word (the T-type). The other derived word was an L word, the phonologically correct derived

word. The L-type word had a sound pattern that differed when compared to the sounds of its

base word; the L-word was derived according to the rules of English. (See Sound Pattern of

English, Chomsky and Halle (1968) for the system of rules describing the relation between the

sounds of a base word and its phonologically correct derived word). (See Appendix p xiv for

Conscious Judgment Test. See Table 1 for list of ten base words and their T-type and L-type

suffixed forms).

The following is an example of the story used for one of the ten words used in

Conscious Judgment Test. It was accompanied by the picture on p xvii of the Appendix and

the suffix card with -ity on it.

The examiner reread the entire ritual as many times as the child felt was necessary for

him to choose the sentence that sounded better to him.
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“Lemáve means helpless. This Indian baby is lemáve; she is very helpless. Add“i” “t”

“y” to lemáve and you make a new word meaning helpless ness. Which sounds better:

The baby is lemáve; she has lots of l∂mǽvity.

The baby is lemáve; she has lots of l∂mέvity.

The correct choice is l∂mǽvity (like grave-gravity). In the T (the incorrect) derived

word, l∂mέvity, the tense vowel of the base word has been laxed [εy] to [ε], but English vowel

shift rules have not been applied.

Since there were ten nonce words used in this section, two representing each of the five

sound patterns of the study, a zero correct score on any sound pattern meant that the subject

always chose the phonetic not the phonologically correct form. This subject had behaved

consistently in making his decision for that sound pattern; a zero correct score would show that

he did not know the English sound pattern of changes. A score of onephonologically correct

choice meant that the subject chose one derived word correctly according to English sound

pattern and was incorrect on the second word for that sound pattern. This score shows random

behavior. A score of 2 correct choices meant that for that sound pattern the subject had both

times chosen the phonologically correct form, and so was consistent in his behavior. Only a

score of 2 shows correct intuitions about that word formation sound pattern.

The Word Recall Testof children’s knowledge of word formation processes involved

teaching to each child ten words derived from nonce base words and then testing over a period

of time the subject’s ability to recall these ten nonce derived words. There were two words

representing each of the five sound patterns. For each sound pattern, one word taught to each

child was a T-type and the second was an L-type. In order to control for the possibility that

either of the two base words of any sound pattern might be easier, two versions of the Word

Recall Testwere created: Version Aand Version B. The two versions differed in that a

suffixed word that in Version Awas taught in the T-type form was taught in Version Bthe L-

type form. Half of the subjects in each grade received Version A; the other half were taught

Version B. (See Appendix p xxvii for complete Word Recall Test. See Table 2 for words used

in Version Aand Version B.)

The following is an example of the teaching ritual used in Version A for teaching one

of the derived words. Accompanying the teaching of this derived word is a picture (Appendix

p xxxix) and a suffix card with ityprinted on it. Since Version A taught the L-type suffixed

word, for the nonce base vera���ne, subjects getting Version B were taught verε�nity (the T-word).
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The next word is vera�ne. Vera�ne means late. Bill is vera�ne today. Bill is late today.

Now we can add“i” “t” “y” to vera�ne to make a new word meaning lateness, what Bill

often shows. Bill is vera�ne; this man does not like Bill’s veræ �nity. What does this man

not like? He does not like Bill’s ….. Right, this guy does not like Bill’s …….

The subject was expected to say the derived word as taught by the examiner at each place

where a dotted line has been typed. After the subject had been taught three new suffixed

words, those three words were reviewed by the examiner’s saying:

“Vera�ne means late. Bill is vera�ne. This guy does not like Bill’s …….”

After all ten words had been taught, all ten words were reviewed a second time, again

using for each word, its story ritual, its picture, and the suffix card. If at any time during the

teaching the subject said the derived word differently from the way he was being taught, the

examiner always corrected him.

The subject’s ability to remember these ten suffixed words as taught was tested one

day, one week, and approximately six weeks after the teaching session. At the recall test

sessions, the examiner did not supply the suffix card. Therefore the subject’s recall task was

different from the Production task. The recall task forced the subject to provide the suffix to be

added as he recreated the derived word. The subject heard the examiner tell the same stories

and he saw the same pictures as were used in the teaching session. He heard the examiner say

the base word. In order to recreate the suffixed word, he had to provide one piece of

information– the suffix to be added for creating the derived word. The Recall behavior tested

a subject’s knowledge of English word formation processes in the following way: The subject

did not have to remember the base word nor its meaning, but he did have to recreate the sound

pattern of the derived word and part of that task involved his providing the suffix.

The scoring of Recall I, II, III responses was based on whether or not the subject

recalled each of the ten suffixed words correctly as it was taught to him. The changing of the

words rommálity or turálity to rommílity or turílity was counted as a correct L-type formation

as was changing gatho�dical to gathi�dical. Such changes provide evidence that recall

performance was a creative act and was not an echoing of memorized sounds. Below are listed

other modifications for L-type words accepted as correct words since it was clear that the

subject was applying the correct phonological sound changes. Listed below also are

modification in the T-type word that were accepted. Such changes provided additional

evidence that recall performance was not the result of a subject’s having simply memorized the

sounds of the ten suffixed words:

1. changes only in the final consonantof the base word
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a) with the base word delo�rt, there was much variability with respect to whether or

not the final palatal sound was to be voiced. Some subjects gave delorš∂n; other

gave delorž∂n. While delorš∂n was what had been taught, both sound patterns

are equally acceptable. (See Aronoff 1974 for detailed discussion of š/ž

alternations in English word formations)

b) Dropping the final [l] of tu�ral and ro�mmalin making the T-type word i.e. the

subject would say tu�r∂ity and ro�mm∂ity. These responses were scored as correct

for a T-word.

c) Changing final [d] of gáthodor [r] i.e. the subject gave for L-type word

gathe�rical. Since the subject had correctly shifted stress, this was counted as a

correct response for the L-word.

d) Changing the final [n] of vera�neto [l] so that verǽlity was accepted as a correct

recall response to the L-taught word since it showed the phonologically correct

vowel shift.

2. Changes in the inner consonantsof the multisyllibic base words

a) Epenthesis of a [b], thus ro�mm∂l was changed to rombi�lity as the derived word.

Rombi�lity shows the correct shift of stress.

b) Possibly some type of epenthesis accounts for the subject who inserted [s] in the

suffixed word derived from m∂g�eet, making the L-type word into m∂g�εstical.

c) Or for the subject who said gathli�dical for the L-type word ga�thod. These two

responses were also scored as phonologically correct.

3. Changes in each syllableof the two syllable base words. These changes seemed almost

like “slip-of-the-tongue” type changes. They were found only on stress shift words. In

each case the subject had correctly shifted stress onto the second syllable of the derived

word, but in each case he had changed the order of the consonants of the syllables of

the base word, as the following examples show:

norέnical (instead of neto�rical)

norέtical (instead of neto�rical)

norέtrical (instead of neto�rical)

norέntrical (instead of neto�rical)

nethi�dical (this may be a contamination from ga�thod-gatho�dical)

gari�thrical (instead of gatho�dical)

4.1.1.2 Selection of the suffixes
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Nonce words were created for studying subjects knowledge of five patterns of sound changes.

The sound structure of each base nonce word was such that it tested children’s knowledge of

only one type of sound change. The suffixes - ion, -ity, -ical were used to test knowledge of

the following sound patterns:

a) Palatalization of dental before –ion as in relate- relation or distort-distortion

b) Vowel shift before –ity as in sane-sanity or grave-gravity

c) Vowel shift before –ical as in meter-metrical or gamete-gametical

d) Stress shift with –ity as in moral-morality or noble-nobility

e) Stress shift -ical as in method-methodical or history-historical

As noted in Chapter II, these suffixes allowed the oral testing of a subject’s knowledge about

sound relations that are and are not abstractly encoded in the orthography.

The choice of these suffixes and of the five different sounds changes have allowed this

study to address the question that Moskowitz raised with respect to the effect of learning to

read on the abstractions that a child makes about the nature of his language code. Children at

the beginning stages of learning-to-read are taught that the letter “a” represents [εy] and [æ]

sounds and that the letter “e” represents the sound [iy] and [ε] and that “ -tion” says “š∂n” .

However there is no reason for teaching stress placement as part of the teaching of reading

since stress placement is never marked in written texts. Therefore in these tests we can

compare the children’s oral language performance with sound patterns that are abstractly

encoded in the spelling to performance with sound changes that are not encoded in the spelling

system.

4.1.1.3 Meaning of nonce base and derived word pairs.

In the creation of meanings for the thirty nonce base and derived word pairs used in this

study, the author was sensitive to what meanings seemed acceptable for each word pair.

Walker’s “Rhyming Dictionary” was used to study the real words of each pattern and their

meanings. While it is very difficult to qualify in what ways the author felt semantic

restrictions, it was found in pilot testing that certain definitions were unacceptable to the

children and these definitions were eliminated in the final version. Mainly it seemed that

certain definitions of the base word were unacceptable to the children if the meanings were too

concrete. The children reacted uncomfortably to such nonce words. The semantic definition

for the nonce Latinate base words had to be somewhat abstract to allow the children to be

comfortable in the pilot testing of the words for the final study.

4.1.1.4 The creation of the sound pattern of each nonce base word and its derived word Pilot

Study of 1973-1974
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The present tests were administered to 72 children in the fall of 1975. The form of the

three tests of oral language knowledge is based on evidence from a pilot study that was carried

out in 1973-1974 with thirty-two children of ages eight, eleven, fourteen, and seventeen. The

most important difference between the oral language tests used in the pilot study and those

used in the final (1975) version is with respect to the words used to test vowel shift knowledge.

In the pilot study, children were taught either an L-type word or a T-type word for each

of the following three vowel shift changes:

[εy] to [æ] as in sane-sanity, [iy] to [ε] as in serene-serenity, and [ay] to [i] as in mime-mimic.

Thus –ity and –ic were the suffixes used and each child was taught either an L-type word or a

T-type word for three tense –lax vowel pairs.

It was felt that possibly data from an L-type nonce derived word like sane-sanity pair

may not be exactly comparable to the data from the T-type word modeled on serene-serenity,

since the two vowels were different. Therefore in the 1975 study, each child was taught two

nonce derived words (a T-type and an L-type) involving [εy] - [æ] as in grave-gravity and

sane-sanity. Furthermore in the testing of knowledge of vowels shit with long “ i” (as in mime-

mimic), it was found that the pronunciation of the short back [a] sound varied for speakers of

different local dialects. Therefore it was decided not to test the children for knowledge of this

tense-lax pair since there was the possibility of erroneous results due to dialect confusions. For

these reasons, the children in the 1975 tests were studied only for their knowledge of two

vowel shift patterns: sane-sanity and meter-metrical.

The suffixes –ic and –ical had been used in the pilot study, but only the suffix –ical was

used in the 1975 test. This was decided because Jespersen (1933) had observed that only

before –ical, but not before –ic, did the stress consistently shift to the syllable preceding the

suffix. Therefore it was decided to use for the third suffix only –ical.

4.1.1.5 Final version of nonce words used in 1975 test

The final version of the oral language test of children’s ability to learn and recall ten

nonce words contained two derived words testing children’s knowledge of the following five

sound changes:

a. palatalization of dental before –ion

b. vowel shift [εy] to [æ] before –ity

c. vowel shift [iy] and [ε] before –ical

d. stress shift before –ity

e. stress shift before –ical
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Only one of the vowel shift nonce words used in the pilot study (trave) was kept for the

final study. The two words testing knowledge of palatalization were the same in both the pilot

and the 1975 studies. The two words testing knowledge of stress shift before –ity remained

unchanged. However, one of the words testing knowledge of stress shift –ical was changed.

Ste�thod, one of the pilot study words, had two dental sounds and it was thought that this gave

some children pronunciation difficulties, so a new word, ga�thod, was created to replace

ste�thod.

4.1.1.6 Hypothesis about word recall behavior

The word recall test hypothesized that the ability to learn and recall novel derived

words would reveal what the subject knew about word formation processes. In 1913,

Ebbinghouse had shown that memorization performance with verbal material is affected by the

meaning that the material has for the subject. Piaget (1967) had shown in his study on the

development in children of visual memory that “ the memory code itself depends on the

subject’s operations” (p 1). Piaget’s visual recall testing was an importaant factor in the

creation of the Word Recall Test. It was expected that a subject’s oral derived word recall

performance would be affected both by the pattern of the sounds of the derived word in

relation to those of the base word (T or L type) and the knowledge that the subject had

internalized with respect to that sound pattern, including the subject’s metalinguistic awareness

of the sound pattern.

From pilot testing in 1973-1974, it was known that the task of learning and recalling ten

new derived words formed according to ten different rules was too difficult to allow any

subject to memorize the sounds of these ten words in a mechanical fashion. The word recall

process forced the subject to use his inner knowledge of English word formation processes. In

recreating each derived word, it was expected that s subject’s inner schema for that word

pattern would interact with his “memory” of the word as it had been taught to him.

Each subject was taught two words for each of the five sound patterns. These two

words differed from each other in a very specific way. One derived word (called the T-type

word) had sounds very similar to those of the base word because the English phonological

rules for deriving complex words had not been applied. The second type of word taught for

each sound pattern had sounds that differed systematically from those of the base words. This

word was call the L-type word since its sounds had been derived by application of the English

rules of phonology.

It was expected that the child’s ability to learn and recall these two types of words

would be affected by his inner knowledge of word formation rules. He was taught two types of
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words for each sound pattern, and these two words represented two very different derivations.

The T-type word had sounds similar to those of its base word; therefore to recreate this word,

the subject’s task was basically to remember the suffix. The L-type word required that he not

only remember the suffix, but also that he apply complex sound changes – changes that are

systematic and explicable in terms of English rules of phonology (See N. Chomsky and Halle

1968). It was expected for each of the five sound patterns, that there could be first a stage

when the child had no knowledge of the sound change but did have some knowledge of word

suffixing processes. At this stage, it would be easier for him to recall a word that did not

require complex sound changes than to recall one that did. Therefore this child was expected

not to be able to correctly recall the L-type word but he should be able to recall the T-type

word. It was expected that for either of the two L stress shift words, the L words might be

changed to T words. This could result if the subject knew suffix, -ity or –ical, but did not

know the stress shift rule. Since –ity and –ical are used on monosyllabic base words, a subject

could learn these suffixes without knowing that on multisyllabic base words, there must be a

shift of stress to the syllable before the suffix. Since –ion always causes palatalization of the

final consonant of the base verb, it was not felt that a subject could know this suffix without

also knowing the sound change. Therefore it was expected that if the subject knew the –ion

suffix, he would also know the palatalization rule. The L vowel shift words were not expected

to be changed to T type words since this would require the laxing of the tense vowel without

the application of vowel shift rules. Moskowitz (1973) had shown that this was a very difficult

task for children under the age of 12. It was believed to be more likely that a subject who

knew the –ity or –ical suffix for the vowel shift words but who did not know the sound pattern,

would simply add the suffix to the nonce base word without making any change in the tense

vowel of the base. This error would not produce the T word.

It was hypothesized that at a later stage, the child would have learned the rules for

relating the base and suffixed words. This inner knowledge of word formation processes

would enable him to learn and recall the phonologically correct derived word even though it

was formed by complex sound changes. Also since the sound structure of the T-type word was

in conflict with his inner code for deriving such words, the T-type word would be harder for

him to learn than was the L-type word. Furthermore it was expected that at this stage not only

would he correctly recall the L-type word, and that he would not correctly recall the T-type

word, but also he was expected to change the T-type word into its phonologically correct sound

pattern since he knew the English phonological rules for forming that word. Thus it was

believed that evidence of inner knowledge of word formation rules for each sound pattern
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could be obtained from a comparison of the relative accuracy of the subject’s recall

performance for the two types of derived words. The pattern of the errors he made when either

type of word was not recalled as taught would also reveal the generalizations the subject had

for forming that type of word.

It was further hypothesized that when a child had sufficient metalinguistic awareness,

there might be a third stage when the subject was able to correctly recall both the L-type and

the T-type words of a sound pattern. This behavior would result when the subject knew the

English sound pattern and also was able to recognize that the T-type word deviated from the

correct sound pattern in certain specific ways. The understanding of the deviation in a T-type

word could allow the subject to place a special memory tag on that word and this could enable

him to recall the T-type word as taught.

By teaching each subject a T-word (one sounding similar to its base word) and an L-

word (one whose sounds differed systematically from its base word), the Word Recall Test

studied the relative ease with which each subject learned and recalled these two types of

derived words for each of the five patterns. The procedure allowed each subject to serve as his

own control by showing the relative ease with which he learned the two types of derived words

for each sound pattern. From the subject’s recall performance behavior on L and T pair of

words, one can infer the nature of the subject’s complex word formation processes for that

sound pattern.

It was expected that evidence about children’s process of learning the word formation

rules would be found from the pattern of those errors in recall testing that involved neither the

changing of an L-type word to a T-type word nor of a T-word to an L-word. Such error

responses show other patterns of inner consistency and can explain what strategy the subject

was using for deriving words of that sound pattern.

Since five different sound patterns were used in the study, the study also questioned

whether there was any ordering pattern to the children’s learning of these five processes or if

all the sound patterns were equally easy (or difficult) for children to learn for recall.

Table 2 lists the ten nonce words and the L-type and T-type of suffixed words used in

the Word Recall testing. All derived words represent sound sequences that are acceptable for

speakers of English. In the T-words:

prezaDi �∂n rhymes with Canadian

delórDi∂n “ “ accordion

trε�vity “ “ brevity

v∂rε�nity “ “ serenity
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m∂gi �tical “ “ hermitical

d∂ri �trical “ “ political

Rómm∂lìty and the other stress shift T-type words are only possible in words that are not

suffixed. The stress pattern is found in English words such as alligator.

The pronunciation of T-words differed in the following specific ways from that of their

base words:

(1) in the T-type words suffixed with –ion, the final dental of the base is pronounced as an

alveolar flap, a sound found in words like writer and rider.

(2) Vowel Shift T-type words have the off-glide of the tense vowel removed and the vowel

sound is shortened. Thus the T-type words investigated whether it might be easier for a

child to pair [εy] with [ε] and [iy] with [i] than [εy] with [æ] and [iy] with [ε] i.e. to use

the correct English vowel shift sounding pair.

(3) Stress Shift T-type words involved no change in the sound of the base, since they

simply add the suffix.

4.1.2 Description of Intelligence Tests and Reading Tests

4.1.2.1 Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was administered by the examiner to each child.

The PPVT gives a measure of the subject’s intelligence quotient based on his receptive

vocabulary. This test was selected since it allowed the comparison of a subject’s I.Q. based on

the level of his vocabulary to his performance on the tests of word formation knowledge. The

PPVT discriminates between subjects by testing their knowledge of the meaning of words.

Although this measure of I.Q. is derived solely from the subject’s knowledge of the words of

his language, there are almost no complex derived words in PPVT. Therefore this test does not

invoke knowledge of complex word formation processes. (See Appendix p xLix for PPVT

Word List).

4.1.2.2 Standardized Tests of Reading

4.1.2.2.1 Silent Paragraph Comprehension Tests

Scores on standardized tests of silent paragraph comprehension were used for selecting

the classifying the 72 subjects. Within each age group, six poor readers, six average readers,

and six good readers were selected. It was decided to select and to classify subjects according

to their ability to understand written texts since the ability to understand written material is the

ultimate test of all reading skills.

20 third graders were selected by their teachers. The examiner then administered to

these children the Stanford Achievement Tests., Primary I for the poor readers and Primary II
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for the average and good readers. Since Primary I does not give a grade equivalency score or a

percentile score normal for third graders, in January, all poor readers except the very poorest

third grade reader were given Primary II. On the basis of the scores on the paragraph meanings

section of the Stanford test, 18 children were selected. They were classified as poor, average,

or good readers from their Stanford silent paragraph comprehension scores. Using the

publisher’s national norms, the third grade subjects ranged in ranking as follows:

poor readers: 1st – 58th percentiles

average readers: 74th – 92nd percentiles

good readers: 92nd – 95th percentiles

Nineteen poor, average, or good reading sixth graders were selected by the examiner

and the school principal on the basis of their STEP (Sequential Test of Educational Progress)

reading scores. This test had been administered in the fall of their fifth grade. Since these

children were then given STEP Form 4 A in September 1975, the final group of sixth graders

was selected and classified on the basis of their 4 A Paragraph Comprehension scores. Using

the publisher’s national norms, the sixth grade subjects ranged in ranking as follows:

poor readers: 14st – 44th percentiles

average readers: 44th – 74nd percentiles

good readers: 84nd – 99th percentiles

Eighteen ninth grade subjects were selected by the examiner with the help of the

assistant principal and the guidance department. The final selection was based on Metropolitan

Reading Test scores (word recognition and silent paragraph comprehension sections), Otis I.Q.

test, and the subjects’ STEP 3 A reading percentile scores. The STEP was given to the ninth

graders in the fall of their seventh grade. Unfortunately the STEP paragraph comprehension

scores that were the basis for selecting and classifying the subjects were Newton norm

percentiles. The city norms are high so that each city percentile rank is based on a higher raw

score than underlies the same national percentile rank. Therefore when national norms were

assigned to the ninth graders, the poor readers had higher average percentiles than did the

subjects classified as poor readers in each of the other three grades. On the basis of the

publisher’s national norms, the ninth grade subjects ranged in percentile ranking as follows:

poor readers: 41st – 63rd percentiles

average readers: 69th – 86th percentiles

good readers: 86th – 97th percentiles

Eighteen twelfth graders were selected with the help of their housemaster and guidance

counselor on the basis of their eighth grade Otis I.Q. score, and STEP Form 3 A, which was
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given in the spring of their ninth grade. The subjects were classified as poor, average, or good

readers on the basis of their paragraph comprehension scores. Using the publisher’s national

norms, the eighteen twelfth graders ranged in percentile rank as follows:

poor readers: 24th – 45th percentiles

average readers: 54th – 68th percentiles

good readers: 75th – 99th percentiles

Three subjects were eliminated from the final computations. Two were third graders.

One poor reading third grade boy was not able to participate in the testing because parental

permission was not obtained in sufficient time to allow him to be tested. One third grade girl,

an average reader, was not included because there already were enough girls and boys to fill

the eighteen slots for third graders. One sixth grade boy was not used because he spoke a

second language at home, and only monolingual children were included in the tests.

4.1.2.2 Oral Word List Reading

The Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT), which tests the subjects’ oral word

recognition (pronunciation) performance, was administered by the examiner to each subject on

the second day of testing. (Level I was used for the third graders and for the sixth graders and

Level 2 for the ninth and twelfth graders). This test gave a measure of the subject’s oral

reading ability with graded lists of words. Raw scores were converted into Grade Equivalent

scores, allowing a comparison of all 72 subjects on the basis of their word list reading abilities.

(See Appendix p li for word list).

4.1.2.3 Experimenter Designed Oral Reading Test

Two oral reading tests were created in order to obtain a measure of each subject’s

ability to read aloud real derived words representing the five sound patterns used in the tests of

oral word knowledge.

4.1.2.3.1 Uncle John Story

(See Appendix p liii) This is a story created by using the ten English suffixed words

that had served as sound pattern models for the ten nonce derived words used in the three Oral

Language Word Tests. The purpose of this test was to analyze the subjects’ ability to read the

real suffixed words in a meaningful text. The Uncle John Story was of seventh to eighth grade

level of reading difficulty as measured by the Dale-Chall Formula.

It contained the following suffixed words:

-ion -ity -ical -ity -ical

relation gravity athletic humanity methodical

distortion insanity diametrically morality historical
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Three separate scorings were used for measuring the oral reading performance on the

Uncle John Story:

1. The total number of oral reading errors. Self corrections were counted as an error

since the purpose of this measure of reading performance was an overall score

reflecting any reading difficulty. Errors were:

a) Mispronunciation of a word. Examples: rility for reality, or opposed for

opposite.

b) Substitution of another real English word for the one in the text.

c) Omission of a word, a phrase, or a line of print. Example: omission of not in

the phrase he was not athletic.

d) Insertion of a word, or a group of words. Example: he was wished for he

wished.

e) Repetition of a word or a group of words. Example: Uncle, Uncle, Uncle John

for the printed Uncle John.

Each of the above examples was counted as one error.

2. Total oral reading time. Time was measured in seconds from the tape recording of

the oral reading of the story.

3. Total number of complex derived words which were read correctly. The Uncle

John story had been created around the ten real derived words on whose sound

pattern the nonce words had been modeled. WRAT scoring method was used for

calculating the total number of derived words which were read correctly, this meant

self corrections on the ten derived words were not errors in calculating the total

number of derived words read correctly.

4.1.2.3.2 29 Word List

29 Word List is given in Table 3 and on p. liv of Appendix. Each subject read aloud

this graded list of 29 words representing the five sound patterns of suffixed derived words.

This list was composed of five words from Dale list, twenty suffixed words, and four “ filler”

words. Of the suffixed words:

1) four were suffixed with –ion

2) four were suffixed with –ity and required vowel shift

3) four were suffixed with –ic or –ical and required vowel

shift

4) four were suffixed with –ity and required stress shift
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5) four were suffixed with –ic or with –ical and required

stress shift

The words from the Dale list were words that at least 80% of fourth graders were

shown to know in their reading. (See Dale and Chall 1948).

The fourth, sixth, ninth, and twelfth grade words were from Dale and Eichholtz (1960)

lists of words whose meaning was shown to be known by at least 50% of the children in those

grades.

Scoring on the 29 Word List was based on the total number of words correctly read

aloud. Self corrections were not counted as errors so that this word list was scored the same

way as was the WRAT and the ten suffixed words in the Uncle John Story on the total target

words correct count.

These two tests allowed the comparison of the subject’s ability to read derived words

aloud in the context of a story and in a list that provided no story context to help the reader’s

decoding processing.

4.2 Subjects

4.2.1 Selection of the Sample Population

The purpose of the experiment was to learn when children acquired the knowledge that

complex derived words are segmentable and that the relationship between a base word and the

sound pattern of its derived word is systematic.

Prior research had provided many reasons for expecting that children under the age of

seven have not acquired systematic knowledge about the formatives of complex derived words,

also that the children to be tested should be of normal (or better) intelligence, and from middle

class English speaking families. The review of the literature in Chapter III had shown that the

nature of complex word formation generalizations was such that a minimum age and level of

intellectual maturity may be necessary for acquisition of the knowledge of word formation

rules. Vygotsky had stressed that children’s meaning representation only gradually became

like that of the adult. Bogoyavlenskiy had stressed that abstract suffixes represent abstract

meanings that the child under the age of seven may not be able to appreciate. Moskowitz had

used a middle class population. Steinberg and Robinson had concluded that not even college

students used complex word formation processes generatively.

The minimum age of the subjects used in this study was eight. Berko’s data had

implied that children under the age of seven had not made abstractions about the formation of

derived suffixed words even with those neutral suffixes that did not require sound changes.

Secondly, Robinson’s results showed that eight year old children had some knowledge of real
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words suffixed with –tion and –ity but that these children performed very poorly with nonce

words. Finally, pre-pilot testing had shown that for each of the three oral language tests,

children much under age eight simply were not able to cooperate with the examiner. They did

not understand the task of adding a suffix to a word. Despite very careful pretest training, they

could not attend to the Conscious Judgment tasks, nor could they use the suffix card to create

new nonce derived words in the Production Test. They did not understand how to use these

suffixes.

Seventeen was chosen as the maximum age because Robinson had shown that her

fourteen year old subjects had performed significantly poorer than did her college graduate

students. Therefore it was hypothesized that some changes in word formation knowledge

might be occurring after the age of fourteen. Also in pilot testing, it was discovered that some

fourteen and seventeen year old subjects had noticed the fact that the sounds of certain T-type

words differed from what they had expected them to be. Therefore in order to be able to look

further at metalinguistic awareness of English sound patterns, it was decided to include

seventeen year old subjects in the sample population.

It was decided to use children from a local suburban community since it was believed

that if a child was to be expected to have formed generalizations about abstract word forming

suffixes, the child’s language experience had to have been sufficiently rich to have allowed

him to have had experience with pairs of real base and complex derived words. The city of

Newton was happy to cooperate in this language study.

Since this study could not be carried out by following individual children from age

eight to seventeen, every attempt was made to select subsets of children at each age level –

such that they were as matched as is experimentally possible. The hope was that the

performance of these children might approximate developmental patterns.

72 subjects were selected, eighteen from each of the 3rd, 6th, 9th, and 12th grades (half

boys and half girls at each grade level). The decision to study children three years apart in age

was made so that maturationally dependent factors might become more apparent. The third

and sixth grade subjects were all attending the same grammar school, the ninth graders were

attending the junior high school into which the grammar fed; and the high school subjects were

at that high school to which the junior high school children were to go. 8 years 2 months was

the average age of the third grade subjects; 11 years 1-1/2 months was the average age of the

sixth grade subjects; 14 years 3-1/2 months was the average age of the ninth grade subjects; 17

years 3-1/2 months was the average age of the twelfth grade subjects.

4.2.2 I.Q. Silent Reading Scores and WRAT Scores for Sample Population
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Approximately normal I.Q. was another basis for subject selection. For the ninth and

twelfth graders’ selection, group I.Q. scores were available, for the third and sixth graders,

their teachers’ view was used. The PPVT was then administered to all 72 subjects.

Table 4 shows silent paragraph reading percentiles based on national norms, WRAT

grade equivalency scores in grade and months and PPVT I.Q. scores for the 72 subjects from

grades 3, 6, 9, and 12.

Reading grouping is based on silent reading test scores. The range of scores for silent

paragraph comprehension national norm percentiles went from the first percentile to the 99th

percentile. The WRAT grade equivalency ranged from grade 2 to grade 15. I.Q. scores ranged

from 88 to 145. WRAT test of oral word list reading confirmed the reading level groupings

based on the subjects’ mean performance on the silent reading tests. It is to be noted that while

poor readers tended to show more variability on silent reading comprehension scores compared

to that of the other two groups, the variability of the poor readers’ WRAT scores was usually

less than that of the average and good readers.

Table 5, a two way analysis of variance completely crossed design comparing I.Q. by

grade and reading ability, showed that there was no significant interaction between the grade of

a subject and his classification as a poor, average, or good reader. The ANOVA also showed

that there were no main effects of grade to I.Q., however there was a significant effect of the

level of silent reading comprehension skills and I.Q. Thus poor readers differed significantly

from average and good readers in I.Q. as measured by PPVT I.Q.

4.3 Procedure for Administration of Test Battery.

4.3.1 Detail of Test Administration Procedures

There was a brief training session that preceded the administration of the three tests of

oral language competency with respect to the five sound patterns. (See Appendix p i). This

training was to show the child that he already knew how to change words of his language. He

practiced changing agree into agreement by adding the suffix ment. He also practiced with a

real derived word that involved a sound change i.e. with the suffix –ive added to real words

ending in a dental. Thus in the training session, the child practiced adding suffixes onto real

words of English, and he practiced both with a neutral suffix and a complex suffix.

In Production, Conscious Judgment, and Word Teaching and Recall Testing the order

of the items in each type of test was randomly arranged. The Production and Conscious

Judgment Tests were administered before the teaching of the ten derived words. Thus these

two tests helped accustom the child to operating with nonce words and the suffix cards. All

test sessions were transcribed during the session and also tape recorded.
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The three tests of knowledge of word suffixing processes all used similar story-picture

routines. The suffixed word was always to be produced at the end of the final sentence of the

story. The same teaching ritual was used for teaching each of the ten derived words to all 72

subjects. The examiner followed the full procedure exactly as it is written in the Appendix.

All nonce words were placed in meaningful verbal contexts and the meaning of each base word

was visually represented by a large picture. The subject saw a card on which was printed the

suffix to be added to the base word. The teaching routine for each derived word required that

the child complete a sentence read to him by the examiner; the subject was to say the derived

word exactly as the examiner had said it. Before the teaching session was finished, the subject

had said each derived word four times. He was always corrected if he erroneously said the

word in a way different from that of the examiner.

At each of the first two recall sessions, two types of subject’s error responses elicited

special examiner corrections. This extra “ teaching” never changed the subject’s score at that

recall session. The first type of subject error that elicited special examiner response was when

a subject had shortened a bi- or tri-syllabic base word into a monosyllable. This type of

response error was found mainly with the words testing inner knowledge of stress shift sound

changes. A subject’s apocopation of the base word to the one syllable which bore the stress

allowed him to avoid the problem of whether or not to shift the stress when he added the suffix.

An example will illustrate the nature of the problem. A typical apocopation response was

gáthical as the derived word from gáthod. The subject did have the stress on the syllable

preceding the suffix, as specified by English phonology, but since the base word had been

reduced to a monosyllable, on could not determine whether the subject knew the stress rules.

Therefore, to gáthical type recall errors, the examiner would say, “You had the correct ending

for gáthod, but could you try to keep more of the base word?” Having been encouraged to use

the entire word gáthod, the child was reread the story and again allowed to create a derived

word for gáthod. It was believed that this extra help at an early recall session might enable

those subjects who knew the suffix to be distinguished from those subjects who knew the

suffix and the stress change. This difference could only be revealed from recall responses

made a later recall test sessions if the subject used the entire base word in creating the suffixed

word at the later recall session.

The second category of error recall responses that was corrected was the failure to use

any of the ten required suffixes. After testing the subject’s recall of all ten derived words, if

the examiner had found that the subject had failed to use the suffix that had been taught for any

words, the examiner said, “That was a good ending that you put on the word. But I really
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wanted you to add this to the word.” The subject was shown the correct suffix card. The

examiner then repeated the story, and allowed the subject another opportunity to create a

derived word. These new responses were recorded and analyzed separately from the other

recall responses for that session. The reason that they were not counted in recall performance

was that this type of response was more like a Production task, since the examiner had given

the subject the required suffix. Recall scoring was always based on the subject’s behavior in

recreating each derived word using his own knowledge of suffixes and word formation

processes. This extra teaching help was provided for suffix errors because it was hoped that

those subjects who did know the suffix would then be able to use the correct suffix at the next

recall session.

All recall testing was done blind: that is the examiner did not know whether that subject

had been taught Version A or Version B. This controlled for any possible inadvertent cuing

that one type of response was considered to be a “better” type of response than another.

Recall I was tested one day after the ten derived words had been taught to the subject.

Recall II was administered one week after the teaching of the ten derived words, and Recall III

was tested approximately six weeks after the teaching session. In Recall I and Recall II, the

same random word order was used as had been used for the teaching session. In Recall III, the

order for testing of memory of the ten words was reversed in order to control for any

possibility that the subject might have memorized an ordered set of verbal responses to the ten

story rituals.

There was only one modification made during the testing and this involved a change of

one word for twelve of the eighteen sixth graders. At their first teaching session, these twelve

subjects had been taught for Vowel Shift before –ical the nonce pair: p∂sēre, p∂sέrical, (or

p∂sírical) modeled on sphere-spherical. However it was realized that for some English

speakers, the tense-lax vowel contrast for these “e” is neutralized before “ r” . For these

speakers the first syllable of miracle is the same as that of sphere. This meant that both

sphεrical and spherical become acceptable to these speakers. Therefore these twelve sixth

graders were next taught the word m∂geet and this word replaced p∂sere in their testing at

Recall II and at Recall III. This substitution of this one word did not make any difference in

the performance of these sixth graders from that of the other four sixth grade subjects.

4.3.2 Time Sequence for Administering the Test Battery

First Test Session

Each subject was tested for Production and Conscious Judgments and was taught the

ten nonce derived words.
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Second Test Session

This was one day after the first test session. At this meeting each subject was tested on

Recall I and was given PPVT.

Third Test Session

Recall II was tested one week after Recall I, and the WRAT test was given.

Fourth Test Session

This meeting was approximately six weeks after the first test session. At this session,

the subject was given Recall III test. He also read aloud the Uncle John Story and the

29 Word List. After the testing was completed, the examiner asked the subject which

words had been easy or difficult for him to learn, so that the subjects might discuss how

they had felt about the sounds of the words.

Total time spent with each subject over the six week period varied between one to one

and a half hours. All testing was done in a quiet room. The examiner saw one child at a time.

The children were told not to discuss the words with any of the other subjects. They were told

that there were different versions of the test so that the words that one child had learned were

not necessarily the same as those that his friend had been taught. Two assistants aided in some

testing.

Most children loved the word games. The youngest groups of children would ask “My

turn?” , “Take me next” etc. whenever the examiner visited their classroom. The high school

subjects at first were reluctant to give their time for the testing, but they all learned to respect

the study and cooperated with the examiner.

4.4 Data Analysis

The tests of word suffixing knowledge were analyzed as follows: Production A one

way ANOVA compared for grades 3, 6, 9, 12 the total number of derived words correctly

created according to the English sound patterns. Within each grade a two way ANOVA

compared the total number of phonologically correct responses for each of the five sound

patterns contrasting the three levels of readers.

Conscious Judgments A one way ANOVA compared grades 3, 6, 9, 12 for the total number of

phonologically correct choices out of a total of ten. Within each grade a two way ANOVA

compared total number of phonologically correct choices for each of the five sound patterns for

the three levels of readers.

Conscious Judgments were compared to Production by Chi square cross tabulations for

each of the five sound patterns for subjects of grades 3, 6, 9, 12.
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Word Recall Recall I, II, III performance was analyzed for the total number of correct

responses at each recall for grades 3, 6, 9, 12 by a repeated measure ANOVA. Repeated

measures ANOVA was also used to analyze the number of T-type words changed to L-type at

Recall I, II, III for subjects in grades 3, 6, 9, 12. Repeated measures ANOVA analyzed number

of L-type error responses that represented a change to at T-type word by subjects in grades 3,

6, 9, 12 at Recall I, II, III. Step down multivariate ANOVA compared poor, average, good

readers of grades 3, 6, 9, 12 for accuracy in recalling as taught the ten words at Recall I, II, III.

Chi square cross tabulations compared poor, average, and good readers of grades 3, 6,

9, and 12 for their ability at Recall III to recall correctly the L-type word on each of the five

sound patterns. Within each grade, ANOVA compared the total number of T and L words

correctly recalled at Recall I, II, III for each of the five sound patterns. Chi Square Cross

tabulations compared per sound pattern the performance of third, sixth, ninth, and twelfth

graders on the following four categories of responses to the L and T words at Recall III:

+ means correct

- means incorrect

L - | - | + | +

T - | + | - | +

A Guttman Scale was used to rank order for difficulty the five sound patterns used in

this study by using the responses of the 72 subjects L correct at Recall III.

An analysis of the pattern of recall errors that the subjects made that were neither errors

of L-type word changed to T-type or vice versa, was performed in order to look for possible

evidence about the evolution of their knowledge of word formation processes.

Conscious Judgments were compared to accuracy in recalling L-type words in Recall

III for subjects in grades 3, 6, 9, 12 for each of the five sound patterns by Chi square cross

tabulations.

Production was compared to accuracy in recalling L-type word at recall III by Chi

square cross tabulation for subjects in grades 3, 6, 9, 12.

Pearson Product Moment Correlations compared the four measures of subjects’

performance on the two experimental reading tests with I.Q., silent paragraph comprehension

scores, WRAT scores, and total number of words correctly recalled at Recall III. There were

two sets of correlations: one for the 72 subjects combined on all these measures, and the

second for the eighteen subjects within each of the four grades on all of these measures.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents the results of the series of tests administered to the subjects in

grades 3, 6, 9, 12. First an analysis of the subjects’ performance on the three oral language

tests of word formation knowledge is presented. Then comparisons are made of the results of

the Production and Conscious Judgment tests, the two traditional psycholinguistic testing

procedures, to the Word Recall Test. Next are presented the results of the two experimental

tests of oral reading (the Uncle John Story and the 29 Word List) which were designed to

determine how well the subjects’ orally read real suffixed words. The subjects’ performance

on the experimental reading tests were compared to their performance on standardized reading

achievement tests. Finally, the correlations between I.Q., performance at Recall III on the

Word Recall Test, and the various measures of reading are given. In all computations, a

significance level of p < .05 or less was selected as criteria.

5.1 The Three Tests of Oral Language Word suffixing Competency

5.1.1 Production Test

The Production Test was a task comparable to that used by Steinberg (see chapter III).

Steinberg found that roughly 10% of his college students used vowel shift in creating new

complex suffixed words. Therefore, it was expected that the performance of the oldest subjects

should resemble that of Steinberg’s subjects. In the Production Test each child was given a

suffix card and asked to orally create a derived word for ten nonce base words (two nonce

words per sound pattern), (see Chapter IV for description of test). The accuracy of the children

from the four grade levels in correctly producing the ten derived words is show in Table 6.

Half of the third graders, three of the sixth graders, four of the ninth graders, and two of the

twelfth graders never said the correct sound pattern for any derived word. There was a steady

rise in the mean number of words produced correctly over the four age groups. An analysis of

variance comparing the total number of correctly produced derived words by subjects from the

four grade levels was significant (F 3,68 = 7.64 p< .001).

The tabulation of how accurately the children at each grade level produced each of the

five sound patterns is in Table 7. Maximum correct score for each sound pattern is 2. With

respect to palatalization of dental before –ion, the mean number of phonologically correct

words produced ranged from .61 for the third graders to 1.68 for the ninth graders. However,

the analysis of variance did not show statistically significant differences between the four grade

levels with respect to their production of palatalization of dentals before –ion (F 3,68 = 2.1, p >

.10).
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The analysis of variance comparing the performance of the subjects in the four grade

levels with respect to their creation of derived words requiring vowel shift before –ity was not

statistically significant. All subjects performed very poorly on the two words testing

production performance on vowel shift with –ity words. The mean number of words that were

correctly created varied from .06 for the sixth graders (sixth graders had a lower mean than did

third graders) to .22 for the twelfth graders (Table 8). The twelfth graders production score

showed application of vowel shift in their production task 11% of the time. This percentage

corresponds to the 10% figure Steinberg obtained with college students.

The range of the mean number of correct scores on vowel shift before –ical was from .0

for third graders and ninth graders to .06 for twelfth graders (Table 8). Furthermore, there was

no improvement with age in the production of this pattern. The subjects almost always failed

to change the sound of the tense vowel in nonce words suffixed with –ical just as they had in

the derived nonce words suffixed with –ity. The analysis of variance did not show any

significant differences between the performance of the four age groups in their ability to

correctly apply vowel shift with –ical.

Over the four grade levels, there was a regular increase in the mean number of derived

words requiring stress shift before –ity that were produced in their phonologically correct stress

pattern (Table 8). The mean total scores ranged from .06 words correctly derived by the third

graders to .94 words for the twelfth graders. The analysis of variance for the number of words

correctly produced with base words requiring stress shift before –ity by the subjects in each of

the four grades was statistically significant (F 3,68 + 6.98, p < .0001). Ninth and twelfth

graders performed significantly better than did the third or sixth graders (Newman Keuls p <

.05).

The analysis of variance showed that there were also statistically significant differences

in the ability of the four age groups to correctly produce the required English pattern of stress

shift changes on the two nonce words suffixed with –ical (F 3,68 = 6.26, p < .001). Ninth and

twelfth graders performed significantly better than did the subjects in the lower two grades

(Newman Keuls, p < .05). The mean number of words correctly produced ranged from .11 by

the third graders to .94 for the twelfth graders (Table 8). Over half of the ninth and twelfth

graders produced either one or two phonologically correct words involving shift changes with

the derived words that were suffixed with –ity and with –ical (Table 7).

Summary

In summary the total number of phonologically correct derived words produced by the

subjects at each of the four grade levels was low. The mean number of correct words out of a
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possible total of 10 ranged from .9 of a words for the third graders to only 3.79 words for the

twelfth graders. The sound pattern was most likely to be used correctly in the Production Test

was the one involving the palatalization of dentals before –ion. The poorest performance was

always with the two vowel shift sound patterns. There were statistically significant differences

between the subjects in the four grades only for their production performance with the stress

shift sound patterns. The ninth and twelfth graders performed significantly better than did the

subjects in the lower grades in creating and saying the nonce words involving shift of stress.

5.1.2 Conscious Judgment Test

The Conscious Judgment Test had ten items, two representing each of the five sound

patterns. The subject’s task was to decide which of two derived words sounded better – the

phonologically correct word or the suffixed word whose sounds were similar to those of the

base word (for description of test, see Chapter IV). The accuracy of the subjects at each of the

four grade levels in correctly selecting the phonologically correct derived word was measured.

Zero correct selections showed no knowledge of the sound pattern, one correct choice showed

random behavior, two correct choices showed a knowledge of the sound pattern. As young as

third grade level, there was one subject who correctly selected all ten phonologically derived

words (Table 9). The analysis of variance on the total number of correct choices made by the

subjects in each grade fell just short of a significant grade effect (F 3,68 = 2.63, p < .058)

The analysis of variance comparing the four grades with respect to their ability to select

the correct derived word with each suffix, indicated the following: There was a significant

difference between the grades in their judgment of palatalization before –ion (F 3,68 = 3.8, p <

.05). Third graders were significantly poorer than sixth graders (Newman Keuls, p < .05). Of

the 18 third graders, only 8 third graders consistently selected the phonologically correct

derived word for this sound pattern. In contrast, 17 of the 18 sixth graders were consistently

correct in their judgment of palatalization before –ion.

With respect to vowel shift before –ity and vowel shift before –ical, at each grade level

there were some children who never selected the phonologically correct derived word (Table

10). For all 5 sound patterns, the total number of correct conscious judgment choices for the

four grades combined is lowest for the two vowel shift sound patterns. In each grade, from 6

to 10 subjects in the four grades with respect to their ability to select the correct vowel shift

derived words.

All grades did well on stress shift before –ity (See Table 10). Very few children got a

zero Conscious Judgment score on stress shift before –ity; rather at each of the four grade

levels, most children consistently chose the correct derived word. As Atkinson-King (1973)
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had shown, by age eight, children are able to use stress pattern as the basis for making a

selection between two words. The analysis of variance showed no significant differences

between the subjects of the four grades.

The analysis of variance did show significant differences between the four groups with

respect to their ability to select stress shift derived words suffixed with –ical (F 3,68 = 4.97,

p<.01). Third graders performed significantly more poorly than did the subjects in the other

three grades (Newman Keuls p < .05). The sixth grade, the average number of correct choices

with this pattern was almost perfect (Table 11).

Summary

The ability to hear palatalization of dentals before –ion and to know stress shift pattern

before –ical were the two sound patterns that mainly distinguished the performance of the

subjects at the four grade levels. In both instances, third graders performed significantly

poorer than did the subjects in other grades.

5.1.3 Comparison of Accuracy on Production Test to that on Conscious Judgment Test.

In tables 12-16 are compared, for each sound pattern, the distribution of the subjects’

responses on the Production and Conscious Judgment tests. Chi Square tests of correlations

were computed. The only Chi Square test of association between the subjects’ responses on

the two tests that was significant was the comparison for all 72 subjects on palatalization

before –ion, and 6th graders vowel shift –ical responses.

However, the tables are important because they show how frequently the same children

scored zero on the Production Test while their scores on the Conscious Judgment test were

distributed over one or two correct choices. The two oral language tests differed in what aspect

of a child’s knowledge of the word formation processes they tapped. Although for the two

vowel shift sound patterns, there was no significant improvement over the four grades in the

number of children making correct conscious judgment selections, nevertheless, most subjects

made one or two correct choices in contrast to their production responses which were almost

never phonologically correct.

A comparison of the performance by all four grades on the two tasks with respect to the

two stress shift sound patterns showed that the ability to hear the correct stress pattern

consistently preceded the ability to use phonological stress in producing a novel derived word.

With stress shift before –ity, half or more of the subjects at each grade level consistently chose

the correct sound pattern. In conscious judgment scores, there were no significant differences

over the four grades. As young as third grade, two thirds of the children consistently selected

the phonologically correct derived –ity word. Yet in their ability to produce the phonologically
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correct stress shift on the –ity nonce words, the two lower grades were significantly poorer

than the subjects in the two upper grades. For production of phonological stress with –ity, the

significant differences were between the performance of the sixth graders and that of the two

upper grades. That on the conscious judgment test with stress shift before –ical, third graders

scored significantly poorer than did the subjects in the three upper grades reflects the fact that

relative to the upper graders’ knowledge of stress shift –ical, significantly fewer third graders

knew the sound pattern. Thus for the four grades on both of the stress shift sound patterns, the

ability to hear the correct stress shift pattern preceded the ability to use phonological stress in

producing a new derived word.

5.1.4 Word Recall Test

The first task in assessing the subjects’ word recall performance was to show that the

ability to learn the ten suffixed words was affected by whether the word was an L

(phonologically correct) one or a T type word (sounded similar to base).

Only half of the ten derived words taught to the subjects were the phonologically

correct L type words. The other half of the derived words that were taught for the recall

testings were words whose sound patterns were in conflict with the English rules for forming

complex derived words; the sound structure of these suffixed words was similar to that of the

base word (see Chapter IV for list and the complete discussion of the design of the Word

Recall Test). Motivating the design of the Word Recall test was the belief that the subject’s

recall performance would differ for the L and the T type of pattern. Evidence of a subject’s

inner knowledge of a word formation rule was expected to be shown from the difference in his

recall performance with the L and T words of each of the five sound patterns. It was

hypothesized that each subject would serve as his own control in the word recall sessions.

From his ability to recall the L and the T words, one would be able to determine whether it was

easier for him to learn and recall a derived word that sounded similar to the base word or a

derived word whose sounds differed from the base word systematically but in accord with

English rules of phonology (the L word).

If a subject failed to be able to correctly recall either the L word or the T word of a

sound pattern, then his recall performance provided no evidence of knowledge of this word

suffixing pattern. This was labeled Stage Zero. However, if a subject was more accurate in

recalling the T word than the L word, this would provide evidence that the subject knew the

suffix but not the English system of systematic sound changes. This degree of knowledge of

the word formation process was called Stage 1.
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Evidence of a subject’s inner knowledge of the word formation rule of a sound pattern

would be provided when the subject was accurate in his recall of the L word but not of the T

word (Stage 2). His inner knowledge of the word formation rule in recalling both the L and the

T words. It was expected that he would be correct in recalling the L word, but that he would

err on the T word. It was further expected that he would change the T word to the

phonologically correct L sound pattern.

A final stage (Stage 3) in the acquisition of knowledge of a word formation process was

hypothesized. This stage depended upon a subject’s metalinguistic ability to recognize that the

T word’s sound deviated from the expected sound pattern for the derived word. Evidence for

this level of linguistic maturity would be provided by a subject’s success in correctly recalling

both the L and the T words of the sound pattern.

5.1.4.1 Overall Effect of L and T type Words on 3rd, 6th, 9th, 12th Graders Recall

Performance at Recall I, II, III

The accuracy of the subjects from the four grades in learning and recalling the ten

derived words as taught was tested on day (Recall I), one week (Recall II), and six weeks

(Recall III) after the teaching session. The mean number of correctly recalled words increased

with increase in grade level; there was also an increase in total recall accuracy with time and

the number of recall sessions (Table 17).

A repeated measures analysis of variance on the total number of derived words

correctly recalled at each of the three recall test sessions by the subjects in each of the four

grade levels showed significant recall effects (F2,136 = 16.30 < .001) (Table 18). The grade

effect (as expected) was also statistically significant, (f3,68 = 15.84, p< .001). There was no

significant interaction of grade by recall.

A multivariate test showed significant differences between the four grades for all three

recall situations combined, (F9,141 = 5.16, pp< .001). Furthermore, the univariate F

comparing the difference between the four grade levels at each recall session showed that the

four grades differed significantly at each recall session; for Recall I, F3,60 = 10.94, p< .0001,

for Recall II, F3,60 = 12.24, p< .001, and for Recall III, F3,60 = 17.39, p<.0001. A step-down

F for Recall III showed that even with the improvement effect of Recall I and Recall II

removed, the four grades still differed significantly at Recall III (F3,60 = 2.90, p< .05). Thus,

subjects improved significantly both as the level of their grade increase and within each grade

level with the length of time and the number of recall test sessions. At Recall III, the grade

differences between the recall accuracy of the 4 grades were significant even after the removal
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of the improvement effects from Recall I and Recall II. Thus, for total recall scores it was

Recall III that best distinguished the 4 age groups.

5.1.4.2 Performance on L and T Words.

Each subject had been taught five T words and five L words. The effects on their recall

performance of the two types of derived words for the five sound patterns was measured. Per

sound pattern per grade per recall, the 72 subjects always correctly recalled more L type

derived words than they did T type derived words (Table 19). The percent of correct L words

to the total number of correctly recalled words per grade per recall session ranged from 55%

(Grade three Recall II) to 79% (Grade six Recall I) (Table 20). Most errors consisted in

changing T type derived words to their phonologically correct sound pattern (Tables 21 and

22).

The mean number of T words changed to their phonologically correct form increased

regularly with increase in the grade level of the subjects (Table 17). Within each grade level,

there was a regular increase over the three recalls in the mean number of T words that were

changed to their phonologically correct sound pattern. The repeated measures two way

analysis of variance performed on the total number of T words that were changed to their

phonologically correct L sound pattern by the subjects in each of the four grades showed

significant grade effects, (F3,68 = 5.07, p< .01 (Table 23). There was also a significant effect

due to recall, (F3,68 = 9.68, p< .001). There was no significant interaction effect between

grade and recall.

In contrast to improvement over the four grades on the number of subjects changing T

words to L sound patterns with increase in the grade level of the subjects, there was a decrease

in the mean number of L words changed to T words (Table 17). The repeated measures two

way analysis of variance on the number of L words (phonologically correct words) that were

changed to T words by the subjects in each of the four grades showed no significant main

effects and no significant interaction effect of grade (Table 24). However, it must be stated

that the grade effect was just over .05. This level of significance is close enough so that one

can be fairly certain that the difference was real since rounding off the significance level gives

.05. Thus over the four grades there was a significant decrease in the number of subjects who

changed L words to T words.

Summary

In summary, the analyses of variance on the total number of nonce derived words that

were correctly recalled at Recall I, II, III by the subjects in grades 3, 6, 9, 12 showed a

significant increase in accuracy with age, and within grade, the length of time and the number
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of recall test sessions effected a significant increase in the total number of derived words

correctly recalled. At each grade, every measure that compared subjects’ overall performance

with L words to their performance with T words showed that the subjects found the L words

easier to recall than the T words. Over the four grades there was significant trend for T-type

words to be changed into their phonologically correct sound pattern and the trend increased

with time and the subject’s grade level, and the reverse was shown for T words.

5.1.4.3 Word Recall Performance Per Sound Pattern Per Grade

The analysis of variance showed an overall grade effect for the total recall accuracy for

the five sound patterns combined. Now the number of subjects at Recall I, II, III correctly

recalling the L and T type words for each sound pattern was measured (Table 25). For each

sound pattern, the number of subjects who changed a T word to a L (phonologically correct)

sound pattern was also measured (Table 26). Figure 1 is included because in it was shown the

number of subjects in each grade who erred on each l and T word at each recall session (the

dotted lines) and of those, the number of subjects who erred because they change the L to a T

word or vice versa. For each grade the number of subjects who made errors other than

changing L to T or vice versa is on Tables 27-30. The following discussion is concerned with

the change over the four grades’ recall performance on each suffix.

Third graders showed regular improvement over the three recall session in the accuracy

of their recall of the L word involving palatalization of dental before –ion. By Recall III, 89%

of the third graders correctly recalled the L word. In contrast to their regular improvement

over the three recalls with the L word, no third graders at Recall III correctly recalled the T

word; rather at Recall III, over 2/3 of the third graders changed the T word into the

phonologically correct form.

Sixth graders showed only a slight increase in recall accuracy for the L word involving

palatalization over the three recall sessions. At Recall III, 89% of the sixth graders correctly

recalled the L word, only 11% were able to correctly recall the T word. At Recall III,

approximately 60% of the sixth graders changed the T word involving the –ion suffix into its

phonologically correct sound pattern.

By Recall III, all ninth and twelfth graders correctly recalled the L words suffixed with

–ion. 22% were also able to correctly recall the T word (Stage 3). The main cause of their

errors on the T word was due to their changing it to its phonologically correct sound pattern.

Third graders showed a decrease from Recall I to Recall III in the number of subjects

correctly recalling the L vowel shift before –ity word. At Recall III only 39% of the third
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graders correctly recalled the L word, and no child changed the L word to a T word. Third

graders also showed a decrease over the three recalls in the number of subjects able to correctly

recall the T word. This data confirms Moskowitz’s (1973) evidence that ε y~ ε is a difficult

pairing for third graders. Yet at Recall III, 3 correctly recalled the T vowel shift –ity word. Of

the fifteen third graders who failed at Recall III on the T word, almost half of them had

changed it into the phonologically correct sound pattern; five more erred because they made no

change in the vowel sound. The other main cause of third grader’s error on this sound pattern

was due to the addition of “ too big a suffix” . The subjects added –ality or –idity and not just –

ity to the base word. For example, trave became trƏva�lity. This addition of an adjectival suffix

to the monosyllabic base word before adding the noun forming suffix –ity may be evidence of

an erroneous word forming generalization. Over the three recall sessions, this error was made

more times by third graders than by subjects in the higher grades.

Sixth graders showed no real improvement over the three recall sessions in their

accuracy with the L vowel shift –ity word. In contrast to 3rd graders poor performance, at

Recall III, 72% of the sixth graders correctly recalled the L word. No sixth grader ever erred

on an L word by changing it to a T word. The main cause of error on the L word was because

of no change of the vowel. Sixth graders showed no permanent improvement over the three

recall sessions in their accuracy in recalling the T vowel shift –ity word. At Recall III, three

were able to correctly recall the T word. Of the fifteen erring at Recall III on the T word,

seven change it to its correct vowel shift sound pattern, six more erred because they made no

change in the vowel of the base word.

Ninth and Twelfth graders did not improve over the three recall sessions in their ability

to accurately recall the L vowel shift –ity word. At Recall III, 83% of the ninth graders and

77% of the twelfth graders correctly recalled the L word. Ninth and Twelfth graders made

little improvement over the three recall sessions in the accuracy of their recall of the T vowel

shift –ity word. At Recall III, 38% of the ninth graders and 50% of the twelfth graders

correctly recalled the T word. The main cause of their errors on the T word was due to

changing the T word to its phonologically correct form.

Over the three recall sessions, third graders decreased in the accuracy of their recall of

the L vowel shift –ical word. At Recall III, only 22% of the third graders correctly recalled the

L word. Of the fourteen third grade subjects erring at Recall III on the L word, almost half

erred either because they used no suffix or else because they had used the wrong suffix; i.e.

these third grade subjects did not know this ending with this type of base word. Only two third

graders at Recall III correctly recalled the T word for vowel shift –ical. Four erred because
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they changed the T word to its phonologically correct sound pattern, five made no change in

the tense vowel of the base, and five erred because they did not use the suffix –ical.

Sixth graders showed a slight improvement over the three recall test sessions on the L

vowel shift –ical word. They were better than third graders at Recall III, although only 39% of

the sixth graders correctly recalled the L word at Recall III. Eight erred because they failed to

change the tense vowel of the base word, and two others because they used an incorrect suffix.

Sixth graders did not improve over the three recalls in their accuracy with the T word. At

Recall III, only two of the sixth graders correctly recalled the T vowel shift –ical word. Of the

16 who erred on the T word, four changed the T word at Recall III to its phonologically correct

sound pattern, seven made no change in the base vowel, and five used a wrong suffix.

Ninth and twelfth graders did improve over the three recalls in their ability to correctly

recall the L vowel shift –ical word. It is only with the ninth graders that there was 50%

accuracy with the L word of this sound pattern. At Recall III, 56% of the ninth graders and

67% of the twelfth graders correctly recalled the L word. The main cause of their errors on the

L word was no change in the tense vowel sound. Ninth graders, but not twelfth graders,

improved over the three recalls in their accuracy on the T vowel shift –ical word. At Recall III,

50% of the ninth graders correctly recalled the T word but only 22% of the twelfth graders did

so. Roughly half of those ninth and twelfth graders who erred on the T word did so because

they changed the T word to its correct vowel shift pattern; the other source of errors on the T

word at Recall III was due to no change in the tense vowel of the base word.

Even though third graders improved over the three recalls with the L stress shift –ity

word, at Recall III only 17% correctly recalled the L word. Of the fifteen subjects erring at

Recall III on the L word, four erred because they changed it to a T word. For 2 subjects, the

cause of error was the reduction of the multisyllabic base word to a monosyllable before –ity.

However, the main cause of third graders’ error with the L word was due to either adding no

suffix or the wrong suffix. Third graders improved over the three recalls with the T word. At

Recall III, 44% gave the T word correctly. Thus, third graders were more accurate with the T

word than with the L stress shift –ity word. They knew the suffix but were not using the sound

pattern in their recall. Only two third graders erred on the T word at Recall III because they

changed it to the L sound pattern. As with the L word, the main cause of their errors on the T

word was either adding no suffix or else the wrong suffix.

Over the three recalls, there was no change in sixth graders’ accuracy with the stress

shift –ity L word. At Recall III, 44% of the sixth graders correctly recalled the L stress shift

–ity word, an improvement over the 3rd graders’ performance. Of the ten sixth graders who
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failed at Recall III on the L word, the main cause of error was due to the use of an incorrect

suffix. Two other children changed the L word to a T word, and two reduced the multisyllabic

base to a monosyllable. Sixth graders improved over the three recalls in recall of the T word

with stress shift –ity. At Recall III, 28% of the sixth graders correctly recalling the T word.

Thus, in contrast to third graders, sixth graders did better with L than the T word on this sound

pattern. Of the 13 who failed on the T word, four changed it to its phonologically correct

sound pattern, and eight used a wrong suffix.

Only at ninth grade was there over 50% accuracy with stress shift before –ity. Over the

three recalls, ninth and twelfth graders improved in their accuracy with the L stress shift –ity

word. At Recall III, 78% of the ninth graders and 94% of the twelfth graders accurately

recalled the L word. Both ninth and twelfth graders improved over the three recalls with the T

stress shift –ity word. At Recall III, 38% of the ninth graders correctly recalled the T word and

17% of the twelfth graders did so too. Of the eleven ninth graders who failed to correctly

recall the T word at Recall III, eight had changed it to an L word. Of the 15 twelfth graders

failing to correctly recall the T word at Recall III, fourteen had changed it to its phonologically

correct sound pattern.

Over the three recalls there was no real improvement in third graders’ recall of L word

with stress shift before –ical. At Recall III only 17% of the third graders correctly recalled the

L word. Of the fifteen erring on the L word, five gave the T pattern, six reduced the

multisyllabic base to a monosyllable, and four gave no suffix or else a wrong one. Third

graders performed poorly on stress shift before –ical; they were more accurate in recalling the

T word than the L word. AT Recall III, 33% of the subjects correctly gave the T word. Of the

twelve erring at Recall III on the T word, only three had changed it to the phonologically

correct sound pattern, three reduced the base to a monosyllable before –ical suffix, and six

erred because they added no suffix or else a wrong suffix.

Even at sixth grade, the children were more accurate with the T than with the L stress

shift –ical word. Over the three recalls, they showed no improvement with the L word. At

Recall III, only 39% of the sixth graders correctly recalled the L stress shift –ical word. Of the

eleven who failed on the L word at Recall III, five changed it to a T sound pattern, three

reduced the base to a monosyllable, and three used a wrong suffix (-ity). Sixth graders did

improve over the three recalls with the T stress shift –ical word. At Recall III, eleven correctly

recalled the T word. Of the seven who erred on the T word, none changed it to an L sound

pattern, two reduced the multisyllabic base to a monosyllable, and four used the wrong suffix

(–ITY OR –ILY).
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Ninth and twelfth graders improved over the three recalls in correctly recalling the L

stress shift –ical word. At Recall III, 89% of the ninth graders and of the twelfth graders were

correct on the L word. The only cause of error on the L word at Recall III was changing the

base into a monosyllabic one before –ical. Ninth and twelfth graders improved over the three

recalls in the number of subjects who correctly recalled the T stress shift –ical word. At Recall

III, 56% of the ninth graders and 50% of the twelfth graders were able to correctly recall the T

word. Of those who erred, the main cause of error was the changing of the T word to its

correct phonological sound pattern.

In each of the above paragraphs, ninth and twelfth graders were discussed together

because there was little difference between ninth and twelfth graders’ performance on the word

recall tasks.

Summary and Discussion

The analysis of the performance of the children from the four different grade levels has

show that their accuracy in the word recall sessions varied over time and number of recall

sessions. However, the main source of variation in the accuracy of their word recall

performance at each grade level was dependent upon the sound pattern of the words and

whether the derived word was an L or a T-type word.

With respect to palatalization of the final dental before –ion, the word recall test

showed that as young as third grade, almost all the children used this word formation process.

The two third graders who failed at Recall III on the L word also failed on the T word at Recall

III. They were also the two poorest readers in the entire population.

With respect to knowledge of the vowel shift patterns, only 39% of the Third graders at

Recall III, correctly recalled the L vowel shift –ity word Five of these seven children belonged

to the group classified as good readers. The big improvement in recall accuracy on vowel shift

–ity was found between the third graders and the sixth graders. 72% of the sixth graders

correctly recalled the L vowel shift –ity word. Ninth and twelfth graders continued to show an

increase in the percent of subjects accurately applying vowel shift to –ity derived words. The

accuracy of the four grades in their word recall with vowel shift –ical was poorer than with

vowel shift –ity; 22% for the third graders, and 39% for sixth graders. Only at ninth grade

were over 50% of the subjects able to correctly recall the L vowel shift –ical word at Recall III.

At Recall III, most third graders failed to use phonological stress correctly. Only 17%

of the third graders at Recall III correctly recalled the L words requiring stress shift due to –ity

or –ical suffixing; sixth graders were approximately 40% accurate, but ninth and twelfth
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graders’ accuracy was around 90%. Thus, by ninth grade all the evidence shows that most

children know the five sound patterns of the study.

The categorization of the errors that were non T to L or L to T sound patterns provides

some clues to processes underlying children’s acquisition of knowledge of each of the word

formation rules. There were a few third graders who erred in their recall of some –ity and –ical

suffixed words because they were only able to give a definition of the word; they were still

attending to meaning and not the sounds of these words. One third grader, the poorest reader

of the population, was unable to be tested at Recall II and Recall III because he was unable to

operate with the word recall tasks. In the pilot testing done in 1973 with children who were

attending a local day camp and who were selected simply on the basis of age, three eight year

old boys had been found, all very poor readers, who were unable to play the word suffixing

games. This study has shown that age eight is when children are starting to learn to operate

systematically with complex word forming suffixes and a few children had great difficulty with

the tasks. These children were also poor readers.

Another cause of error was the use of neutral suffixes like –ing, -ness, -ly, or –ty. This

error persisted only with third graders. The improvement in the accuracy of recall test scores

for the older children over the three recalls sometimes resulted from the fact that while they

had used neutral suffixes like –ty in a early recall session, by Recall III, they were no longer

making this mistake.

The test procedure itself was a teaching experience for at least one third grader. This

child, a poor reader, had great difficulty in understanding the suffixing tasks. Nevertheless, by

Recall III while she was correctly using the –ion suffix, she still had difficulty with the other

two suffixes. Her strategy was to affix –ity (or –ality) to the other words. Furthermore, it was

found that she showed this confusion between these complex word forming suffixes when she

read aloud real complex derived words in the Uncle John story and in the 29 Word List.

The comparison between oral language competency and reading performance is

presented in 5.1.4.6 and 5.3. However it is important to note here the striking range of word

formation knowledge found with the third graders. While one third grader, the poorest reader,

showed no ability to segment complex derived words into their underlying morphemic

segments, another third grader, a good reader, showed inner knowledge of all five word

formation processes. At Recall III, this boy was able to correctly recall all five L words, while

he changed all five T words into L sound patterns. Thus he was at Stage 2 in his knowledge of

each of the five sound patterns. At the end of the testing in discussing how he remembered the

nonce words, he reported that he remembered the endings: “On trævity, the ‘A’ changes when
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you take away the ‘E’ on trave and add the ‘ I’ .” When asked about verane, he said, “The ‘A’

changes its sound when you add the ‘ I’ it goes to verænity. Long ‘A’ goes to verænity when

you ‘ I’ ‘ T’ ‘ Y’ . He was totally unaware that he had been taught verεnity.

When this child discussed the stress shift derived words, he denied that he had made

any change in the sounds of the derived word relative to those of its base word. Yet he had

given gathódical as the derived word from gáthod, and nattórical as the derived word from

néttory etc. Thus having been taught to read had made this subject able to describe English

tense-lax vowel shift sound relations. However since stress placement rules are not explicitly

taught in the teaching of reading and writing due to the fact that stress is never marked in the

written code, this boy was totally unaware of the stress shift sound changes that he had made

when he recalled the nonce derived words that involved stress shift changes. Further, despite

the fact that this subject was able to verbally describe English vowel shift pairings, his

knowledge of these facts did not help him to recognize that he had not always been taught the

phonologically correct sounds in the nonce derived word. This child was never able to learn

any T word as taught; rather he always changed the T word into its phonologically correct

sound pattern..

Beside errors due to changing L to T or T to L words and errors due to using the wrong

(or no) suffix, there were two other types of word recall errors that need to be discussed. On

the stress shift words, a few subjects at each grade level reduced the multisyllabic base word to

a monosyllabic one, when adding the suffix –ity or –ical. For example, gáthical, néttical, and

túrlity were their responses to the base words gáthod, néttory, and túral respectively. In each

example, the subject had correctly placed the stress on the syllable before the suffix –ical or –

ity, but the derived word was incorrect because the base words were multisyllabic ones. Even

though the examiner asked the child making this error to try to keep more of the sounds of the

base word when he created his derived word, a few subjects continued in making these errors

at the next recall session. While only one third grader made this error at Recall III on the L

stress shift –ity word, six third graders were found to be still making this error on the L stress

shift –ical word at Recall III. As the grade level of the subjects increased, the number of

subjects making this error by Recall III on the -ical words decreased, but it never reached zero

if one included both the L and T words for the sound pattern. This “gathical” type response

was made by children of all grade levels in the production task.

A second error that needs to be discussed was found mainly on the –ity suffixed words.

Over the three recall sessions, some subjects at each grade level erred by adding non –ity but –

ality, -idity, -acity, -icity, and –erity to the base word. With the vowel shift words, this error
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sometimes persisted over the three recall sessions despite the fact that the examiner always

pointed it out to the child. The vowel shift none base words were trave and verane. Walker’s

Rhyming Dictionary (1936) lists five vowel shift –ity words that end in …avity and ten ending

in …anity. But Walker lists approximately 150 words ending in –ality, 50 in –idity, 100 in –

acity or –icity, and 10 in –erity. While there were few …avity and …anity vowel shift word

pairs, three of the five …avity vowel shift word pairs are listed in the Thorndike-Lorge G list

of words that occur at least once per million (1944). Five of the ten …anity word pairs are also

to be found on this list. “Ality” type erroneous responses may show that the child’s ability to

create and say new words that are not in the lexicon is affected by the frequency of and the

number of applications of the suffix to specific morphological subclasses of base words. In

Robert Brown’s (1970) terminology, “dat ol’ debil” frequency once again is found to be

affecting performance data.

As was noted in Chapter IV in the discussion on word recall scoring, a change on the

stress shift with –ical words that was not considered to be an erroneous response was the

shifting of the order of the two syllables in the base word as long as the subject placed the

stress on the correct syllable. An example of this type of response is giving norétical as the

derived word for the base word néttory. When the examiner tried to point out to the subject

that he had changed too much of the base word in making the derived words, the subjects

seemed totally unaware that they had shifted the order of the two syllables. They had kept the

stress on the ‘et’ syllable but had moved the syllable so that it directly preceded the suffix.

Thus the derived word was phonologically correct since it had primary stress on the syllable

before –ical.

An examination of Walker shows that there are six pairs of base and derived words that

end in …orical but 25 ending in …etical. Thus while these errors seemed to reflect some sort

of production syllabic metathesis, it may be that this type of sound change is also reflecting an

effect of the relative frequency of the two sounds on –ical suffixed words. Such data leads to

the hypothesis that the probability of a sound pattern being used is dependent on word

frequency and on the number of times the pattern is used with particular subclasses of base

words.

Aronoff (1974) (see Chapter II) described the productivity of a suffix in terms of the

morphological subclasses of bases to which it was affixed. Aronoff’s notion of productivity of

a word formation rule referred to productivity within the lexicon. The tests in this study have

questioned the psychological reality of children’s ability to create new words not in the

lexicon. It appears that children acquire systematic knowledge of complex word formation
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processes by learning to first extend a sound change pattern to one (or a few) morphological

subclasses of base words. Word frequency and frequency of application of a sound pattern

seem to be factors affecting the child’s extension of knowledge of a sound pattern to the full set

of subclasses of base words to which it can be applied. The subjects’ performance on the

complex word recall test showed that Aronoff’s notion of the basis of the relative productivity

of specific word formation rules did relate to the speaker’s performance ability in the word

recall tasks.

The subjects’ performance on the two T vowels shift words requires special analysis.

The two T vowel shift words required that the child say a lax vowel that phonetically sounded

like the tense vowel of the base word with the off-glide removed. Thus there was no

application of English vowel shift rules to the T complex derived words; rather, the correct

recall of the T word meant that the subject said a lax vowel that sounded like the tense vowel

of the base word. The two T words used in the study involved the vowel alternation εy~ε in

the T vowel shift –ity word and iy~i alternation in the T vowel shift –ical word.

Questioning the subjects’ success with the T vowel shift words is important since N.

Chomsky and M. Halle’s phonological rules (1968) gave the laxing of tense vowels and the

vowel shift rules as separate phonological processes. In a discussing on Moskowitz’s (1973)

study of children’s inner knowledge of vowel shift rules with the suffix –ity, Smith (1975)

stressed that Moskowitz’s data had shown that subjects aged seven to twelve failed to be able

to learn to criterion the εy~ε and iy~i alterations. Smith concluded that Moskowitz’s data

provided no evidence that laxing and diphthongization were separate processes in English.

Smith stated that Moskowitz’s “negative finding will be taken as strong or weak evidence

against (the Sound Pattern of English analysis) depending in part on one’s views towards the

questions. . .” (p 315)

This study showed that while the subjects in grades three and six had difficulty at

Recall III on T vowel shift with –ity word, nevertheless three third graders and three sixth

graders did correctly recall the T word at Recall III. At ninth grade, seven children correctly

recalled the T vowel shift –ity word, and at twelfth grade nine children (50%) were able to

correctly recall the T vowel shift –ity word. Despite the fact that vowel shift –ical was the least

well known sound pattern, two third graders, two sixth graders, and nine ninth graders (50%)

and four twelfth graders were correct at Recall III on the T word. Thus while only a few

children in the lower two grades could correctly learn the T word, up to half of the children in

the upper two grades were able to learn the T vowel shift words. They could lax the tense

vowel of the base word without applying the vowel shift rules.
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Thus it would seem that had Mostkowitz studied more older children, her data might

have provided evidence, in Smith’s terminology, that laxing and diphthongization were

separate processes. Smith believed that showing that children could learn to give only the lax

sound for the tense vowel of the base word when they suffixed –ity to the base word would

provide “strong support” for SPE analysis of English phonological rules. It is believed that the

evidence of the ninth and twelfth graders’ performance with the two T vowel shift words can

be interpreted as showing that tense lax alternations and vowel shift changes can be inner word

formation knowledge for that sound pattern. For example, seven of the ten third graders who

erred at Recall I on the L palatalization word because they had used no suffix or else the wrong

suffix and who were shown the correct suffix card at Recall I, at Recall III correctly recalled

the L word. The other three third graders failed to correctly recall the L word at Recall III.

Thus having been shown the correct suffix card at Recall I facilitated the correct recall at

Recall III of the L word only by those third graders who had inner knowledge of the sound

pattern. Further, no third grader improved from Recall I to Recall III on a T palatalization –ion

word. Being shown the suffix card did not effect an improvement at Recall III on the T word.

In contrast, eight of the third graders who had been shown the suffix card at Recall I for the T

palatalization –ion word, at Recall III changed the T word to an L word. While inner

knowledge of the word formation process was the source of improvement on L word, it

blocked third graders from recalling the T word as taught.

The pattern of improvement over the recall session by those children who at Recall I

had made gáthical type errors and who were able at later recall sessions to cease to reduce the

multisyllabic base to a monosyllable, reflects the state of the subject’s inner knowledge. Those

children who knew the correct stress shift sound pattern (gáthical type errors were made almost

exclusively on stress words) were able to correctly recall the L word. Those who knew the

suffix but not the stress shift sound pattern were able to correctly recall only the T word at

Recall III; many of these erred at Recall III on the L word because they had recalled it as a T

sound pattern.

There also were some subjects who improved spontaneously from Recall I to Recall III.

The sixth grader who improved spontaneously on the L palatalization word from Recall I to

Recall III must have known the sound pattern. Why he failed to use it at Recall I can not be

explained. Improvement from Recall I to Recall III on the T vowel shift words, be the

improvement spontaneous or due to either of the two kinds of special help given at an earlier

recall session, can only be explained by hypothesizing that the subject must have stored in

memory some trace of the original word as it had been taught since this is not a sound pattern
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used in English. There was also one ninth grade subject who at Recall I needed to be shown

the suffix card for both the L and the T stress shift –ity words, yet at Recall III, he correctly

recalled both the L and the T words. He too must have stored in memory some trace of the

words as they had been taught; otherwise it is difficult to explain how he improved on both

words.

In summary, one must state that the improvement in overall recall accuracy for most of

the 72 subjects over the three recall sessions resulted from the fact that certain subjects’ inner

knowledge was such that they were able to take advantage of the special help given at an

earlier recall session. Subjects who erred at the earlier sessions due to a suffix error, were

helped by seeing the suffix card an extra time if they knew the suffix as a word forming

ending. Those subjects who knew the suffix and the word formation rule were helped in

recalling the L word of that sound pattern. Subjects who only improved in the T word were

believed to know the suffix but not the pattern of sound changes. This explains the big

improvement on the T stress shift words. Improvement on the T vowel shift words meant that

vowel laxing alone was a possible inner rule for these subjects.

5.1.4.4 Cross Tabulation Comparisons for the Four Grades Per Sound Pattern – a

Comparison of the Accuracy with L and T words

Since the analysis of variance (Table 18) showed that over the five sound patterns there

were significant differences between the four grades with respect to their accuracy in recalling

the ten derived words as taught, and that their accuracy improved with time and the number of

recall testings, Recall III was selected for the analysis of the children’s relative accuracy on the

L and T word of each sound pattern. Chi Square tests compared the ability of the subjects in

the four grades to recall the two types of words six weeks after the reaching session at Recall

III. The data was classified on the basis of four possible categories of responses to each pair of

L and T words:

-L -L +L +L

-T +T -T +T

Minus means not recalling the word as taught; plus means recalling the word as taught.

The four categories of possible responses to each pair of words for each sound pattern

represent the four stages described in Chapter IV. -L, -T represents Stage 0: this pair of word

recall responses shows no knowledge of the sound pattern. -L, +T represents Stage 1; it shows

the subject has knowledge of word segmentation and of the suffix but that he has no

knowledge of the required English pattern of sound changes. +L, -T represents Stage 2: the

subject knows the word formation rules and so was able to correctly recall the L word, but he
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erred on the T word. The T word was hard to recall correctly because the word’s sounds were

in conflict with his inner knowledge of English phonological processes. +L, +T represents the

Stage 3 level of knowledge of a word formation rule. In order to correctly recall both the L

and T words, the subject had to realize that the T word deviated from the expected norms.

When he had this metalinguistic awareness, the subject should be able to correctly learn and

recall both the L and the T words of the sound pattern. Thus, the ability to correctly recall both

L and T words was expected to involve the ability to realize that the T word was incorrectly

derived from its base word and also to recognize how it deviated from the normal sound

pattern.

+L, +T was expected to be the most difficult sound recall combination for each of the

five sound patterns. In all the testing, only one subject correctly recalled all ten words; (This

was a ninth grader at Recall III, a good reader).

The four Chi Square tests of independence of grade and category of Word Recall III

responses that were significant were the ones testing responses for Vowel Shift before –ity,

Vowel shift before –ical, Stress Shift before –ity, and Stress Shift before –ical (Table 31).

Palatalization of dentals before –ion showed no independence of the grade level of a subject

and the probable categorization distribution of his Word Recall III responses on the pair of L

and the T words. The relationship between grade and performance was not significant for –ion

because almost all the subjects in each grade know palatalization rules. The only real change

over the four grades in the distribution of their responses to the two-palatalization –ion words

was in the number of subjects who correctly recalled not only the L word, but also the T word

(Stage 3). Metalinguistic awareness of sound patterns is not part of third graders’ language

skills.

With respect to the hypothesized development of a metalinguistic awareness of the

sound patterns relating a base word and its complex suffixed word, the charts in Table 31 show

that as the age of the subjects increased, there was an increase in the number of subjects who

correctly recalled both the L and the T words for each sound pattern. The performance of ninth

and twelfth graders appeared to be very similar in this respect. In questioning the subjects

about how they felt about the tests, it was the T word involving the stress shift with –ical that

most often elicited a comment form subjects in the two older groups. Subjects would say

things like “gáthodìcal sounded very stupid” . This awareness of the abnormality of the stress

pattern on the T word suffixed with –ical enabled the subject to correctly recall the T word.
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The differences between the four grades in their L and T word Recall III responses for

those four sound patterns in which the Chi Square test of measure of association was

significant, show that for each of the sound patterns:

1. There was a small percentage of subjects who were able to recall the T word correctly

but not the L word. However, the behavior on the two stress shift sound patterns

showed that by twelfth grade no subject correctly recreated a T word who did not also

correctly recall the L word.

2. With increase in age, more subjects, in general, were correctly recalling the L words.

On L palatalization –ion word, all subjects by ninth grade were correct at Recall III.

On L vowel shift –ity word, the big increase in the number of subjects correct at Recall

III was between third grade and sixth grade. In contrast, there was a steady increase

over the four grades in the number of subjects correctly recalling the L vowel shift –ical

word at Recall III; yet at grade twelve, only 67% of the subjects were correct on the L

vowel shift –ical word. Thus some children in twelfth grade had still to acquire

knowledge of this word formation rule.

Over the four grades there was a regular increase in the number of subjects correctly

recalling at Recall III the stress shift –ity word; at twelfth grade there was only one subject

erring on this word at Recall III. Subjects improved up to grade nine on stress shift –ical; in

ninth and twelfth grades two subjects failed to correctly recall the L stress shift –ical word at

Recall III.

Thus while, over the four grades, there was a sharp drop in the total number of subjects

who failed to correctly recall either the L word or the T word of the four nonpalatalization –ion

sound patterns, some subjects failed to correctly recall either the L word or the T words in each

of the upper grades for some sound pattern. Word formation knowledge for certain sound

patterns continues to be refined for some subjects even beyond adolescence. It should not be

surprising to discover this fact since vocabulary is the one aspect of language knowledge that

continues to grow all during ones lifetime. That subjects continue to refine their knowledge of

word derivational processes even after adolescence is a new discovery. The discovery that

words can be segmented into their underlying morphemic constituents is learned by most

children by the age of eight, yet some subjects’ knowledge of specific word derivational rules

seems to be still being refined up through grade twelve.

5.1.4.5 Guttman Scaling of Five Sound Patterns for Degree of Difficulty

The data on the five sound patterns showed that subjects were performing differently on

each of the five sound patterns. In certain ways, the oral word performance test results showed
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similarity in treatment of the two stress patterns in contrast to performance on the two vowel

shift patterns (see Conscious Judgments and Production results), other within grade analysis

showed subject performances related to the suffix, for example the differences in 3rd graders’

Recall III results for the five sound patterns. Therefore, the question of whether success and

failure on Recall III for the L words of the five word formation patterns would show an overall

ordering sequence for the degree of difficulty for each of the five sound patterns was asked.

By using only data on L words at Recall III, each subject’s performance could be given a pass-

fail scoring for each of the five sound patterns. Recall III was selected because of the fact that

the analysis of variance had shown that subjects’ accuracy with the ten derived words tended to

improve with time and the number of recall test sessions. Each subject’s accuracy on the five

L words at Recall III is listed in Table 32. The subjects within each grade are ordered on the

basis of their silent reading scores in this table.

A scaleogram analysis was performed on the L word scores at Recall III for the 72

subjects in order to see if the five sound patterns could be ordered for their degree of difficulty.

Since stress shift with –ity and stress shift with –ical were not discriminable (subjects who got

one of these correct tended to get the other correct), it was decided that the final scaleogram

analysis should use only four sound patterns. The Guttman scale ordered the five sound

patterns from easiest to most difficult as follows:

1. Palatalization of dental before –ion

2. Vowel Shift before –ity

3. Stress shift before –ity (and implied here is stress shift before –ical)

4. Vowel shift before –ical. The latter was the most difficult of the five sound patterns.

Guttman Scale distribution of the 72 subjects’ responses to the five sound patterns is found in

Table 33.

The coefficient of reproducibility was .88. This showed the extent to which a child’s

score on the difficult items is a predictor of his/her response pattern for all the other words.

The coefficient of scalability for the word patterns was .62. A coefficient of scalability above

.6 shows that the scale is “ truly unidimentional and cumulative” (SPSS Manual 1970), i.e. the

ordering of the sound patterns is hierarchical.

The Guttman Scale analysis has shown that even though this study worked with a cross

section of children rather than following the lexical development of a few children over a long

period of time, one could still predict from the data in this study the sequence of children’s

acquisition of knowledge of the five word formation processes. The Guttman scale ordering of

the five sound patterns also allows one to address Moskowitz’s hypothesis (1973) that the
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source of children’s knowledge of vowel shift is the English spelling system. The data in this

study has shown that children acquire inner knowledge of sound patterns that are and are not

taught in reading and writing instruction. Thus it seems difficult to attribute children’s inner

knowledge of vowel shift –ity to the English spelling system if one can not attribute inner

knowledge of stress shift to the same source.

The results of this study showed that some children as young as age eight have acquired

knowledge of all five sound patterns. Thus they know sound patterns that are taught as part of

the reading and writing educational process and sound patterns (stress shift sound changes) that

are not taught as part of reading and writing education processes. Given that both Moskowitz

and this researcher found that there was a certain minimum age under which one could not test

children for inner knowledge of English sound pattern, and that this study showed that the

acquisition of knowledge of the five sound patterns seemed to be related to word frequency and

to the number of tokens of a particular type, it seems possible that children’s oral language

competency with these five sound patterns reflects the effects of both language experience and

maturational factors.

While the data in this study made it difficult to ascribe inner knowledge of word

formation processes to the experience of learning to read and write, it must be stated that once

a child has inner knowledge of complex word segmentation processes and is reading material

that is linguistically more complex than that used in oral language experience, it is logical to

expect that the written language will result in vocabulary enrichment and this should facilitate

the acquisition of more complete knowledge of word formation rules.

5.1.4.6 Comparison of Word Recall Performance to Conscious Judgment

The comparison of the children’s performance on the Production and Conscious

Judgment tests in Section 5.1.5 showed that the two tests correlated on in respect to the 72

subjects’ performance with the suffix –ion. Because subjects so frequently failed to apply the

required sound changes in their creation of derived words from nonce base words in the

Production tests, it was a poor procedure for studying children’s inner knowledge of complex

word formation processes. In contrast to the poor evidence of inner knowledge of complex

word formation rules form the production tasks, in the Conscious Judgment test, some children

at all grade levels were able to consistently (two out of two time) select the phonologically

correct derived word for each sound pattern (Tables 12-16). The comparison made now is of

the subjects’ word recall performance to their ability to consistently select the correct English

sound pattern in the Conscious Judgment test (see Table 34).
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With the –ion suffix the four grades of children showed no significant difference in

their performance at Recall III with L and T words, but in the Conscious Judgment test with

-ion, there was a significant difference between third and sixth graders’ ability to select the

phonologically correct derived word. Only eight third graders were consistently correct in the

Conscious Judgment task but 16 of the third graders were able to recall the L word correctly at

Recall III. Thus, for third graders performance with –ion was better in the word recall task

than in the Conscious Judgment task. Sixth, ninth, and twelfth graders did very well on both

tests.

The stress shift scores (Tables 14, 15, and 34) show that third and sixth graders

performed better in the conscious judgment task than in the recall test. For example, while 10

third graders twice selected the phonologically correct stress shift with –ical words at Recall

III, only three third graders correctly produced the L stress shift with –ical word. It was only at

ninth grade that the children’s word recall accuracy on the two stress shift patterns equaled

their accuracy in consistently selecting the phonologically correct stress shift derived words in

the Conscious Judgment task.

Why with palatalization before –ion did the children’s conscious judgment lag behind

their word recall performance when the reverse was found for the stress shift patterns? The

explanation lies in the fact that making a decision about the acceptability of a derived word

involving the –ion suffix and one involving stress shift changes can be made by using different

processing strategies. Anisfeld and Tucker (1973) (See Chapter III) found that children used

two different strategies in solving receptive and productive tasks involving English plural rules.

Now, it must be stated that the stress shift receptive task can be correctly solved by simpler

mental processes than are required for reaching the correct solution on the receptive task

involving palatalization of dentals before –ion.

In making a decision on conscious judgment stress shift items, the subject need only

check as to whether stress is on the syllable before the suffix. He does not need to consider the

sound pattern of the derived nonce word in relation to its base word. Knowing only that stress

in on the syllable before –ity or –ical, he will always reject the incorrectly formed suffixed

word. Every English word ending in –ity or –ical has its primary stress on the syllable

preceding the suffix, there are no exceptions. The child does not need to compare the base

word and the suffixed word to recognize the correct pattern. The sound pattern of the

phonetically derived nonce words are unacceptable for English.

The “gathical” type error responses given by subjects in the production and recall tests

showed that these subjects know that with the suffix –ity or –ical the main stress must be on
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the syllable before the suffix; yet a gáthical response fails to show knowledge of the correct

word formation rule. Gáthical is an erroneous recall response because the base word was

gathod and the word formation processes of English require that one keep both syllables of the

base word. Using only knowledge that stress is to be placed on the syllable before –ity or –ical

will result in a correct performance in the conscious judgment task, but a wrong performance

on the word recall task. The word formation rule requires that the subject both place stress on

the syllable before the suffix and also keep both syllables of the base word intact. One can not

form the derived word by deleting form the base all non stress carrying syllables; this

procedure results in an error in recall performance but not in the conscious judgment decision.

In contrast to the simple process by which one can decide as to whether or not a stress

shift word is correct, in order to make the correct conscious judgment decision on derived

words involving palatalization before-ion, the subject must compare the phonetically derived

or phonologically derived word under question to its base word. [rƏpεyDīƏn] is to be reflected

as the correct derived word because the base word was [rƏpεyt] and the suffix added was –ion.

If one ignored the morphological structure of the word, [rƏpεyDīƏn] is a perfectly acceptable

sound sequence for an English word; it rhymes with Canadian. Therefore, those third graders

who on the palatalization words did not make their Conscious Judgment decision by using a

process involving an inner comparison between the base and the derived words, would have

difficulty in deciding that [rƏpεyDīƏn] was or was not the correct word.

The same decision making process that was required for the palatalization with –ion

words was also necessary for making the correct Conscious Judgment decision with the two

vowel shift judment patterns. Skεnity is an acceptable sound sequence for English. The final

sounds are found in serenity. However, because the base word was skane, skænity is the only

phonologically correct derived word. Thus, in the conscious judgment task involving the

vowel shift words, again the child was forced to consider both the base and the derived word’s

sounds if he was to be able to consistently make the correct choice.

Comparing the Conscious Judgment and recall performance on vowel shift patterns

shows that third graders performed similarly on both tasks. Roughly one third of the third

graders showed knowledge of either pattern on this test. That there was a difference in

conscious judgment and recall data for palatalization but not for vowel shift is explainable on

the basis of the fact that almost all the third grade children knew palatalization but not all knew

vowel shift before –ity. Of those who knew the palatalization word formation process, not all

were able to respond correctly in the conscious judgment task because of the complex mental

operational processes required for reaching the correct judgment
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That a similar proportion of the third graders passed vowel shift question in conscious

judgment and in recall may reflect the effect of reading instruction which clearly made the

children consciously aware of English vowel shift pairings (as was shown above). Another

possible explanation is that those third graders correctly recalling the L word at Recall II were

also cognitively mature enough to make the mental comparison required in the conscious

judgment task. It is only at sixth grade that one finds the subjects performing similarly on the

-ion and on the vowel shift items of Recall III and of the conscious judgment test.

Thus despite the fact that the ability to hear a correct sound pattern would be

expected to preceded the ability to use the correct word formation rule in learning and recalling

derived words, the nature of choices given in the Conscious Judgment task was such that for

the –ion and vowel shift words, the correct decision required comparing the derived word to its

base word. The nature of stress patterns of English is such that the phonetic environment of

the suffix itself provides all the information necessary for making a decision. Thus, correct

decisions about stress shift words can result even if the subject does not have complete

knowledge of the word formation process. Since there were two different strategies by which

the child could reach his decisions in the conscious judgment task, this complicated the

evidence about a subject’ s true inner knowledge of word formation processes. Therefore the

word recall performance is believed to have provided more accurate insight into children’s

knowledge of the English rules for forming complex derived words and it is believed that the

correct hierarchical ordering for acquisition of knowledge of the five complex word formation

rules used in this study is that shown from the Guttman scale analysis based on L words

correctly recalled at Recall III:

1. Palatalization of dentals before –ion

2. Vowel shift before –ity

3. Stress shift before –ity (and stress shift before –ical)

4. Vowel shift before –ical.

The study has shown that vowel shift rules are the least accessible even for twelfth

graders. The fact that the vowel shift –ical percent correct is still rising for twelfth graders

implies that a few 12th grade children are still learning particular word formation rules.

Vocabulary increases for a person’s entire life. Therefore while the systematic process by

which one relates base and derived words is learned around age eight, knowledge of particular

word formation rules may continue to be refined.

5.1.4.7 Reading Ability and Word Recall Accuracy
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The 72 subjects had been selected on the basis of the level of their silent reading

paragraph comprehension scores on standardized reading achievement (see Chapter IV); from

each of the four grades, equal number of poor, average, and good readers had been chosen on

the basis of their performance on these tests. The word recall performance for each reading

group at each recall session was measured. Within each grade, the mean number of derived

words correctly recalled by poor readers at Recall III was always less that that of the good

readers (Table 35). The change over the three recall sessions in the mean number of derived

words correctly recalled by the subjects in each reading group showed that poor readers

improved less than did average or good readers. (Table 35A). Improvement over the three

recall sessions was found to be usually due to the fact that a subject was able to take advantage

of the special teaching that had been provided whenever he had made either an apocopation

error or else had not used the required suffix at an earlier recall session (5.1.4.3). A few

subjects had also been found to spontaneously improve over the three recall sessions in the

accuracy with which they recalled the ten nonce derived words at taught. Thus poor readers’

inner word formation knowledge and memory trace of the original words was such that they

were not able to take advantage of the special teaching in the same way as did the better

readers in each grade.

A three way analysis of variance with repeated measure on the number of words

correctly recalled by each child at each recall session showed significant grade effects (F2,60 =

16.46, p<.001), significant grade by reading group effects (F2,60 = 3.89, p<.05), significant

recall effects (F2,120 = 17.01, p<.001). There was a nonsignificant triple interaction effect of

grade by reading group by recall (Table 36).

Since Recall III has been found to be the best indicator of subjects’ inner knowledge of

the five complex word formation processes, the Recall III scores of each reading group within

each grade were compared using Tukey’s ratio. All three third grade reading groups differed

significantly. At sixth grade, poor and average reading groups did not differ significantly in

their Recall III scores, but each of these groups did perform significantly lower than did the

good reading group. No significant differences were found between the Recall III scores of the

three reading groups of either ninth graders or of twelfth graders. Their Recall III scores

showed that most of the subjects in the upper two grades knew the five word formation

processes.

Since the analysis of variance showed significant differences between the Recall III

scores for the third grade reading groups and for the sixth grade reading groups, Chi Square

tests were used to question whether the three reading groups within any of the grades differed
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significantly in their knowledge of any of the five sound patterns. Subjects’ responses to the L

and T word of each sound pattern were classified on the basis of the four following possible

combinations:

-L -L +L +L - means not recalled as taught

-T +T -T +T + means recalled as taught

Chi Square tests showed significant differences only for the three third grade reading

groups with respect to their scores on vowel shift before –ity and stress shift before –ity

(Tables 37-40). Since most third graders performed poorly with –ical suffix, one could not

expect Recall III scores with –ical to differentiate between the three reading groups.

Furthermore, since almost all the third graders knew palatalization of dental before –ion, that

word formation process could not be expected to differentiate between the three reading levels.

There were only two third graders who failed on –ion at Recall III: they were the two

lowest readers. The poorest third grade readers’ score on the Stanford Primary I was 1.5. He

was the only child who showed no ability to learn any of the ten nonce derived words. He was

able only to attend to word meaning and not the structure of the words. He only gave

definitions and failed to form any complex derived words from base words. He was also the

only child who tested below second grade reading level on the Stanford paragraph

comprehension test. In 1973-74 pilot testing, there were 13 eight year old boys who despite

two years of schooling and normal I.Q. were reading more than a grade below their grade

placement and who were also unable to learn and recall any of the nonce derived words. They

too gave only meanings in response to the questions. Thus, the word recall test procedure

showed that a few eight year olds were not only delayed in reading but they also were lagging

behind their age group in inner knowledge of complex word suffixing operations.

The three reading groups of sixth graders were not performing significantly differently

on any one word formation rule. Significant differences in their total correct scores resulted

since 50% of the Recall III responses of poor and average sixth grade readers were at stage 2 or

stage 3 (+L

-T
or +L

+T
respectively), but 70% of the good readers’ Recall III responses were at

stage 2 or stage 3 (Table 41). Further, more good readers were at stage 3 i.e. they had not only

inner knowledge of the sound pattern but also a certain metalinguistic awareness of the pattern.

The analysis of variance of Recall III scores for all ten nonce derived words had shown

nonsignificant differences between the scores from the three reading groups of ninth graders

and of twelfth graders. The Chi Square tests of Recall III responses by poor, average, and

good readers of ninth grade and of twelfth grade to each of the five sound patterns had shown

nonsignificant differences between the three reading groups in each grade on each sound
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pattern. All knew palatalization –ion. Four of the ninth graders and four of the twelfth graders

were at stage 3 on this sound pattern.

20% of the poor ninth grade readers’ Recall III responses to the five sound patterns

were at stage 0 or 1 due to failure to get L word for vowel –ity, vowel –ical, stress –ity, or

stress –ical correct at Recall III; vowel –ical accounted for half of the failures. 23% of the

average ninth grade readers’ Recall III responses were at stage 0 or 1; again the main source of

difficulty was vowel –ical. Only 7% of the good ninth grade readers’ Recall III responses were

at stage 0 or 1; vowel –ical accounted for half the failures on the L word at Recall III for the

good readers too.

23% of the poor twelfth grade readers’ Recall III responses to the five sound patterns

were at stage 0 or 1, 7% of the average twelfth grade readers were at stage 0 or 1, and 13% of

the good readers Recall III responses were at stage 0 or 1. The relatively high figure for the

good readers was mainly due to the Recall III scores of one subject who seemed to have

overachieved on the STEP 3A test. The fourth, fifth, sixth, and eleventh grade silent reading

scores for this subject showed that she was at best an average and perhaps even a low average

reader. This subject had failed both on vowel shift –ity and vowel shift –ical words at Recall

III, and so accounted for two of the four errors made by the good readers in the twelfth grade

on the L words at Recall III. This is the only subject whose Recall III performance was noted

to vary greatly from that of the others with whom she had been classified on the basis of silent

reading comprehension scores.

With respect to any possible relationship between silent reading grouping and

metalinguistic awareness, almost no third graders were at stage 3 in their Recall III responses.

Two of the three stage 3 responses were made by good readers. For the sixth graders, on the

two stress shift words, there seemed to be more good readers than average or poor readers at

stage 3. But for the ninth and twelfth graders, despite the fact that relatively more subjects in

these two grades gave stage 3 responses, whether a subject gave a stage 2 or a stage 3 response

did not seem to be related to the level of his silent reading comprehension ability. Further,

there did not seem to be any change in the number of subjects showing metalinguistic

awareness of the sound pattern as one went from ninth to twelfth graders.

5.2 The Two Experimental Oral Reading Tests – the Uncle John Story and the 29

Word List

The ability of the subjects from the four grades to read aloud real complex derived

words representing the five sound patterns was measured from their reading of the Uncle John

Story and from their reading of the 29 Word List. The Uncle John Story had been composed
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from the ten real derived words which had served as models for the creation of the nonce

words in the oral language tests. The 29 Word List contained four derived words representing

each of the five sound patterns, but the words had been selected based on different degrees of

difficulty. The results of the reading of the two experimental tests were compared to the

subjects scores on the two standardized tests (Stanford/STEP measure of silent reading

comprehension and WRAT measure of oral word recognition).

5.2.1 Reading Scores on Uncle John Story and on 29 Word List – Errors Made in the Oral

Reading of the Uncle John Story

The mean number of errors made by third graders on the Uncle John Story was 13.9

(standard deviation was 9.9), and for the sixth graders the mean number of errors was 7.1

(standard deviation 4.1). (Table 42). Such high mean number of errors shows that the story

was too difficult for most third graders and also for many sixth graders. In contrast to the

many errors made by the two younger grades, ninth and twelfth graders made almost no oral

reading errors on the Uncle John Story: 2.6 was the mean number of errors made by ninth

graders (standard deviation was 2.1) and there were 2.8 mean errors for twelfth graders

(standard deviation was 1.9). Thus the story was too easy for the subjects in the two upper

grades.

Time to Read Aloud the Uncle John Story

The mean time in seconds, like the mean number of errors, decreased regularly over the

four grades (Table 43). Time was measured from the tape recordings of the subjects’ oral

reading. No measurement was available for seven subjects. No measurement was possible for

the poorest third grade reader since he was only able to read a few words in the story. The tape

ran out before four sixth graders and two ninth graders had completed their oral reading of the

story.

Number of 10 derived Words in the Uncle John Story Read Correctly

The mean number of the ten complex derived words around which the story had been

created which were read correctly rose sharply from third to sixth grade. (Table 44). The

mean number of derived words in the story that were correctly read by the third graders was

only 3.9 (standard deviation 2.9) but it increased to 7.6 (standard deviation 1.3) for the sixth

graders. Ninth and twelfth graders’ scores indicated that they made almost no errors in reading

the ten complex derived words in the story: 9.4 was the mean score for the ninth graders

(standard deviation .9) and 9.5 for the twelfth graders (standard deviation.7).

In order to address the question as to whether any of the derived words gave more

difficulty in relation to the sound pattern change that they involved, the mean scores per grade
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per sound pattern were computed (Table 45). The story contained two complex derived words

for each of the five sound patterns. With increase in grade there was a regular increase in the

men number of derived words of each sound pattern that were correctly read aloud. Further,

there was a regular decrease in the standard deviation for each mean score with the increase in

the subjects’ grade level. Thus for each of the five sound patterns, accuracy in reading in a

story the real suffixed words that had served as models for the creation of the nonce words of

the oral recall tests, increased with age and variations of performance decreased. Within each

grade, relative to their mean scores on the other sound patterns, the words requiring vowel shift

–ical and stress shift –ical were found to give sixth graders and ninth graders the most

difficulty. Twelfth graders had more difficulty with vowel shift –ical than with any of the

other four sound patterns. This is interesting to note since the Guttman scale analysis had

shown that vowel shift -ical was the most difficulty sound pattern in the word recall test. Even

at twelfth grade, only 67% of the subjects’ Recall III responses to the L vowel shift –ical word

were correct.

Scores on Three Measure of Reading of Uncle John Story in Relation to Level of Silent

Reading Grouping within Grade

The three measures of story reading (mean number of errors, mean reading time, and

means of total number of correctly read derived words) were calculated on the basis of the

reading groupings of the subjects within each grade (Table 46). For third and twelfth graders,

there was a regular decrease in the mean total errors with increase in the subjects’ reading

grouping based on silent reading comprehension scores on Stanford/STEP. The standard

deviations for twelfth graders was sufficiently large in relation to the mean total number of

errors that one can only feel comfortable in stating that total errors only for third graders

seemed to be reflecting the reading groupings that had been determined on the basis of the

subjects’ silent reading comprehension scores.

Mean oral reading time for the story did decrease in relation to reading groupings for

third, ninth, and twelfth graders. However the standard deviation in the time for the upper

grade groups was sufficiently large in relation to the variation in the means for the three

reading levels that again one can only feel comfortable in stating that third graders’ oral

reading time for the story did seem to reflect the groupings based on silent reading

comprehension test scores.

The mean scores for the total number of derived words read correctly did rise within

each grade in relation to the level of the reading group. Of the three measures of reading of the

Uncle John Story, this measure seemed most clearly related to the reading grouping within the
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grade, but the full decision can only be reached from an analysis of the correlations between

standardized tests and the three measures of reading of the Uncle John Story. (See 5.2.2)

Mean Number of Words Read Correctly on the 29 Word List

With increase in grade level, there was a regular increase in the mean scores of the total

number of words read correctly from the 29 Word List (Table 47). The number of words read

correctly from the 29 Word List rose from 13.7 for the third graders (standard deviation was

6.7) to 21.8 for the sixth graders (standard deviation 3.3), to 25.4 for the ninth graders

(standard deviation 1.8), to 26.1 for the twelfth graders (standard deviation 2.0). This regular

increase with grade is also seen in the breakdown of scores in terms of the number of words

read correctly for each of the five sound patterns (Table 48).

Comparison of Reading Scores on Uncle John Story and 29 Word List in Relation to Reading

Grouping Within Each of the Four Grades on basis of the Five Sound Patterns of the Complex

Derived Words

A comparison of the reading by the poor, average, and good readers of grades 3, 6, 9,

12 of the ten derived words in the Uncle John Story to their reading of the 29 Word List was

computed by looking at their scores on the words representing each of the five sound patterns

(Table 49). The Uncle John Story had two derived words representing each sound pattern, but

the 29 Word List had four words for each sound pattern; only in the 29 Word List were the

words for each sound pattern graded for difficulty.

By ninth grade, average and good readers made no mistake on palatalization –ion

words in the Uncle John Story, yet through twelfth grade some subjects erred on the

palatalization –ion words in the 29 Word List. Oral word list reading is a more difficult task

than oral context reading.

On vowel shift –ity, in the story no errors were made by poor readers in sixth grade, but

poor and average ninth grade readers, or by average and good twelfth grade readers. In

contrast, there was a more regular improvement within each grade in relation to reading group

for the scores on the 29 Word List; only average and good twelfth grade readers made no

mistakes on the vowel shift –ity words of the 29 Word List. Again word list reading seems the

better test for word suffixing knowledge.

The ability to read correctly vowel shift –ical words seemed to be more closely parallel

to the three silent reading groupings readings of the 29 Word List than to their Uncle John

Story reading s. On the Uncle John Story scores, average third grade readers did better than

good third grade readers, and poor sixth grade readers did better than average sixth grade

readers. Perfect reading on vowel shift –ical derived words was only found for the good ninth
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grade readers in the reading of the 29 Word List, but this was never found for any reading

group for the two vowel –ical words in the Uncle John Story.

For stress shift –ity words, there was a quite regular increase in the mean number of

words read correctly in relation to the three reading groupings within each grade fo rboth the

Uncle John Story and for the 29 Word List. On stress shit –ical words, the children improved

regularly in relation to the level of their silent reading on their scores on the story, except that

scores for the subjects in sixth and ninth grades did not rank in relation to their silent reading

groupings. While by ninth grade, good readers were making no errors on stress shift –ical

words in the story perfect scores on stress shift –ical were never found on the reading of the

words on the 29 Word List.

Thus, overall, the 29 Word List, since it contained derived words graded for reading

difficulty, appeared to be able to more sensitively discriminate between reading in relation to

the three reading groupings for each of the four grades. Further, perfect performance on the

derived words in the story with respect to palatalization and vowel shift –ity, stress shift –ity,

and stress shift –ical by some subjects in the sixth, ninth, and twelfth grades meant that this

score could not relate to reading comprehension for there was no variation.

5.2.2 Correlation of Uncle John Story and 29 Word List to the Two Standardized Reading

Tests (Stanford/STEP and WRAT)

For the 72 subjects in grades 3, 6, 9, 12 combined, total number of oral reading errors

correlated -.38m o<.001 with Stanford/STEP silent reading comprehension scores. The

correlation is negative because as reading ability improves errors on the Uncle John Story

decreased. For time to read the Uncle John Story, the correlation to Stanford/STEP was -.45,

p<.001. Again, the correlation is negative because as reading ability improves, time tends to

decrease. The correlation of number of correctly read derived words from the Uncle John

Story to Stanford/STEP scores was .27, p<.05. Thus, all three measures of reading of the

Uncle John Story correlated significantly with the silent reading comprehension achievement

of the 72 subjects. (Table 50).

The three measures of subjects’ reading of the Uncle John Story were compared to

WRAT scores for the 72 subjects. Each measure showed a higher correlation to WRAT (total

errors to WRAT was -.65, p<.001, time to WRAT was -.61, p<.001, total correct of ten target

words was .76, p<.001) than to silent reading comprehension achievement. This difference in

the correlations to the two standardized measures is probably due in part to the fact that

national percentile scores had to be used for the Stanford/STEP measures of silent reading

achievement, thus these scores do not increase for achievement due simply to age, experience,
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and maturational factors. The scores on the Uncle John Story and the WRAT are not corrected

for age or grade level and so reflect achievement.

An examination of the correlations of the three measures of reading of the Uncle John

Story to the two standardized tests (Tables 51-54) showed that for third graders, the correlation

of total errors to silent reading comprehension (Stanford was -.57, p<.05 and that total errors

for third graders correlated to WRAT -.47, a figure that was not quite statistically significant.

For third graders, time correlated -.85, p<.001 to silent reading comprehension and -.69, p<.01

to oral word recognition on WRAT. The number of ten target words read correctly correlated

to silent reading comprehension .49, p<.05 and to WRAT .44, a figure that was not statistically

significant. Thus for third graders each measure of reading of the Uncle John Story correlated

better with the standardized scores of reading comprehension than with the standardized scores

of their oral word recognition achievement.

The sixth graders’ three measures of reading of the Uncle John Story were compared to

their scores on the two standardized reading tests. For sixth graders, total errors on the story,

time to read the story, and number of complex derived words read correctly all correlated at .05

level to STEP but the time needed to read the story was the only story measure that correlated

significantly to WRAT. Thus for sixth graders, too, each measure of reading of the story

correlated better with silent reading comprehension ability than with the ability to read aloud

lists of words graded for difficulty.

Ninth graders scores on each of the three measures of the reading of the Uncle John

Story showed no significant correlation either to their silent reading achievement as measured

by STEP or to their oral word recognition as measured by WRAT.

For the twelfth graders, the total number of errors correlated to STEP -.52, p<.05, but

the other two measures, time and total number of target words read correctly, did not correlate

significantly to STEP. For time, the coefficient was -.21 and for the derived words it was .43, a

figure just shy of statistical significance. All three measures of reading of the story correlated

significantly to WRAT; total errors on the story correlated -.74, p<.001, time -.52, p<.05, total

number of derived words read correctly correlated .75, p<.001. Thus for twelfth graders, each

measure of reading of the Uncle John Story correlated better with oral word recognition

achievement than with silent reading comprehension.

Correlation of 29 Word List to Standardized Measures of Reading (Stanford/STEP and

WRAT)

29 Word List correlated .47, p<.001, with Stanford/STEP and .83, p<.001 with WRAT

for all 72 subjects combined.
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For the third graders the 29 Word List correlated .93, p<.001 with Stanford silent

reading comprehension and .87, p<.001 with WRAT oral word recognition achievement.

For the sixth graders, 29 Word List correlated .61, p<.01 with STEP and .66, p<.01

with WRAT.

For the ninth graders the 29 Word List correlated .57, p<.05 with STEP and .58, p<.05

with WRAT.

For the twelfth graders, 29 Word List correlated .47, p<.05 with Step and .68, p<.01

with WRAT.

Thus the highest correlation of the 29 Word List to the two standardized tests of reading

achievement was found for the third graders, whose reading scores on the 29 Word List

correlated very significantly both with their silent reading comprehension and oral word

recognition abilities. Further, it was only for the twelfth graders that 29 Word List correlated

more highly with oral word reading as measured by WRAT than with silent reading

comprehension achievement. Thus the ability to read aloud this list of complex derived words

representing the five sound patterns studied in the oral language tests, words graded in degree

of reading difficulty (i.e. the 29 Word List), related equally to silent reading comprehension

and to oral word recognition for subjects through the ninth grade; only for the twelfth graders

did the 29 Word List relate more to oral word recognition than to silent reading

comprehension.

The 29 Word List test was an excellent quick measure of reading development. It

should be a useful diagnostic test for tutoring reading problems.

5.2.3 Correlation of the Three Measures of Reading on the Uncle John Story to Reading of

the 29 Word List

For all 72 subjects combined, the 29 Word List reading correlated -.76 with the total

number of errors on the Uncle John Story, -.84 with the total time to read the Uncle John Story,

and .83 with the total number of derived words read correctly for the Uncle John Story; all

measures were significant at .001 level.

For the third graders, their 29 Word List reading scores correlated best with time to

read the Uncle John Story, -.84, p<.001 while total number of errors on the story correlated -

.53, p<.05 with 29 Word List and total number of derived words in the story read correctly

correlated .57, p<.05 with 29 Word List.

For the sixth graders too, time to read the Uncle John Story was the measure that best

correlated with 29 Word List; the correlation of time to list was -.88, p<.001. Total number of

errors on the story correlated -.58, p<.05 with 29 Word List, and total number of target words
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read correctly in the story did not correlate significantly with reading of the 29 Word List; the

coefficient was .37. Thus, the sixth graders’ reading of the ten derived words in the story

showed no significant correlation with their reading of derived words representing the same

five patterns when the words were in a list.

Ninth graders’ reading of the 29 Word List did not correlate significantly with any of

the three measures of their reading of the Uncle John Story. Of the four grades, the ninth

graders showed the smallest range of variation in the scores measuring their reading of the

Uncle John Story and of the 29 Word List. (See Tables 46 and 47).

The twelfth graders’ reading of the 29 Word List correlated -.58 with the total number

of errors on the Uncle John Story (significant at .05 level). Time to read the story did not

correlate significantly with 29 Word List, but total number of derived words read correctly in

the Uncle John Story correlated .62, p<.01, with 29 Word List. Thus, for neither the ninth nor

the twelfth graders did time correlate with 29 Word List although time had correlated at .001

level of significance with the reading of the 29 Word List for the two younger grades. By

twelfth grade, the rate of reading aloud the Uncle John Story did not correlate significantly

with either silent reading comprehension or with 29 Word list, although it still correlated

significantly with the WRAT measure of oral word recognition.

That 29 Word list correlated significantly with correct reading of the ten target words in

the story only for third graders and for twelfth graders is also important to note. This point will

be discussed further in the section correlating the various measures of reading to Recall III

(section 5.3.2).

5.3 Correlation of the Various Measures of Reading to Recall III

5.3.1 Correlation of Standardized Measures of Reading to Recall III

For all the 72 subjects combined, Recall III correlated .32, p<.01, with Stanford/STEP

and .69, p<.001, with WRAT. The difference in the two correlations coefficients may be due

in part to the fact that the silent reading scores were corrected for grade, while WRAT and

Recall III directly reflects achievement.

For the third graders, Recall III correlated .59, p<.01, with Stanford, and.52, p<.05 with

WRAT. For the Sixth graders, the correlation of Recall III to STEP was .43 and to WRAT .42;

both these figures were just shy of the .05 level of significance. For the ninth graders, the

correlation coefficient of Recall III to STEP was .27, and Recall III to WRAT was .49, p<.05.

Thus for the ninth graders only oral word recognition correlated significantly with Recall III.

For the twelfth graders, Recall III correlated only .12 to STEP and the correlation to WRAT

was .39; while neither of these figures reached the.05 level of significance, one can see that, as
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with the ninth graders, Recall III for the twelfth graders related more to oral word recognition

than to silent reading comprehension. For both the ninth and the twelfth graders, the low

correlation of Recall III to silent reading comprehension must reflect the fact that silent reading

comprehension in the upper grades relates to many factors other than word recognition.

Intelligence, experience, cumulative knowledge and many factors other than oral language

competence affects silent reading comprehension in the upper grades.

The change in the correlation of Recall III to silent reading comprehension and to oral

word recognition over the four grades is to be explained as follows. Recall III measured the

level of the subject’s abstractions about the underlying structure for certain complex derived

words. Chomsky and Halle have shown that it is this underlying morphemic structure which is

used for representing such words in print. Therefore, it is not surprising that over the four

grades Recall III related more to oral word recognition achievement as measured by WRAT

than to silent reading comprehension achievement. However, at third grade, reading

comprehension is more closely related to word decoding skills. Thus, only for third graders

did Recall III relate more to silent reading comprehension than to oral word recognition. A

second factor affecting the high correlation of Recall III to both measures of 3rd grader’s

reading must be mentioned, and that is the fact that the three reading groups of third graders

showed the widest range of Recall III scores (see Table 36).

5.3.2 Correlation of the Three Measures of Reading of the Uncle John Story and of the 29

Word List to Recall III

Over the four grades, the only significant correlation of Recall III to the Uncle John

Story was the third graders’ and the twelfth graders’ scores on the number of derived words

read correctly. (Time and total errors for the story correlated significantly to Recall III only for

all 72 subjects combined). Unlike the other reading tests, the Uncle John Story consisted of

one passage and did not contain items differing in degree of reading difficulty. Nevertheless,

over the four grades, the change in the correlations between Recall III and the 29 Word List,

and between Recall III and total number of derived words read correctly from the story,

showed similar parabolic patterns of change. For the Ten derived words in the Uncle John

Story, the correlation to Recall III was significant for the third graders, changed to a negative

correlation for the sixth graders, was just over zero for the ninth graders, and was statistically

significant for the twelfth graders (r= .51, p <.05), for the 29 Word List, the correlation to

Recall III was statistically significant for the third graders (r= .62, p<.01), dropped to .55,

p<.05, for the sixth graders, approached zero for the ninth graders, and rose to .25 for the

twelfth graders.
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This regularity of changes in the correlation of the reading of the subjects in the four

grades in relation to their Recall III scores needs to be explained. The three reading groups of

third graders differed significantly in their Recall III scores. Thus their oral language

competency with respect to the five sound patterns related significantly to their silent reading

comprehension. Recall III, for the third graders, also related significantly to their ability to

read real complex derived words in a word list (Recall III correlated to 29 Word List .67) and

Recall III also correlated significantly with third graders’ reading of the derived words in the

story, r = .62. Sixth graders, too differed significantly in word recall scores in relation to silent

reading groupings, and sixth graders’ Recall III scores correlated significantly with their scores

on the 29 Word List. That there was no correlation between sixth graders’ Recall III scores

and their reading of the derived words in the Uncle John Story must have been due to the fact

that for sixth graders, the seeing of the derived words printed in the story in a meaningful

context facilitated their recognition of these words in a way that was not possible for the

derived words printed in a list of words. These subjects’ recognition of the words in a

meaningful context independent of their inner knowledge of the word formation rules seems to

mean that certain sixth graders knew these derived words as part of their oral language

vocabulary. They also possessed sufficient word decoding skills to recognize in print words

that they knew in their speech, but only if the words were in a meaningful context. This seems

like the most plausible explanation of the lack of correlation between sixth graders’ Recall III

scores on the ten derived words in the story, when the sixth graders’ Recall III scores still

correlated significantly with their scores on the 29 Word List. Children past the beginning

stages of reading are able to correctly guess at words in a written story if those words are

known in their oral language. This word recognition of the words in a story thus did not need

to depend upon inner knowledge of the word formation rules.

That Recall III showed nonsignificant correlations to the 29 Word List scores and to

the scores on the ten derived words in the Uncle John Story for the ninth graders is probably

due to several factors. First, the three reading groups showed nonsignificant differences in

their Recall III scores in ninth grade. Secondly, the three reading groups of ninth graders had

the smallest range of silent reading comprehension scores. Finally, the three reading groups of

ninth graders had the least variation in their scores on the Uncle John Story.

In contrast to the ninth graders, the twelfth graders’ scores on Recall III correlated

significantly with their reading of the ten derived words in the Uncle John Story, r = .51, p<.05.

The correlation of Recall III to 29 Word List for the twelfth graders was only .25. Despite the

fact that there were only nonsignificant differences between the Recall III scores for the three
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reading groups of twelfth graders, there still was sufficient variation in their Recall III scores

that the correlation was significant to their oral reading of the ten derived words in the Uncle

John Story.

5.4 Correlation of Intelligence to the Various Measures of Reading and to Recall III

The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test was used to measure each subject’s intelligence

because this test gives a measure of intelligence that is based on oral vocabulary. Thus, the

intelligence scores are not directly dependent upon word reading ability. The subject’s task in

the PPVT is to select from four pictures, the one that best represents the meaning of the word

read to him by the examiner. It gives a measure of intelligence based on receptive vocabulary.

5.4.1 Correlation of I.Q. to the Various Measures of Reading

For all 72 subjects combined, intelligence correlated significantly with

Stanford/SSTEP, WRAT, and 29 Word List. It did not correlate significantly with any of the

three measures of reading of the Uncle John Story. Since the Uncle John Story did not contain

items graded for reading difficulty, it was not a good test for differentiation between the

reading of the subjects in the four grades in relation to their intelligence.

Within each of the four grades, intelligence correlated significantly with silent reading

comprehension and both tests of word list reading (the WRAT and the 29 Word List). The

correlations by grade were:

3rd grade 6th grade 9th grade 12th grade

Stanford/

STEP .56* .55* .51* .67*

WRAT .68** .67** .57* .60**

29 WL .58* .46 .50* .55*

The only significant correlation between intelligence and the measures of reading of the

Uncle John Story was for twelfth graders’ reading of the ten derived words in the story.

The within grade correlations of intelligence to reading as listed above showed that

except for the twelfth graders, the correlation of intelligence to WRAT was higher than of

intelligence to silent reading comprehension. This higher correlation of WRAT to intelligence

than of silent reading to intelligence may be due to the fact that intelligence was based on the

level of the subjects’ vocabulary.

5.4.2 Correlation of I.Q. to Recall III

For the 72 subjects combined, intelligence and Recall III correlated, r = .24, p<.05, a

small but statistically significant correlation. Within each grade, intelligence and Recall III

never correlated significantly. However, except for the twelfth graders; with increase in grade
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level, there was a fairly regular increase in the coefficient: r = .21 for the third graders, r = .37

for the sixth graders, r = .44 for the ninth graders, and r = .30 for the twelfth graders. It is also

to be recalled that the subjects chosen for this study all had at least normal intelligence, so one

can make no generalizations about the relation of oral language competency for the five sound

patterns except for subjects with normal or better intelligence.

Summary

This study has questioned the relation of certain aspects of the reader’s oral language

competency to reading. The data showed that for all the 72 subjects combined, inner

knowledge of the five word formation processes correlated with subjects’ silent reading

comprehension, and oral word recognition ability as measured both by the WRAT and by the

experimenter designed 29 Word List. Within each grade level studied, the correlation of

Recall III to all the reading measures (except total errors and time for the Uncle John Story)

was significant for the third graders; Recall III also correlated significantly with sixth graders’

reading of the 29 Word List and with twelfth graders’ reading of the ten target words of the

Uncle John Story, and with ninth graders’ WRAT score. Further, the two sound patterns which

distinguished the Recall III scores for the three reading groups of third graders were vowel

shift –ity and stress shift –ity. It was only the good readers who showed inner knowledge of

these sound patterns.

Good readers differed significantly form the poor and average sixth grade readers in

respect to knowledge of the five word formation rules. The correlation of Recall III to the two

standardized tests of reading fell just short of the significance level for the sixth graders, so

only the 29 Word List correlated significantly with Recall III. It was also found that sixth

graders were able to recognize complex words written in a meaningful story and this score did

not depend upon the level of their word segmentation knowledge. This was contrasted with the

fact that sixth graders’ oral reading of complex words in lists did relate significantly to their

Recall III score. These facts were interpreted as showing that for sixth graders meaningful

context had facilitated their recognition of words that must have been known to them in

speech.

For the ninth graders, Recall III correlated significantly only with WRAT. Thus, even

though most of the ninth graders knew the five sound patterns, there still was sufficient

variation in their Recall III scores that, while it did not result in significant differences between

the three reading groups, it was sufficient to correlate with their ability to read aloud the

WRAT lists of words. Some ninth and twelfth graders thought that the more difficult WRAT

words were nonce words. That these children were still able to correctly read aloud words like
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“ ingratiating” or ”evanescence” , when the words were unknown to them, may mean that in

some way they were appreciating the inner morphological structure of such complex derived

words in print. Otherwise it is difficult to explain their correct pronunciation of unknown

words when palatalization or other sound changes are required.

By twelfth grade, Recall III correlated significantly only with the subjects’ oral reading

of the ten real suffixed words in the Uncle John Story. Thus for the subjects in the two upper

grades, Recall III seemed to relate more to oral word recognition than to silent reading

comprehension.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

In Chapter I, seven questions were raised about the development of word formation

processes in children and about the relation of these processes to various measures of reading

achievement. The material in the ensuing chapters provided answers to these question:

1. The data in this study has shown that production, conscious judgment; and word recall

tasks differed in what they could reveal about children’s inner knowledge of word

formation processes. The word recall task, a new experimental method for studying

children’s phonological competence, was found to be the most sensitive indicator of the

children’s knowledge of the five word formation processes.

2. The study has shown not only that some children as young as age eight had inner

knowledge of all five word formation rules, but that other eight year olds, all of whom

were very poor readers, were not able to even operate with complex word forming

suffixes.

3. The Guttman scale analysis of the ability of the 72 subjects to recall at Recall III the

phonologically correct nonce derived words representing the five sound patterns, gave

the following ordering to the sound patterns. In order of difficulty, the scale listed

a. palatalization of dental before –ion as the easiest,

b. vowel sift –ity as next.

c. Stress shift –ity and stress shift –ical. The two stress shift

sound patterns could not be ordered for relative difficulty.

d. Vowel shift –ical, the most difficult of the five sound

patterns, was not known by all eighteen twelfth graders.

4. For all 72 subjects combined, the data showed that generalizations about the

morpheme structure underlying the surface sounds of complex derived words

related significantly to silent reading comprehension as measured by the Stanford or

STEP Tests, and to oral word reading as measured by WRAT as well as to the two

experimenter designed tests: the 29 Word List, which tested reading of lists of

complex derived words of varied levels of reading difficulty, and the Uncle John

Story, which measured oral reading of a passage of seventh to eight grade level of

difficulty and which contained the ten real derived words that had been the models

for the creation of the nonce words used in the oral language tests. Within each of

the four grades, it was found that Recall III correlated best to the various measures
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of the third graders’ reading. Over the other three grades (sixth, ninth, and twelfth),

Recall III correlated better with the subjects’ oral word recognition ability than with

their silent reading comprehension.

5. With respect to the two experimenter designed tests, the 29 Word List test was

found to always correlate significantly with WRAT and with the tests of silent

reading comprehension; over the four grades the correlation of 29 Word List to

silent reading comprehension decreased more than the correlation to WRAT. The

three measures of reading of the Uncle John Story (errors, time, and the number of

the derived words read correctly), correlated better for the third graders and the

sixth graders with their silent reading comprehension than with their WRAT scores;

there were no significant correlations between the story reading by ninth graders

and their scores on the two standardized reading tests. By twelfth grade, the

measures of reading the story correlated better with oral words recognition as

measured by WRAT than with STEP silent reading comprehension.

6. Intelligence, as measured by Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, correlated

significantly with Recall III only for all 72 subjects combined. Within each grade,

there were no significant correlations of intelligence and performance on the

memory test (as measured by Recall III scores). However, over the four grades,

there was a fairly steady increase in the size of the correlation between intelligence

and Recall III.

7. Within each grade, intelligence always correlated significantly with silent reading

comprehension and oral word recognition as measured both by WRAT and by 29

Word List.

The study has provided evidence for the psychological reality of certain of N. Chomsky

and M. Halle’s phonological rules in Sound Pattern of English. It has been found that laxing

and vowel shift can be separate psychological processes for English speakers. It has been also

shown that children form abstractions about the systematic relationships of complex derived

words and the base word on the basis of the sound (or morphology) at the end of the base

word. Further, these abstractions about underlying morphological segments of complex

derived words correlated with certain measures of reading.

The question as to at what age children acquire knowledge of vowel shift could not be

answered by this study, since the study only questioned knowledge of vowel shift with the

suffixes –ity and –ical. However, it is to be noted that long before children know words like
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sane and sanity, they know words in which vowel shift is used to make a change of syntactic or

semantic meaning as in child-children, sleep-slept, and bath-bathe.

This study used three different oral language tests. By comparing production,

conscious judgment (i.e. intuitions), and word recall behavior, the study showed the need to

compare different aspects of a subject’s phonological competency. Speakers were shown to

have alternative strategies for solving certain linguistic tasks and the researcher must be certain

that his study has been designed to reveal such possible separate strategies. That alternative

strategies exist may be evidence of alternative language processes available to the processor.

Thus, they may reflect the structure of inner mechanisms and as such may deserve to be

studied.

With respect to the reading process and the teaching of reading, it is believed that the

next step for this study of young children’s inner knowledge of complex derived words is to

test more children who show no obvious language difficulties in their speech and yet have a

great difficulty in learning to read. The 29 Word Test may provide a clue for subcategorizing

this population. The eight year old poor readers in this study consisted of only six children.

Yet the evidence combined with that from the earlier pilot study showed that some children

with normal intelligence differed from their peers in respect to the abstractions that they had

formed about the organization underlying their language. There clearly is need for more

research on the relation of children’s inner rules of phonology to various measures of their

reading achievement. Current theories of the teaching of reading advocate individualized

instruction. The evidence from this study may be able to allow one to start to pinpoint those

areas where the generalizations that a child has formed about the phonology of his language

differ from those of the written code.
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TABLE 1

Nonce Base and Derived Words used for Production and Conscious Judgment Tests

Production

Palatalization before +ion: plort
invode

Vowel Shift before +ity: glane
dƏrave

Vowel Shift before +ical: glete
bƏlēter

Stress Shift before +ity: perble
goral

Stress Shift before +ical: lōƏt
garony

Conscious Judgment

Base L-type T-type
form form

Palatalization before +ion: repate repašƏn repaDīƏn
depode depožƏn depoDīƏn

Vowel Shift before +ity: lƏmave lƏmǽvity lƏmέvity
skane skænity skεnity

Vowel Shift before +ical: rƏveter revέtrical revítrical
gƏmeet gemέtical gemítical

Stress Shift before +ity: do �ttle dottálity dóttalìty
nívƏl nƏvílity nívƏlìty

Stress Shift before +ical: de�rrƏd derrƏ�dical dérrƏdìcal
to�nƏmy tƏno��mical to�nƏmi �cal
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TABLE 2

Nonce Base and Derived Words for Word Recall Test

Version A

Base L-type T-type
form form

Palatalization before +ion: prezate presašƏn
delort delorDīƏn

Vowel Shift before +ity: verane verænity
trave trεvity

Vowel Shift before +ical: dƏreter derέtrical
mƏgeet mƏjitical

Stress Shift before +ity: tu �rƏl turálity
ro�mmƏl rómƏlìty

Stress Shift before +ical: ga�thod gathódical
ne�ttory nétorìcal

Version B

Base L-type T-type
form form

Palatalization before +ion: prezate prezaDīƏn
delort deloršƏn

Vowel Shift before +ity: verane verεnity
trave trævity

Vowel Shift before +ical: dƏreter dƏrítrical
mƏgeet majεtical

Stress Shift before +ity: tu �rƏl túrƏlìty
ro�mmƏl rommálìty

Stress Shift before +ical: ga�thod gáthodìcal
ne�ttory nettórical
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TABLE 3

29 Word List

Dale List Words: station
workman
upstairs
electricity
question

Vowel Shift Stress Shift
filler ion ity ical ity ical

4th grade anchor relation gravity athletics ability historic

6th grade rummage interruption sanity static humidity heroic

9th grade tumult nullification profanity anesthetic liberality botanical

12th grade pugulist asphyxiation serenity phonics morality methodical

__________________________________________________________________________________
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TABLE 4

Silent Paragraph Reading Percentile Scores, WRAT Grade Equivalency Scores, and
PPVT I.Q. Scores for Poor, Average, Good Readers in Grades 3, 6, 9, 12

Paragraph
Compr.
Percentile

WRAT
grade
equiv.

PPVT
I.Q.

3rd grade Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev.
poor 23.000 21.652 3.217 0.816 102 11.832
average 83.500 6.686 4.850 1.019 112.167 14.035
good 93.833 0.984 5.550 0.557 114.167 10.962
6th grade
poor 33.667 11.759 6.600 0.583 109 17.300
average 60.500 12.260 7.317 1.261 109.833 11.856
good 93.500 6.221 9.467 1.044 122.167 7.986
9th grade
poor 57.167 10.778 8.733 1.007 102.667 8.892
average 81.833 5.382 9.500 1.446 105.500 9.915
good 92.667 4.321 11.217 1.659 122.83 16.315
12th grade
poor 35.333 9.201 10.033 1.876 95.667 5.610
average 62.667 5.125 11.567 1.732 115.167 9.666
good 87.000 7.746 13.283 1.765 115.500 13.338
Mean scores for
entire sample

Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev.

65.055 26.269 8.444 3.1313 110.555 13.509
for poor readers
in all 4 grades

37.293 18.314 7.146 2.853 102.333 11.977
for average readers
in all 4 grades

72.175 13.089 8.308 2.863 110.667 11.316
for good readers
in all 4 grades

92.750 5.800 9.879 3.163 118.667 12.335
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Table 4 cont.

Duncan’s new Multiple Range Test showed that for I.Q. the following reading group

differences within grade were (or were not) statistically significant. Number is level of

significance.

Poor versus Average Poor versus Good Average versus Good

3rd grade .01 .01 n.s.

6th grade n.s .01 .01

9th grade n.s. .01 .01.

12th grade .01 .01 n.s.
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TABLE 5

ANOVA I.Q. Independent Variables Grade Placement and Reading Ability (12 subjects)

Source Sum of Squares Df F Significance

Main effects 3456.004 5 4.850***p<.001
Grade 254.222 3 .595 n.s.
Reading Group 3201.782 2 11.234***p<.001

2 Way Interactions
(Grade X Reading Group) 939.119 6 1.098 n.s.

Residual 8550.562 60

Total 12945.676 71
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TABLE 6
Production Test: Total Number of Phonologically Correct Responses by Grade. Chart shows

number of children giving zero to ten phonologically correct derived words.

No. of derived words
produced correctly

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

No. of subjects in
3rd grade

8 5 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6th grade 3 3 6 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
9th grade 4 2 3 4 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
12th grade 2 4 4 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 7

Production Test: Consistency of Responses by Sound Pattern and by Grade.
Chart shows number of subjects who gave zero, one, or two
correct responses.

____________________________ 0 1 2__No. of Correct Responses_
Palatalization – ion

3rd graders 11 3 4
6th graders 5 3 10
9th graders 6 3 9

12th graders 6 2 10
28 11 33 Total

Vowel Shift – ity
3rd graders 15 3 0
6th graders 17 1 0
9th graders 15 3 0

12th graders 15 2 1
62 9 1 Total

Vowel Shift – ical
3rd graders 18 0 0
6th graders 15 3 0
9th graders 18 0 0

12th graders 17 1 0
68 4 0 Total

Stress Shift – ity
3rd graders 17 1 0
6th graders 15 2 1
9th graders 9 4 5

12th graders 7 5 _6
48 12 12 Total

Stress Shift – ical
3rd graders 16 2 0
6th graders 11 7 0
9th graders 7 7 4

12th graders 7 5 6
41 21 10 Total
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TABLE 8

Production Test: Mean Number of Phonologically Correct Responses by Sound Pattern
by Grade (Maximum correct per sound pattern = 2; maximum total
correct = 10)

Palatalization Vowel Shift Vowel Shift Stress Shift Stress Shift Total Number
with –ion with –ity with –ical with –ity with –ical Correct____________

3rd Grade .61 .17 .00 .06 .11 .89

6th Grade 1.28 .06 .02 .22 .39 2.11

9th Grade 1.68 .17 .00 .78 .83 2.61

12th Grade 1.22 .22 .06 .94 .94 3.39
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TABLE 9
Conscious Judgment Test: Total Number of Phonologically Correct Responses by Grade.
Chart shows number of children making zero to ten phonologically correct selections.

No. of words
correctly chosen

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

No. of subjects in
3rd grade

0 0 0 1 1 3 2 5 2 3 1

6th grade 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 6 4 4
9th grade 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 6 6 1
12th grade 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 4 6 4 1
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TABLE 10

Conscious Judgment Test: Consistency of Responses by Sound Pattern and by Grade.
Chart shows number of subjects who gave zero, one, or two
correct responses.

____________________________ 0 1 2__No. of Correct Choices_
Palatalization – ion

3rd graders 1 9 8
6th graders 0 1 17
9th graders 1 3 14

12th graders 0 6 12
2 19 51 Total

Vowel Shift – ity
3rd graders 5 6 7
6th graders 4 4 10
9th graders 2 9 7

12th graders 4 6 8
15 25 32 Total

Vowel Shift – ical
3rd graders 2 10 6
6th graders 3 7 8
9th graders 5 5 8

12th graders 1 9 8
11 31 30 Total

Stress Shift – ity
3rd graders 2 4 12
6th graders 1 4 13
9th graders 0 2 16

12th graders 0 9 _ 9
3 19 50 Total

Stress Shift – ical
3rd graders 1 7 10
6th graders 0 1 17
9th graders 0 3 15

12th graders 0 1 17
1 12 59 Total
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TABLE 11

Conscious Judgment: Mean Number of Phonologically Correct Responses by Sound
Pattern by Grade (Maximum correct per sound pattern = 2;
maximum total correct = 10)

Palatalization Vowel Shift Vowel Shift Stress Shift Stress Shift Total Number
with –ion with –ity with –ical with –ity with –ical Correct____________

3rd Grade 1.39 1.11 1.22 1.56 1.50 6.78

6th Grade 1.94 1.33 1.28 1.67 1.94 8.22

9th Grade 1.72 1.28 1.17 1.89 1.83 7.89

12th Grade 1.67 1.22 1.06 1.50 1.94 7.56
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TABLE 12
Comparison of Production to Conscious Judgment

Responses on Palatalization –ion

Chart Shows the distribution of all 72 subjects’ responses (zero, one, or two correct responses)
and the within grade distribution.

Palatalization Before –ion:

(a) For all 4 grades combine

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 2 13 13 28
1 1 10 11
2 5 28 33Pr

od
uc

tio
n

2 19 51 72

X2 sign < 0.1

(b) Per Grade

3rd grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2 No. Correct

0 1 7 3 11
1 1 2 3
2 1 3 4Pr

od
uc

tio
n

1 9 8 18

X2 not sign.

9th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 1 2 3 6
1 3 3
2 1 8 9Pr

od
uc

tio
n

1 3 14 18

X2 not sign.

6th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 5 5
1 3 3
2 1 9 10Pr

od
uc

tio
n

1 17 18

X2 not sign.

12th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 4 2 6
1 2 2
2 2 8 10Pr

od
uc

tio
n

6 12 18

X2 not sign.
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TABLE 13
Comparison of Production to Conscious Judgment

Responses on Vowel Shift –ity

Chart Shows the distribution of all 72 subjects’ responses (zero, one, or two correct responses) and the
within grade distribution.

(a) For all 4 grades combined

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 13 22 27 62
1 2 2 5 9
2 1 1Pr

od
uc

tio
n

15 25 32 72

X2 not sign.

(b) Per Grade

3rd grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2 No. Correct

0 5 4 6 15
1 2 1 3
2Pr

od
uc

tio
n

5 6 7 18

X2 not sign.

9th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2 No. Correct

0 1 9 5 15
1 1 2 3
2Pr

od
uc

tio
n

2 9 7 18

X2 not sign.

6th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 4 4 9 17
1 1 1
2Pr

od
uc

tio
n

4 4 10 18

X2 not sign.

12th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2 No. Correct

0 3 5 7 15
1 1 1 2
2 1 1Pr

od
uc

tio
n

4 6 8 18

X2 not sign.
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TABLE 14
Comparison of Production to Conscious Judgment

Responses on Vowel Shift –ical

Chart Shows the distribution of all 72 subjects’ responses (zero, one, or two correct responses) and the
within grade distribution.

(c) For all 4 grades combine

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 9 31 28 68
1 2 2 4
2Pr

od
uc

tio
n

11 31 30 72

X2 not sign.

(d) Per Grade

3rd grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 2 10 6 18
1
2Pr

od
uc

tio
n

2 10 6 18

X2 not sign.

9th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2 No. Correct

0 5 5 8 18
1
2Pr

od
uc

tio
n

5 5 8 18

X2 not sign.

6th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2 No. Correct

0 1 7 7 15
1 2 1 3
2Pr

od
uc

tio
n

3 7 8 18

X2 = 6.9*, p< .05

12th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2 No. Correct

0 1 9 7 17
1 1 2
2Pr

od
uc

tio
n

1 9 8 18

X2 not sign.
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TABLE 15
Comparison of Production to Conscious Judgment

Responses on Stress Shift before –ity

Chart Shows the distribution of all 72 subjects’ responses (zero, one, or two correct responses) and the
within grade distribution.

(a) For all 4 grades combined.

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 3 13 32 48
1 3 9 12
2 3 9 12Pr

od
uc

tio
n

3 19 50 72

X2 not sign.
(b) Per Grade

3rd grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 2 4 11 17
1 1 1
2Pr

od
uc

tio
n

2 4 12 18

X2 not sign.

9th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 1 8 9
1 1 3 4
2 5 5Pr

od
uc

tio
n

2 16 18

X2 not sign.

6th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 1 4 10 15
1 2 2
2 1 1Pr

od
uc

tio
n

1 4 13 18

X2 not sign.

12th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2 No. Correct

0 4 3 7
1 2 3 5
2 3 3 6Pr

od
uc

tio
n

9 9 18

X2 not sign.
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TABLE 16

Comparison of Production to Conscious Judgment

Responses on Stress Shift –ical

Chart Shows the Distribution of all 72 Subjects responses (zero, one, or two correct responses) and the
within grade distribution.

(e) For all 4 grades combine

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 1 8 32 41
1 2 19 21
2 2 8 10Pr

od
uc

tio
n

1 12 59 72

X2 not sign.

(f) Per Grade

3rd grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 1 6 9 16
1 1 1 2
2Pr

od
uc

tio
n

1 7 10 18

X2 not sign.

9th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 2 5 7
1 7 7
2 1 3 4Pr

od
uc

tio
n

3 15 18

X2 not sign.

6th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 11 11
1 1 6 7
2Pr

od
uc

tio
n

1 17 18

X2 not sign.

12th grade

Conscious Judgments

0 1 2
No.

Correct
0 7 7
1 5 5
2 1 5 6Pr

od
uc

tio
n

1 17 18

X2 not sign.
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TABLE 17
Recall I, II, III: Responses by Grade

Mean Number of Words Correctly Recalled Per Recall Per Grade;
Mean Number of T-Type Words Changed to L-Type Per Recall Per Grade;
Mean Number of L-Type Words Changed to T-Type Per Recall Per Grade.

Mean Number Recall I Recall II Recall III Row Marginals

Grade 3

L=L T=T 2.00 3.11 2.89 2.67
T changed to L 1.00 1.28 1.61 1.30
L changed to T 0.33 0.67 0.56 0.52

Grade 6

L=L T=T 3.44 3.89 4.11 3.82
T changed to L 1.22 1.50 1.50 1.41
L changed to T 0.39 0.56 0.44 0.47

Grade 9

L=L T=T 4.89 5.67 6.11 5.56
T changed to L 1.94 1.94 2.11 2.00
L changed to T 0.28 0.50 0.33 0.37

Grade 12

L=L T=T 5.22 5.78 5.89 5.63
T changed to L 2.00 2.44 2.72 2.34
L changed to T 0.22 0.11 0.11 0.37
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TABLE 18

Two Way Repeated Measures Analyses of Variance of Total Number of L and T Words Correctly Recalled at
Recall I, II, III by Grade (18 subjects per grade)

Source Sum of Squares DF F Significance

Between Subjects
Grade 334.43 3 15.83*** p<.001
Error 478.74 68

Within Subjects
Recall 30.78 2 16.30*** p<.001
Grade x Recall 4.19 6 0.74 not sign.
Error 128.37 136

Total 976.50 215
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TABLE 19

Recall Test – Number of Subjects (maximum = 72) correctly Recalling at Recall I, II, III the L and the T Word for
Each Sound Pattern

Sound Pattern
Recall I
L=L T=T

Recall II
L=L T=T

Recall III
L=L T=T

Palatalization – ion
+ion 51 14 62 15 68 10
Vowel Shift
+ity 49 22 50 27 49 22
Vowel Shift
+ical 28 14 32 14 33 17
Stress Shift
+ity 35 9 39 20 42 22
Stress Shift
+ ical 36 22 39 34 42 36
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TABLE 20

Recall Test: Percent of L Words Correctly Recalled to Total Number of Correct Words at Recall
I, II, III for Each Grade

Grade Recall 1 Recall II Recall III

3 62% 55% 63%

6 79% 69% 69%

9 72% 66% 67%

12 71% 72% 72%
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TABLE 21

Recall Test – Number of Subjects (maximum = 72) changing L to T and T to L at Recall I, II, III for Each Sound
Pattern

Sound Pattern
Recall I
L to T T to L

Recall II
L to T T to L

Recall III
L to T T to L

Palatalization – ion
+ion 3 36 3 45 2 49
Vowel Shift
+ity 2 24 3 25 3 28
Vowel Shift
+ical 5 14 2 19 3 20
Stress Shift
+ity 6 21 13 24 10 29
Stress Shift
+ ical 6 16 11 17 10 18
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TABLE 22

Recall Test: Numbers of Subjects (maximum = 72) Making Non L to T or T to L Errors at
Recall I, II, III on Each Sound Pattern

Sound Pattern and Recall I Recall II Recall III
Type of Error L T L T L T

Palatalization

Chunked too big
a suffix 3 3 1 4 0 3

Substituted another
suffix 9 13 4 7 2 7

Zero Suffix or
definition only 6 6 2 1 2 3

Vowel Shift + ity

Kept Base Vowel 10 12 14 15 10 15

Reduced Base to
one syllable 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chunked too big
a suffix 3 3 2 3 6 4

Substituted another
Suffix 4 9 2 5 3 2

Zero Suffix or
definition only 4 2 1 1 1 1

Vowel Shift +ical
Kept Base Vowel 13 24 21 24 26 26

Reduced Base to
one syllable 1 0 1 0 1 0

Chunked too big
a suffix 1 0 1 0 0 0

Substituted another
suffix 15 14 10 9 7 8
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(Table 22 cont’d)

Zero Suffix or
definition only 9 6 6 5 3 1

Stress Shift +ity

Reduced Base to
monosyllable 4 7 2 8 4 2

Chunked too big
a suffix 0 1 2 4 1 2

Substituted another
suffix 16 24 12 13 13 16

Definition only 11 10 4 3 2 1

Stress Shift +ical

Reduced Base to
monosyllable 12 14 13 14 13 7

Substituted another
suffix 14 11 5 4 5 8

Definition/Zero 4 9 4 2 2 2
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TABLE 23

Two Way Repeat Measures Analyses of Variance of Total Number of T Words Changed to L
Words at Recall I, II, III by Grade (18 subjects per grade)

Source Sum of Squares DF F Significance

Between Subjects
Grade 42.76 3 5.07*** p<.01
Error 191.13 68

Within Subjects
Recall 7.15 2 9.61*** p<.001
Grade x Recall 2.26 6 1.01 not sign.
RecallxUnit 50.59 136

Total 293.88 215
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TABLE 24

Two Way Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance of Total Number of L Words Changed to T Words at Recall I,
II, III by Grade (18 subjects per grade)

Source Sum of Squares DF F Significance

Between Subjects
Grade 4.31 3 2.29*** .054
Error 26.32

Within Subjects
Recall 0.82 2 1.62*** not sign.
Grade x Recall 1.07 6 0.67
RecallxUnit 36.07 136

Total 78.63 215
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TABLE 25

Recall Test – Number of Subjects in Each Grade Getting Each L and T Word Correct at
Recall I, II, III the L and the T Word for Each Sound Pattern

Grade 3
Recall I
L=L T=T

Recall II
L=L T=T

Recall III
L=L T=T

Palatalization – ion
+ion 7 2 12 3 16 0
Vowel Shift
+ity 9 4 9 5 7 3
Vowel Shift
+ical 6 2 6 2 4 2
Stress Shift
+ity 1 2 2 7 3 8
Stress Shift
+ ical 1 4 2 8 3 6

TOTAL 24 15 31 25 33 19

Grade 6
Recall I
L=L T=T

Recall II
L=L T=T

Recall III
L=L T=T

Palatalization – ion
+ion 15 2 15 2 16 2
Vowel Shift
+ity 12 3 12 3 13 3
Vowel Shift
+ical 6 2 6 1 7 2
Stress Shift
+ity 8 2 8 5 8 5
Stress Shift
+ ical 7 4 7 9 7 11

TOTAL 48 13 48 22 51 23
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TABLE 25 (cont’d)

Grade 9
Recall I
L=L T=T

Recall II
L=L T=T

Recall III
L=L T=T

Palatalization – ion
+ion 13 6 17 6 18 4
Vowel Shift
+ity 14 7 15 7 15 7
Vowel Shift
+ical 9 4 9 7 10 9
Stress Shift
+ity 12 3 13 5 14 7
Stress Shift
+ ical 15 5 13 10 16 10

TOTAL 63 25 67 35 73 37

Grade 12
Recall I
L=L T=T

Recall II
L=L T=T

Recall III
L=L T=T

Palatalization – ion
+ion 16 6 18 5 18 4
Vowel Shift
+ity 14 8 14 10 14 9
Vowel Shift
+ical 10 6 11 4 12 4
Stress Shift
+ity 14 2 16 3 17 3
Stress Shift
+ ical 13 5 16 7 16 9

TOTAL 67 27 75 29 77 30
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TABLE 26

Recall Test: Number of Subjects in Each Grade Changing L to T and T to L for Each Sound
Pattern.

Grade 3
Recall I
L to T T to L

Recall II
L to T T to L

Recall III
L to T T to L

Palatalization – ion
+ion 1 5 1 8 0 13
Vowel Shift
+ity 0 7 1 6 0 7
Vowel Shift
+ical 0 4 0 5 1 4
Stress Shift
+ity 2 1 5 1 4 2
Stress Shift
+ ical 2 1 5 3 5 3

TOTAL 7 18 12 23 10 29

Grade 6
Recall I
L to T T to L

Recall II
L to T T to L

Recall III
L to T T to L

Palatalization – ion
+ion 1 13 1 12 0 11
Vowel Shift
+ity 0 5 0 7 0 7
Vowel Shift
+ical 3 2 0 5 1 5
Stress Shift
+ity 1 2 3 2 2 4
Stress Shift
+ ical 2 0 6 1 5 0

TOTAL 7 22 7 27 8 27
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TABLE 26 (cont’d)

Grade 9
Recall I
L to T T to L

Recall II
L to T T to L

Recall III
L to T T to L

Palatalization – ion
+ion 1 9 1 11 0 11
Vowel Shift
+ity 1 7 1 7 2 8
Vowel Shift
+ical 0 3 2 2 1 4
Stress Shift
+ity 3 8 4 10 3 8
Stress Shift
+ ical 0 8 1 5 0 7

TOTAL 5 35 9 35 6 38

Grade 12
Recall I
L to T T to L

Recall II
L to T T to L

Recall III
L to T T to L

Palatalization – ion
+ion 0 9 0 13 0 14
Vowel Shift
+ity 1 5 1 5 1 6
Vowel Shift
+ical 2 5 0 7 0 7
Stress Shift
+ity 0 10 1 11 1 14
Stress Shift
+ ical 1 7 0 8 0 8

TOTAL 4 36 2 44 2 42
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TABLE 27

Recall Test: Non L to T or T to L Errors by Third Graders on Each Sound Pattern at Recall I, II, III

Recall I Recall II Recall III
3rd Grade L T L T L T

Palatalization -ion

Chunked too big
a suffix 2 1 1 2 0 0

Substituted another
suffix 5 7 2 4 0 2

Zero Suffix or
definition only 3 5 2 1 2 3

Vowel Shift + ion

Kept Base Vowel 4 3 4 3 4 5

Chunked too big
a suffix 1 0 4 2

Substituted another
Suffix 1 2 2 3 2 0

Zero Suffix or
definition only 4 2 1 1 1 1

Vowel Shift +ical

Kept Base Vowel 4 5 4 5 7 5

Reduced Base to
one syllable 1 0 0 0 0 0

Substituted another
suffix 4 5 4 3 3 4

Zero Suffix or
definition only 3 2 4 3 3 1

Stress Shift +ity

Reduced Base to
monosyllable 2 1 1 4 2 0
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TABLE 27 (cont’d)
Chunked too big

a suffix 0 0 1 1 1 1

Substituted another
suffix 4 5 5 3 6 6

Zero Suffix or
Definition only 9 9 4 2 2 1

Stress Shift +ical

Reduced Base to
monosyllable 3 3 6 2 6 3

Substituted another
suffix 8 4 2 3 2 4

Zero Suffix or
Definition only 3 6 3 2 2 2
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TABLE 28

Recall Test: Non L to T or T to L Errors by Sixth Graders on Each Sound Pattern at Recall I, II, III

Recall I Recall II Recall III
6th Grade L T L T L T

Palatalization -ion

Chunked too big
a suffix 1 2 0 2 0 2

Substituted another
suffix 1 1 2 2 2 3

Zero Suffix or
definition only 0 0 0 0 0 0

Vowel Shift + ity

Kept Base Vowel 3 4 6 4 4 6

Chunked too big
a suffix 1 6 0 1 1 0

Substituted another
Suffix 2 0 0 0 0 2

Zero Suffix or
definition only 0 0 0 0 0 0

Vowel Shift +ical

Kept Base Vowel 5 8 7 9 8 7

Reduced Base to
one syllable 0 0 1 0 0 0

Substituted another
suffix 6 5 3 2 2 4

Zero Suffix or
definition only 1 1 1 1 0 0

Stress Shift +ity

Reduced Base to
monosyllable 1 6 1 2 2 1
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TABLE 28 (cont’d)
Chunked too big

a suffix 0 0 0 1 0 0

Substituted another
suffix 8 11 6 8 6 8

Zero Suffix or
Definition only 0 1 0 0 0 0

Stress Shift +ical

Reduced Base to
monosyllable 3 3 3 7 3 2

Substituted another
suffix 5 6 2 0 3 4

Zero Suffix or
Definition only 1 1 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 29

Recall Test: Non L to T or T to L Errors by Ninth Graders on Each Sound Pattern at Recall I, II, III

Recall I Recall II Recall III
9th Grade L T L T L T

Palatalization -ion

Chunked too big
a suffix 0 0 0 0 0 1

Substituted another
suffix 2 2 0 1 0 2

Zero Suffix or
definition only 2 1 0 0 0 0

Vowel Shift + ity

Kept Base Vowel 0 2 1 2 0 3

Chunked too big
a suffix 1 6 0 1 1 0

Substituted another
Suffix 1 1 0 1 0 0

Vowel Shift +ical

Kept Base Vowel 3 6 4 4 6 5

Substituted another
suffix 3 2 3 4 1 0

Zero Suffix or
definition only 3 3 0 1 0 0

Stress Shift +ity

Reduced Base to
monosyllable 1 3 0 1 0 1
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TABLE 29 (cont’d)
Chunked too big

a suffix 0 0 1 1 0 1

Substituted another
suffix 0 4 0 0 0 0

Zero Suffix or
Definition only 2 0 0 0 0 0

Stress Shift +ical

Reduced Base to
monosyllable 2 3 2 2 2 1

Substituted another
suffix 1 2 1 1 0 0

Zero Suffix or
Definition only 0 0 1 0 0 0
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TABLE 30

Recall Test: Non L to T or T to L Errors by Twelfth Graders on Each Sound Pattern at Recall I, II, III

Recall I Recall II Recall III
12th Grade L T L T L T

Palatalization -ion

Substituted another
suffix 1 3 0 0 0 0

Zero Suffix or
definition only 1 0 0 0 0 0

Vowel Shift + ity

Kept Base Vowel 3 3 3 2 2 1

Chunked too big
a suffix 0 2 0 1 1 2

Vowel Shift +ical

Kept Base Vowel 1 5 6 6 5 7

Reduced Base to
one syllable 0 0 0 1 0 0

Chunked too big
a suffix 1 0 0 0 0 0

Substituted another
suffix 2 2 0 0 1 0

Zero Suffix or
definition only 2 0 1 0 0 0

Stress Shift +ity
Reduced Base to

monosyllable 0 1 0 1 0 0
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TABLE 30 (cont’d)
Chunked too big

a suffix 0 1 0 1 0 0

Substituted another
suffix 4 4 1 1 0 1

Zero Suffix or
Definition only 0 0 0 1 0 0

Stress Shift +ical

Reduced Base to
monosyllable 4 5 2 3 2 1

Substituted another
suffix 0 1 0 0 0 0
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TABLE 31

Recall III: Cross Tabulations of Responses of 18 Subjects in Each of Four Grades according to 4 Stages for Each
Pair of L and T Words of Each Sound Pattern.

Palatalization +ion

Grade
-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

3 2 16
6 2 14 2
9 14 4
12 14 4

X2 = 8.607, not sign.

Vowel Shift +ity

Grade
-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

3 10 1 5 2
6 4 1 11 2
9 1 2 10 5
12 3 1 6 8

X2 = 19.673* p<.05*

Vowel Shirt +ical

Grade
-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

3 12 2 4
6 9 2 7
9 5 3 4 6
12 5 1 9 3

X2 = 19.484*, p<.05*

Stress Shift +ity

Grade
-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

3 7 8 3
6 7 3 6 2
9 1 3 10 4
12 1 14 3

X2 = 30.651***, p<.001

Stress Shift +ical

Grade
-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

3 10 5 2 1
6 6 5 1 6
9 1 1 7 9
12 2 7 9

X2 = 32.305***, p<.001
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TABLE 32

Recall III: Responses to Each L Word for Each Subject Ranked by Reading Ability Within
Grade (72 Subjects).

Vowel Vowel
Shift Stress Shift Shift

Grade 3 -ion -ity -ity -ical -ical
Poor
1 0 0 0 0 0
2 - +* - - -
3 + - - - -
4 + - - - -
5 + +* - - -
6 + - - - -
Average
1 + - - - +
2 + - - - -
3 + - - - -
4 + - - - +
5 + - - - -
6 + - - + -
Good
1 + + + + +
2 + + - - -
3 + + - + -
4 + - + - -
5 + + + - +
6 + + - - -
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TABLE 32 (cont’d)

Vowel Vowel
Shift Stress Shift Shift

Grade 6 -ion -ity -ity -ical -ical
Poor
1 - - - - -
2 + - - - +
3 + + - + -
4 + + + + +
5 + + + - +
6 + + + - -
Average
1 + + - - +
2 + - - - +
3 + - - + -
4 + + - - -
5 - + + - -
6 + + - - -
Good
1 + + - - -
2 + + - +* -
3 + + +* +* +
4 + + + + -
5 + + + + +
6 + - + - -
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TABLE 32 (Cont’d)

Vowel Vowel
Shift Stress Shift Shift

Grade 9 -ion -ity -ity -ical -ical
Poor
1 + + + + -
2 + - - + +
3 + + - - +
4 + + + + +
5 + + + + -
6 + - + + +
Average
1 + + + + -
2 + + - + -
3 + + + +* -
4 + + + + +
5 + + - + -
6 + + + +* +
Good
1 + + + + +
2 + + + +* -
3 + - + + -
4 + + + + +
5 + + + + +
6 + + + + +
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TABLE 32 (Cont’d)

Vowel Vowel
Shift Stress Shift Shift

Grade 12 -ion -ity -ity -ical -ical
Poor
1 + + + + +
2 + + - + +
3 + + - - +
4 + + + + +
5 + + + + -
6 + - + + +
Average
1 + + + + -
2 + + - +* -
3 + + + + -
4 + + + + +
5 + + - + -
6 + + + +* +
Good
1 + + + + +
2 + + + +* -
3 + - + + -
4 + + + + +
5 + + + + +
6 + + + - +

Code:

0 = not testable
* = vera�lity and norέtical type responses
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TABLE 33

Guttman Scale Analysis of the Accuracy at Recall III on the L Words (72 Subjects). Numbers indicate number of
subjects correct for each category

Palatalization –ion Vowel Shift –ity Stress Shift –ity Vowel Shift –ical
24 children got
4 L words correct

24 24 24 24

13 Children got
3 L words correct

13 11 11 4

24 Children got
2 L words correct

23 13 7 5

9 children got
1 L word correct

8 1

two children got
0 L words correct

0 0 0 0
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Table 34

A Comparison of Correct Responses on Production, Conscious Judgment, and Recall III by Grade and by Sound
Pattern

The table compares for each sound pattern the percent of subjects in each grade getting the L word correct at
Recall III to the percent of subjects giving two phonologically correct production responses to the percent of
subjects twice selecting the phonologically correct derived word

Palatalization –ion 3rd 6th 9th 12th grade

Recall III 89% 89% 100% 100%
Production 22% 57% 50% 55%
Conscious Judgments 49% 94% 78% 67%

Vowel Shift –ity

Recall III 39% 72% 83% 78%
Production 0% 0% 0% 0%
Conscious Judgment 39% 56% 39% 44%

Vowel Shift –ical

Recall III 22% 39% 56% 67%
Production 0% 0% 0% 0%
Conscious Judgment 33% 44% 44% 44%

Stress Shift –ity

Recall III 27% 44% 78% 94%
Production 0% 6% 28% 33%
Conscious Judgment 67% 72% 89% 50%

Stress Shift –ical

Recall III 17% 39% 87% 89%
Production 0% 0% 22% 33%
Conscious Judgment 56% 94% 83% 94%
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TABLE 35

Recall Test: Mean number of Derived Words Recalled as Taught by Poor, Average, and Good Readers in Each
Grade at Recall I, II, III (maximum correct = 10)

Grade 3 Recall I Recall II Recall III

Poor 1.33 2.33 1.83
Average 1.83 2.83 2.50
Good 2.83 4.17 4.33

Grade 6

Poor 3.67 2.83 3.67
Average 3.00 3.67 3.33
Good 3.67 5.17 5.33

Grade 9

Poor 5.33 5.17 5.67
Average 4.00 5.33 5.83
Good 5.33 6.50 6.83

Grade 12

Poor 5.33 5.67 5.33
Average 5.17 5.67 6.33
Good 5.17 6.00 6.00
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TABLE 35A

Mean Number of Derived Words Recalled as Taught by All 24 Poor, Average and Good Readers Respectively from

Grades 3, 6, 9, and 12 combined (maximum correct = 10)

Recall I Recall II Recall III

Poor 3.92 4.00 4.13
Average 3.50 4.38 4.50
Good 4.25 5.46 5.63

Column Marginals 3.89 4.61 4.75
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TABLE 36

Three way Analysis of Variance Repeated Measures on total Number of Derived Words Correctly Recalled at Recall

I, II, III by Grade (18 Subjects per Grade)

Source Sum of Squares DF F Significance

Between Subjects
Grade 334.425 3 16.46*** p<.001

Reading Group 52.528 2 3.89* p</05
GradexReadingGroup 19.769 6 3.30 n.s.
Subject W. Group 406.448 60

Within Subjects
Recall 30.778 2 17.01** p<.001
GradexReadingGroup 4.185 6 .77 n.s.
Reading GroupxRecall 11.028 4 3.05* p<.05
GrxRead GrxRecall 8.787 12 .809 n.s.
RecallxSub w.Gr. 108.555 120
Total 976.501 215

Tukey’ s ratio of comparison between Recall III mean scores showed the following reading group within grade
differences to be statistically significant. (Number indicates the level of significance).

Poor versus Average Poor versus Good Average versus Good
3rd grade .01 .01 .01

6th grade n.s. .05 .01

9th grade n.s. n.s. n.s.

12th grade n.s. n.s. n.s.
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TABLE 37

Recall III: Cross Tabulations of Responses of Poor, Average, and good Readers in Third Grade According to 4

Stages for Each L and T Word of Each Sound Pattern.

Palatalization +ion
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 2 4
Average 6
Good 6

X2
2 = 4.5, p<.106

Vowel Shift +ity
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 4 1 1
Average 5 1
Good 1 4 1

X2
2 = 8.883* p<.05

Vowel Shift +ical
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 5 1
Average 3 1 2
Good 4 2

X2 = n.s.

Stress Shift +ity
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 3 3
Average 4 2
Good 3 3

X2 = 7.2***, p<.05

Stress Shift +ical
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 6
Average 3 2 1
Good 1 3 1 1

X2 = n.s.
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TABLE 38

Recall III: Cross Tabulations of Responses of Poor, Average, and good Readers in Sixth Grade According to 4

Stages for Each L and T Word of Each Sound Pattern

Palatalization +ion
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 1 4 1
Average 1 5
Good 5 1

Vowel Shift +ity
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 1 1 4
Average 2 3 1
Good 1 4 1

Vowel Shift +ical
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 3 3
Average 3 1 2
Good 3 1 2

.

Stress Shift +ity
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 3 3
Average 3 2 1
Good 1 1 2 2

Stress Shift +ical
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 2 2 1 1
Average 3 2 1
Good 1 1 4
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TABLE 39

Recall III: Cross Tabulations of Responses of Poor, Average, and good Readers in Ninth Grade According to 4

Stages for Each L and T Word of Each Sound Pattern

Palatalization +ion
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 4 2
Average 6
Good 4 2

Vowel Shift +ity
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 1 1 4
Average 3 3
Good 1 3 2

Vowel Shift +ical
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 2 1 1 2
Average 2 1 2 1
Good 1 1 1 3

.

Stress Shift +ity
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 1 4 1
Average 1 2 2 1
Good 4 2

Stress Shift +ical
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 4 2
Average 1 2 3
Good 1 1 4
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TABLE 40

Recall III: Cross Tabulations of Responses of Poor, Average, and good Readers in Twelfth Grade According to 4
Stages for Each L and T Word of Each Sound Pattern

Palatalization +ion
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 5 1
Average 5 1
Good 4 2

Vowel Shift +ity
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 2 1 3
Average 1 3 2
Good 1 2 3

Vowel Shift +ical
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 3 2 1
Average 1 3 2
Good 1 1 4

.

Stress Shift +ity
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 5 1
Average 5 1
Good 1 4 1

Stress Shift +ical
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 2 1 3
Average 2 4
Good 4 2
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TABLE 41

Percentage of poor, average, and good readers (in each of the four grades) Recall III responses to the L and T words
of the five sound patterns.

3rd Graders
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 67% 13% 20% 0%
Average 50% 20% 30% 0%
Good 20% 20% 53% 7%

6th Graders
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 33% 10% 50% 6%
Average 40% 17% 37% 6%
Good 20% 10% 43% 27%

9th Graders
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 10% 10% 57% 23%
Average 10% 13% 50% 27%
Good 7% 7% 43% 43%

.

12th Graders
Reading
Ability

-L
-T

-L
+T

+L
-T

+L
+T

Poor 23% 0% 30% 30%
Average 7% 0% 60% 33%
Good 7% 6% 60% 27%

x
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TABLE 46

Three Measures of Reading of the Uncle John Story, by the poor, average, and good readers of Grades 3, 6, 9, 12:
Total Mean Number of Errors, Mean Time, Mean Total Correct of 10 Derived Words

Total No. Oral Reading
Errors

Time in Seconds Total No. Derived Words
Read Correctly

Grade Mean Errors St. Dev. Mean Time St. Dev Mean No. Correct
(Perfect score = 10)

St. Dev.

3rd Grade:
Poor 21.667 14.024 229.800a 86.170 2.167 3.920

Average 12.000 2.449 90.167 25.230 3.667 1.033
Good 8.167 3.969 72.333 10.930 6.000 2.000

6th Grade:
Poor 8.333 5.241 72.600b 11.675 6.833 1.722

Average 8.667 3.327 77.200b 8.287 8.000 .894
Good 4.167 1.472 62.800 8.526 8.000 .894

9th Grade:
Poor 2.667 2.733 59.250 14.546 9.000 1.265

Average 2.833 2.483 54.000 10.040 9.500 .548
Good 2.167 1.169 47.600 3.286 9.667 .548

12th Grade:
Poor 3.667 2.066 51.167 8.589 9.000 0.894

Average 3.333 1.211 49.667 5.538 9.667 .516
Good 1.333 1.506 48.500 4.037 9.833 .408
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